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I. Executive Summary
The scope of climate change impacts is expected to be extraordinary, touching every
ecosystem on the planet and affecting human interactions with the natural and built
environment. From increased surface and water temperatures to sea level rise, climate
change promises vast and profound alterations to our world. Indeed, scientists predict
continued climate change impacts
regardless of any present or future
mitigation efforts due to the longlived nature of greenhouse gases
emitted over the last century. Thus,
the need to adapt to this new future
is crucial. Adaptation may take a
variety of forms, from implementing
certain natural resources management
strategies to applying principles of
water law to mimic the natural water
cycle. The goal of adaptation efforts
is to lessen the magnitude of these
impacts on humans and the natural
environment through proactive and
planned actions. The longer we wait
to adopt a framework and laws for
adapting to climate change, the more
costly and painful the process will
become.
Washington State is already a leader
in addressing climate change effects,
recognizing the need both to assess
the likely impacts of climate change
and to identify and implement
adaptation strategies. In 2009, the
Climate Impacts Group (CIG)
released a detailed report on the
impacts of climate change across the state. The purpose of this manual is to construct from
.MNO3'3;(&$,(?;'?$%($23'7'A&27A'0/76&E"/F',"'&$7@A&'>"A(;B67F&/3'($',-&'1#2&,'H"#$%'G73($'
to identify and adopt environmentally protective and socially equitable adaptation strategies.
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P-(3'67$#7A'?/3,'&Q76($&3',-&'"4&/7/;-($2'>/";&%#/7A'3,/7,&2(&3',-7,'7>>AB',"'&4&/B'
climate change impact and every sector. In identifying adaptation strategies, lawmakers
and policymakers should decide whether the proposed strategy meets certain criteria.
The questions below should guide the selection of strategies:

Does the proposed adaptation strategy:
UÊ
UÊ
UÊ
UÊ
UÊ
UÊ
UÊ
UÊ
UÊ

VÜi`}iÊÕViÀÌ>ÌÞÊÊÌ iÊ`iÃÊÀÊ«ÀiVÌÃÊvÊÌ iÊV>ÌiÊV >}iÊ«>VÌ¶
VÀi>ÃiÊÌ iÊÀiÃiViÊvÊ>ÌÕÀ>ÊÃÞÃÌiÃÊ>`Ê Õ>ÊVÕÌiÃ¶
,iÞÊ>ÃÊÕV Ê>ÃÊ«ÃÃLiÊÊ>ÌÕÀ>ÊvÀ>ÃÌÀÕVÌÕÀiÊÌÊLÕvviÀÊÌ iÊ«>VÌÃÊvÊV>ÌiÊ
V >}i¶
VÀ«À>ÌiÊ«ÀV«iÃÊvÊv>ÀiÃÃÊ>`ÊÀi`ÕViÊ«iÀÃ>Ê>`ÊVÕÌÞÊÀÃ¶
i>`ÊÌÊ«À>VÌÛiÊ>`Ê«ÀiV>ÕÌÕÃÊ>VÌÃ¶
>ÛiÊÕÌ«iÊLiiwÌÃÊvÀÊÌ iÀÊÃiVÌÀÃÊÀÊLiiwÌÊV>ÌiÊV >}iÊÌ}>ÌÊivvÀÌÃ¶
Ã`iÀÊÌ iÊ}ÌiÀÊÌivÀ>i¶
Û`Ê>>`>«ÌÛiÊÕÌViÃÊÀÊÃÌÀ>Ìi}iÃÊÌ >ÌÊvVÕÃÊÞÊÊÌ iÊÃ ÀÌÌiÀÊÀÊ
vÀiVÃiÊvÕÌÕÀiÊ«ÌÃ¶
>ÝâiÊÌ iÊÕÃiÊvÊiÝÃÌ}Êi}Ã>ÌÊÀÊi}>ÊÌÃ¶

Unlike mitigation efforts, which have a single goal of reducing the concentration of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, adaptation efforts will take various forms that
$&;&337/(AB'/&R&;,',-&'A";7A(L&%'(6>7;,3'"0 ';A(67,&';-7$2&C''S73-($2,"$'7$%';"66#$(,(&3'
and Tribes within the Puget Sound Basin must also act in the face of uncertainty. Although
climate scientists agree on many of the likely effects of climate change, regional climate
6"%&A3'7/&'#$7@A&',"'>/&%(;,'3>&;(?;'&Q,/&6&'R""%($2'&4&$,3'"/'($'E-(;-'B&7/',-&'3&7'
A&4&A'E(AA'/&7;-'7'3>&;(?;'-&(2-,C''P-#3+',-&'A&27A'0/76&E"/F'6#3,'($;"/>"/7,&'principled
!"#$%$&$'(+'6&7$($2',-7,'3,7,&'72&$;(&3'7$%'A";7A'2"4&/$6&$,3'3-"#A%'@&'2(4&$'R&Q(@(A(,B'
in preparing for a changing climate, yet be held accountable for implementing adaptation
actions by the public. Flexibility should not translate into open-ended discretion to delay,
do nothing, or deviate materially from the overarching regulatory and management goals.
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As lawmakers and advocates consider using existing laws to address adaptation or propose
$&E'A&2(3A7,("$'"/'($,&/>/&,7,("$3+',-&B'3-"#A%'($,&2/7,&'0&7,#/&3'"0 ',-(3'>/($;(>A&%'R&Q(@(A(,B'
(%&$,(?&%'($',-(3'67$#7AT'
Planning
*>}ÊvÀÊ>Û>>LiÊ«ÌÃÊLivÀiÊ>Ê`Ã>ÃÌiÀÊÀÊiiÀ}iVÞÊÃÌÕ>ÌÊVVÕÀÃÊÜÊiÞÊÀi`ÕViÊ
Ì iÊV >ÃÊvÊ«ÃÌ`Ã>ÃÌiÀÊÀiVÛiÀÞ]ÊÜ iÊÌ iÊÀÕÃ ÊÌÊ«ÀÛ`iÊ>ÃÃÃÌ>ViÊ>ÞÊ}ÀiÊVÀÕV>Ê
ii`ÃÊÀÊ«ÀiÛiÌÊ«ÕLVÊ«>ÀÌV«>Ì°ÊÊ

Scenario Planning
-Vi>ÀÊ«>}ÊÃÊ>ÊÌÊÌÊÌi}À>ÌiÊÃViÌwVÊVÃ`iÀ>ÌÃÊÌÊÌ iÊ«VÞ>}Ê«ÀViÃÃ°Ê
1Ã}ÊµÕ>ÌÌ>ÌÛiÊ>`ÊµÕ>Ì>ÌÛiÊ`iÃ]ÊÃVi>ÀÊ«>}ÊV>Ê i«Ê«VÞ>iÀÃÊÛÃÕ>âiÊ
vÕÌÕÀiÊÕÌViÃÊL>Ãi`ÊÊÛ>ÀÕÃÊ`iVÃÃ]Ê«ViÃ]ÊÀÊÃViÌ>Ê«>Ì Ü>ÞÃ°ÊÊ/ iÊÃVi>ÀÃÊ
Ã Õ`ÊVÕ`iÊ>ÊÜÀÃÌV>ÃiÊÕÌViÊ>`ÊÌÊvVÕÃÊiÝVÕÃÛiÞÊÊÌ iÊÃÌÊiÞÊÕÌVi°

Triggering Mechanisms or Benchmarks
"iÊiV >ÃÊvÀÊVÀi>Ì}Ê«ÀV«i`ÊyiÝLÌÞÊÃÊÌÊiÃÌ>LÃ ÊÌ ÀiÃ `ÃÊÀÊLiV >ÀÃÊÌ >Ì]Ê
vÊÀi>V i`]ÊÌÀ}}iÀÊ>ÊViÀÌ>ÊVÕÀÃiÊvÊ>VÌ°ÊÊ1LÕ`i`ÊyiÝLÌÞÊVÀi>ÌiÃÊ>ÊÀÃÊÌ >ÌÊ>}iViÃÊ
ÜÊ>LÕÃiÊÌ iÀÊ`ÃVÀiÌÊLÞÊv>}ÊÌÊ>VÌÊÜ iÊiViÃÃ>ÀÞ°Ê

Periodic Review and Revision of Strategies
iÝLÌÞÊÊÌ iÊ>`>«Ì>ÌÊVÌiÝÌÊÜÊÀiµÕÀiÊÌ iÊ>LÌÞÊÌÊÀiÛiÜÊ>`Ê>`ÕÃÌÊÃÌÀ>Ìi}iÃÊ
>ÃÊV>ÌiÊV >}iÊ«>VÌÃÊVVÕÀ°ÊÊÌÀ`ÕV}ÊvÜÕ«ÊiV >ÃÃÊÀÊÀiµÕÀ}Ê«iÀ`VÊ
ÀiÛiÜÊ>`ÊÀiÛÃÊvÊ`iVÃÃÊÌÊVÀ«À>ÌiÊiÜÊvÀ>ÌÊÀÊ`>Ì>ÊÜÊÕÃ >ViÊ
iÛÀiÌ>Ê>ÜÃÊvÀÊÌ ÃÊvÀÌ>`i`Ê«ÀViÃÃ]Ê>Ü}Ê>>}iiÌÊ>`ÕÃÌiÌÃÊÌÊ
Ì>ÀÊ`iVÃ>}ÊÌÊV >}}Ê>`ÊÀi>ÃÌVÊV`ÌÃ°

Redundancy
>ÌiÊV >}iÊÃÌÀ>Ìi}iÃÊÃ Õ`ÊVÕ`iÊ>ÊViÀÌ>Ê>ÕÌÊvÊÀi`Õ`>VÞÊÀÊL>VÃÌ«Ê
i>ÃÕÀiÃÊÊV>ÃiÊ«À>ÀÞÊ>VÌÃÊ>ÀiÊ>`iµÕ>ÌiÊÀÊÛiÀÜ ii`°

G#(A%($2'>/($;(>A&%'R&Q(@(A(,B'($,"',-&'&Q(3,($2'A7E'(3'7'$&;&33(,B+'7$%',/7$30"/6($2'
,-&'2"4&/$7$;&'3>7;&'($,"'7'R#(%+'%B$76(;'E&@'E(AA'-&A>';"66#$(,(&3'@&,,&/'/&3>"$%'
to climate change.
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P-(3'67$#7A',-&$'(%&$,(?&3'3"6&'"0 '6"3,'/&A&47$,'3,/7,&2(&3',"'7%%/&33',-&'67D"/'(6>7;,3'"0 '
;A(67,&';-7$2&'($',-&'1#2&,'H"#$%'G73($+'(%&$,(?&3'"4&/7/;-($2',-&6&3'0"/'7%%/&33($2'67D"/'
impacts, and lays the foundation for the future discussion, exploration, and implementation
of new ideas. This manual is in no way a comprehensive look at all anticipated climate
change impacts and all of the legal tools needed to address them. Instead, it focuses on key
principles for selecting adaptation strategies, selected examples of how existing law enables
or foils adaptation, and new proposals to enable adaptation to a climate-altered world. The
following tables summarize these strategies and recommendations:
Recommendations: Changes to the Hydrologic Cycle
ÀÊÌ iÊ*Õ}iÌÊ-Õ`Ê >Ã]ÊV>ÌiÊV >}iÊÜÊ>ÌiÀÊÌ iÊÌ}Ê>`ÊyÜÊvÊÃ«À}ÊÃÜiÌÊ>`ÊÜÌiÀÊÀÕvv°ÊÊÊ
>ÌiÊ`iÃÊ`V>ÌiÊÌ >ÌÊÛiÀÊÌ iÊiÝÌÊViÌÕÀÞÊÌ iÊÃ«À}ÊÃÜiÌÊÜÊ`iViÊ>`ÊiÛiÌÕ>ÞÊ`Ã>««i>À]ÊÊ
Ài«>Vi`ÊLÞÊ>ÊiiÛ>Ìi`ÊÜÌiÀÊÀÕvvÊ«i>°

Overarching Principles
UÊ
UÊ
UÊ
UÊ

-ÌÀVÌÞÊ«iiÌÊ>`ÊÛ}ÀÕÃÞÊivÀViÊÌ iÊ i>Ê7>ÌiÀÊVÌ
+Õ>ÌvÞÊÜ>ÌiÀÊÀiÃÕÀViÃ
Ìi}À>ÌiÊÃViViÊÌÊÜ>ÌiÀÊ>ÜÊLÞÊ>`«Ì}Ê>ÊÜ>ÌiÀÃ i`Ê>««À>V ÊÌÊÜ>ÌiÀÊÀiÃÕÀViÃÊ>>}iiÌ
,iV}âiÊÌ iÊÌiÃÊLiÌÜiiÊ>`>«Ì>ÌÊÃÌÀ>Ìi}iÃÊvÀÊ Õ>ÊÜ>ÌiÀÊÕÃiÊ>`ÊiVÃÞÃÌiÊÜ>ÌiÀÊÕÃi

Specific Adaptation Strategies & Selected Examples
,ivÀÊ«ÀÀÊÊ
>««À«À>Ì

ÃÌiÀÊÌ iÊ«ÕLVÊÌiÀiÃÌÊÀiÛiÜ

vÀViÊÀiµÕÃ iÌÊvÀÊ
>L>`iÌÊÀÊv>ÕÀiÊÌÊ
LiiwV>ÞÊÕÃiÊÜ>ÌiÀÊ

/ iÊ i«>ÀÌiÌÊvÊ V}ÞÊÃ Õ`ÊiÃÌ>LÃ ÊVÀÌiÀ>ÊÀÊ}Õ`>ViÊÌÊ
`iÌiÀiÊÜ >ÌÊ«À«Ãi`ÊÕÃiÃÊ>ÀiÊºÌÊ`iÌÀiÌ>ÊÌÊÌ iÊ«ÕLVÊ
ÌiÀiÃÌ»ÊÊ} ÌÊvÊV>ÌiÊV >}iÊ«>VÌÃÊÊÌ iÊ Þ`À}VÊ
VÞVi°
/ iÊ i«>ÀÌiÌÊvÊ V}ÞÊÃ Õ`ÊivÀViÊÌ iÊºLiiwV>ÊÕÃi»Ê
V«iÌÊvÊ«ÀÀÊ>««À«À>ÌÊ>`]ÊÊ`iÛi«}Ê>ÊÜ>ÌiÀÊ
LÕ`}iÌ]Ê`iÌvÞÊ>L>`i`ÊÜ>ÌiÀÊÕÃiÃ°ÊÊ

ÃÌ>LÃ ÊViÌÛiÃÊvÀÊVÃiÀÛ>Ì *ÕLVÊÜ>ÌiÀÊÕÌÌiÃÊÃ Õ`ÊiÃÌ>LÃ ÊÌiÀi`]ÊÃi>Ã>Ê«ÀV}ÊvÊ
Ü>ÌiÀÊÌ >ÌÊÀiyiVÌÃÊÌÃÊvÕÊVÃÌÊÀÊÌ iÀÊw>V>ÊViÌÛiÃÊvÀÊÕÃiÀÃÊ
Ü Ê>V iÛiÊ>ÊÃÌ>Ìi`ÊiÛiÊvÊVÃiÀÛ>Ì°
>VÌ>ÌiÊÌ iÊ>LÌÞÊÌÊÌÀ>ÃviÀÊ
Ü>ÌiÀÊÀÊV >}iÊÕÃiÃ

/ iÊ7>Ã }ÌÊi}Ã>ÌÕÀiÊ>`ÊÌ iÊ i«>ÀÌiÌÊvÊ V}ÞÊ
Ã Õ`ÊVÌÕiÊ`iÛi«}ÊÜ>ÌiÀÊL>ÃÊ>`ÊÌ iÀÊViÌÛiÃÊÀÊ
ÀÕiÃÊÌÊ>iÊÜ>ÌiÀÊ>Û>>LiÊÜ iÊ>`ÊÜ iÀiÊÌÊÃÊii`i`°ÊÊ
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Specific Adaptation Strategies & Selected Examples
 >ViÊÃÌÀi>ÊyÜÃ

«ÀÛiÊÜ>ÌiÀÊÊ
µÕ>ÌÞÊÕ`iÀÊÌ iÊ i>Ê
7>ÌiÀÊVÌ

vÀViÊÃÌÀi>ÊyÜÊÀÕiÃÊ>`Ê
ÌÀÕÃÌÊÜ>ÌiÀÊÀ} ÌÃÊvÀÊiVÃÞÃÌiÃÊ
>`Ê>µÕ>ÌVÊÀiÃÕÀViÃ

/ iÊ7>Ã }ÌÊi}Ã>ÌÕÀiÊÃ Õ`Ê«>ÃÃÊi}Ã>ÌÊÌÊ}Õ>À>ÌiiÊ
>ÊÕÊÛÕiÊÀÊ«iÀViÌ>}iÊvÊyÜÊvÀÊiÛÀiÌ>Ê
«ÕÀ«ÃiÃÊÌ >ÌÊÕÃÌÊLiÊvÕwi`Ê«ÀÀÊÌÊ`iÃÌVÊÕÃiÃÊ>`ÊÌÊ
«ÀÀÌâiÊÃÌÀi>]ÊiÛÀiÌ>ÊÕÃiÃÊvÊÜ>ÌiÀ°

ÃÌ>LÃ ÊViÌÛiÃÊÌÊiVÕÀ>}iÊ
ÀiÊ«iÀ>iÌÊÌÀ>ÃviÀÃÊvÊÜ>ÌiÀÊ
À} ÌÃ

/ iÊ7>Ã }ÌÊi}Ã>ÌÕÀiÊÃ Õ`ÊiÃÌ>LÃ ÊÌ>ÝÊÀÊÌ iÀÊ
LiiwÌÃÊÌÊiVÕÀ>}iÊÌ iÊ«iÀ>iÌÊÀiÌÀiiÌÊvÊÜ>ÌiÀÊÀ} ÌÃ]Ê
«>ÀÌVÕ>ÀÞÊÌ ÃiÊÜÌ ÊÃiÀÊ«ÀÀÌÞÊ`>ÌiÃ°

ÃÌ>LÃ ÊÜ>ÌiÀÊµÕ>ÌÞÊVÀÌiÀ>ÊvÀÊ
yÜ

/ iÊ i«>ÀÌiÌÊvÊ V}ÞÊ>`Ê`ii}>Ìi`Ê/ÀLiÃÊÃ Õ`ÊiÃÌ>LÃ Ê
Ãi>Ã>]Ê`Þ>VÊyÜÊiÛiÃÊÕÃ}ÊÕiÀVÊÃÌ>`>À`ÃÊÊÃiVÌÊ
ÎäÎÊvÊÌ iÊ i>Ê7>ÌiÀÊVÌ°ÊÊ1Ì>ÌiÞÊÌ iÊ1°-°Ê ÛÀiÌ>Ê
*ÀÌiVÌÊ}iVÞÊÃ Õ`Ê`iÛi«Ê}Õ`>ViÊÌÊiVÕÀ>}iÊÃÌ>ÌiÃÊÌÊ
>`«ÌÊÕiÀVÊyÜÊÃÌ>`>À`Ã°

ÃÌ>LÃ Ê>`iµÕ>ÌiÊyÜÃÊLiÜÊ
«Õ`iÌÃ

/ iÊ i«>ÀÌiÌÊvÊ V}ÞÊ>`Ê`ii}>Ìi`Ê/ÀLiÃÊÃ Õ`ÊÕÃiÊÌÃÊ
>ÕÌ ÀÌÞÊÕ`iÀÊÌ iÊ i>Ê7>ÌiÀÊVÌÊÌÊiÃÕÀiÊÌ >ÌÊyÜÊÀi}iÃÊ
LiÜÊ«Õ`iÌÃÊiiÌÊÜ>ÌiÀÊµÕ>ÌÞÊÃÌ>`>À`Ã°Ê

,i`ÕViÊÀÊÀiÛiÊ>ÃÊ>ÞÊiÝÃÌ}Ê / iÊ i«>ÀÌiÌÊvÊ V}ÞÊ>`Ê`ii}>Ìi`Ê/ÀLiÃÊÃ Õ`ÊiÃÕÀiÊ
ÃÌÀiÃÃÀÃÊ>ÃÊ«ÃÃLiÊÌÊVÀi>ÃiÊ
Ì >ÌÊ«ÕÌ>ÌÊ`ÃV >À}iÊ«iÀÌÃÊ>ÀiÊVi>ÀÞÊÜÀÌÌi]ÊÃ Õ`ÊiÃÕÀiÊ
>µÕ>ÌVÊiVÃÞÃÌiÊÀiÃiVi
Ì >ÌÊ«iÀÌÊ `iÀÃÊV«ÞÊÜÌ ÊÌ iÊ«iÀÌÊÌiÀÃ]Ê>`ÊÃ Õ`Ê
LÀ}ÊivÀViiÌÊ>VÌÃÊvÊiViÃÃ>ÀÞ°Ê
`ÃÌiÀÊÌ iÊ/Ì>Ê>ÝÕÊ
/ iÊ i«>ÀÌiÌÊvÊ V}Þ]Ê`ii}>Ìi`Ê/ÀLiÃ]Ê>`ÊÌ iÊ1°-°Ê *Ê
>ÞÊ>`Ê«À}À>ÊÊ>ÊÜ>ÌiÀÃ i`Ê Ã Õ`ÊiÃÌ>LÃ Ê/ ÃÊÌÊLÌ ÊÀiÃÌÀiÊÌ iÊ`Û`Õ>Ê«>Ài`Ê
L>ÃÃ
Ü>ÌiÀÊ>`ÊVÌÀLÕÌiÊÌÊÌ iÊÛiÀ>ÊÀiÃÌÀ>ÌÊvÊÌ iÊÜ>ÌiÀÃ i`°ÊÊ

1ÃiÊÌ iÊ `>}iÀi`Ê
-«iViÃÊVÌÊÌÊ>ÃÃÃÌÊÜÌ Ê
Ã«iViÃÊ>`>«Ì>Ì

,i`ÕViÊ«ÕÌÊvÀÊ«ÌÊ
ÃÕÀViÃ

/ iÊ7>Ã }ÌÊi}Ã>ÌÕÀiÊÃ Õ`Ê>ÕÌ ÀâiÊÌ iÊ i«>ÀÌiÌÊvÊ
V}ÞÊÌÊÀi}Õ>ÌiÊ«ÕÌÊvÀÊ«ÌÊÃÕÀViÃÊvÊÛÕÌ>ÀÞÊ
«À}À>ÃÊ>ÀiÊ>`iµÕ>Ìi°

1ÃiÊÌ iÊVÀÌV>Ê >LÌ>ÌÊ`iÃ}>ÌÊ
ÌÊi>LiÊ}À>Ì

ÛÀiÌ>Ê>`ÛV>ÌiÃÊÃ Õ`Ê«ÕÃ ÊÌ iÊ1°-°ÊÃ Ê>`Ê7`viÊ
-iÀÛViÊÌÊ`iÃ}>ÌiÊ >LÌ>ÌÊÌ >ÌÊ>ÞÊLiÊVÀÌV>ÊvÀÊÃ«iViÃÊÌÊÕÃiÊ
>ÃÊ}À>ÌÊVÀÀ`ÀÃÊÀÊvÕÌÕÀiÊ >LÌ>Ì°

1ÃiÊÀiVÛiÀÞÊ«>ÃÊ>ÃÊ>ÊÃÕÀViÊvÊ
/ iÊ i«>ÀÌiÌÊvÊ >ÌÕÀ>Ê,iÃÕÀViÃÊÃ Õ`ÊÕÃiÊvÀ>ÌÊÊ>Ê
vÀ>ÌÊÌÊ«ÀÌiÊ>`>«Ì>ÌÊ Ã«iViÃ½ÊÀiVÛiÀÞÊ«>ÃÊÌÊiÃÌ>LÃ ÊÀiÊ«ÀÌiVÌÛiÊÀi}Õ>ÌÃÊvÊ
«>ÃÊvÀÊÃ«iViÃ
vi`iÀ>Ê«ÀÌiVÌÃÊ>ÀiÊ>`iµÕ>Ìi°
>ÝâiÊVÃÕÌ>ÌÊÀiµÕÀiiÌÊ i`iÀ>Ê>}iViÃÊÊÌ iÊ*Õ}iÌÊ-Õ`Ê >ÃÊÃ Õ`ÊiÃÕÀiÊÌ >ÌÊÌ iÀÊ
ÌÊ«ÀiÛiÌÊvÕÀÌ iÀÊ >ÀÊÌÊÃ«iViÃ
ÀiÃ«ÃiÃÊÌÊV>ÌiÊV >}iÊ«>VÌÃÊ`ÊÌÊvÕÀÌ iÀÊi«>À`âiÊ
i`>}iÀi`ÊÀÊÌ Ài>Ìii`ÊÃ«iViÃ°
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Recommendations: Sea Level Rise
>ÌiÊV >}iÊÜÊV>ÕÃiÊLÌ ÊÌ iÊ}À>`Õ>]Ê>`Ü>À`ÊiVÀ>V iÌÊvÊÌ iÊ } ÊÜ>ÌiÀÊ>ÀÊ>`ÊÃÕ``i]Êi«Ã`VÊ
V >}iÃÊÌÊÃ ÀiiÃÊ>`ÊV>ÃÌiÃ°

Overarching Principles
UÊ
UÊ
UÊ

ÃÌÌÕÌiÊV>ÃÌ>Ê«>}Ê>`ÊÃVi>ÀÊLÕ`}ÊL>Ãi`ÊÊ`vviÀiÌÊ«ÀiVÌÃÊvÊÃi>ÊiÛiÊÀÃi
,iÞÊÊ>ÌÕÀ>Êvi>ÌÕÀiÃÊvÊÌ iÊÃ ÀiiÊÀÊÌ iÀÊº}ÀiiÊvÀ>ÃÌÀÕVÌÕÀi»
`iÌvÞÊVÀÌV>Ê«>VÌÃÊÊÌ iÀÊÃiVÌÀÃÊÃÕV Ê>ÃÊ«ÕLVÊ i>Ì Ê>`ÊÌÀ>Ã«ÀÌ>Ì

Specific Adaptation Strategies & Selected Examples
`«ÌÊ>ÊÃÌ>ÌiÜ`iÊ
`iwÌÊvÊ>ÊV>ÃÌ>Ê
>â>À`Ê>Ài>

1ÃiÊÌ iÊ- ÀiiÊ
>>}iiÌÊVÌÊÌÊ
VÃ`iÀÊÃi>ÊiÛiÊÀÃi

ÊVÕÌÞÊÀÊVÌÞÊÜÌ Ê>ÊV«Ài iÃÛiÊ«>ÊÃ Õ`ÊVÃ`iÀÊ
Ì iÊ«>VÌÃÊvÊÃi>ÊiÛiÊÀÃiÊÊÌ iÊ`iwÌÊvÊ>Ê}i}V>ÞÊ
>â>À`ÕÃÊ>Ài>ÊÀÊ>ÃÊ«>ÀÌÊvÊ>ÊiÜÊiiiÌ]ÊÌ iÊV>ÃÌ>Ê >â>À`Ê
>Ài>°ÊÊÌiÀ>ÌÛiÞ]ÊÌ iÊ7>Ã }ÌÊi}Ã>ÌÕÀiÊÃ Õ`Ê>i`ÊÌ iÊ
ÀÜÌ Ê>>}iiÌÊVÌÊÌÊVÕ`iÊ>ÊV>ÃÌ>Ê >â>À`ÊiiiÌ°Ê
Ã`iÀÊÌ iÊ«>VÌÊvÊÃi>ÊiÛiÊÀÃiÊ / iÊ i«>ÀÌiÌÊvÊ V}ÞÊÃ Õ`ÊÀiµÕÀiÊVÃ`iÀ>ÌÊvÊÃi>Ê
ÊiÝÃÌ}Ê>`Ê«ÀiVÌi`ÊÃ ÀiiÊ iÛiÊÀÃiÊÊÌ iÊÃ ÀiiÊÕÃiÊ>>ÞÃÃÊvÊÃ ÀiiÊ>ÃÌiÀÊ«À}À>ÃÊ
ÕÃiÃÊÊÌ iÊÃ ÀiiÊÕÃiÊ>>ÞÃÃ
Ì ÀÕ} Ê}Õ`>ViÊÀÊiÜÊÀi}Õ>ÌÃ°
Ã`iÀÊ ÜÊÌÊÀi`iwiÊÌ iÊÊ
ºÊiÌÊÃÃ»Ê«VÞÊÊ} ÌÊÊ
vÊÃi>ÊiÛiÊÀÃi

/ iÊ i«>ÀÌiÌÊvÊ V}ÞÊÃ Õ`ÊLi}ÊVÃ`iÀ}Ê ÜÊÃi>Ê
iÛiÊÀÃiÊÜÊ>vviVÌÊÌ iÊºÊiÌÊÃÃ»Ê«VÞÊvÀÊÃ ÀiiÃÊLÞÊ
ÃVÌ}Ê«ÕLVÊ«ÕÌ°

,iµÕÀiÊ>««V>ÌÃÊvÊV`Ì>Ê
ÕÃiÊ«iÀÌÃÊÌÊ`iÃÌÀ>ÌiÊÊ
ÜÊ>Ê«À«Ãi`ÊÕÃiÊÜÊ>`>«ÌÊÊ
ÌÊÃi>ÊiÛiÊÀÃi

/ iÊ i«>ÀÌiÌÊvÊ V}ÞÊÃ Õ`ÊiÃÌ>LÃ Ê}Õ`>ViÊÀÊiÜÊ
Ài}Õ>ÌÃÊÌÊiÃÕÀiÊÌ >ÌÊ>Ê>««V>ÌÊ`iÃVÀLiÃÊÊ
ÜÊ>Ê«À«Ãi`ÊV`Ì>ÊÕÃiÊÜÊ>`>«ÌÊÌÊÃi>ÊiÛiÊÀÃi°Ê

`«ÌÊV>ÃÌ>ÊÀiÃiViÊ
«>Ã

>ÃÌ>ÊVÕÌiÃÊ>`Ê/ÀLiÃÊ>ÀÕ`ÊÌ iÊ*Õ}iÌÊÊ
-Õ`ÊÃ Õ`Ê>`«ÌÊV>ÃÌ>ÊÀiÃiViÊ«>ÃÊÌ >ÌÊ`iÌvÞÊ ÜÊÌÊ
i >ViÊÌ iÊÀiÃiVÞÊvÊÃ ÀiiÃ]Ê«ÀÀÌâ}ÊÜ iÀiÊ«ÃÃLiÊÌ iÊ
ÀiÃÌÀ>ÌÊvÊ>ÌÕÀ>Êvi>ÌÕÀiÃÊÊ
ÌÊÃiÀÛiÊ>ÃÊLÕvviÀÃ°ÊÊ

««ÞÊÀ}Êi>ÃiiÌÃÊ
>`ÊÃiiVÌi`ÊÀiÌÀi>ÌÊvÀÊ
ViÀÌ>ÊÃ ÀiiÃ

ÛÀiÌ>Ê>`ÛV>ÌiÃÊÃ Õ`Ê«ÀÌiÊÌ iÊÛiiÌÊvÊ
ÃÌÀÕVÌÕÀiÃÊ>Ü>ÞÊvÀÊÃ ÀiiÃÊÌ ÀÕ} ÊÀ}Êi>ÃiiÌÃÊ>`Ê
ÃiiVÌi`ÊÀiÌÀi>Ì]ÊÜÀ}ÊÜÌ ÊV>ÊVÕÌiÃÊ>`Ê}ÛiÀiÌÃÊ
ÌÊ`iÌvÞÊ>`Êi}Ì>ÌiÊ>««À«À>ÌiÊ>Ài>Ã°

vÀViÊ>`ÊLÀ>`iÊÌ iÊ
ÃV«iÊvÊÌ iÊ«ÕLVÊÌÀÕÃÌÊ
`VÌÀi

*ÀÌiVÌÊ>`Ê>Ì>Ê>ÌÕÀ>Ê
ÛÀiÌ>Ê>`ÛV>ÌiÃÊÃ Õ`Ê«ÕÃ ÊÌ iÊ i«>ÀÌiÌÊvÊ V}ÞÊ
vi>ÌÕÀiÃÊvÊÌÀÕÃÌÊ>`ÃÊ>`ÊÀiÃÕÀViÃ ÌÊ>VÌÛiÞÊvÕwÊÌ iÊ«ÕLVÊÌÀÕÃÌÊ`ÕÌiÃÊvÊ«ÀÌiVÌ}ÊÃ ÀiiÊÕÃiÃ]Ê
«ÕLVÊ>VViÃÃ]Ê>`ÊÌ iÊÃ ÀiiÊÌÃivÊÊÌ iÊv>ViÊvÊÃi>ÊiÛiÊÀÃi°
ivi`Ê>}>ÃÌÊÌ>}ÃÊV>ÃÊvÀÊ
V>Ê}ÛiÀiÌÃÊÃ Õ`ÊÀiÞÊÊÌ iÊ«ÕLVÊÌÀÕÃÌÊ`VÌÀiÊ>}Ê
}ÛiÀiÌÊ>VÌÃÊÌÊ«ÀÌiVÌÊÌÀÕÃÌÊ Ì iÀÊ>ÕÌ ÀÌiÃÊÌÊ`ivi`ÊÌÀÕÃÌÊÀiÃÕÀViÃ°
ÀiÃÕÀViÃ
-Õ««ÀÌÊÌ iÀÊVÊ>ÜÊ
Àii`iÃÊÌÊ«ÀÌiVÌÊÃ ÀiiÃ

V>Ê}ÛiÀiÌÃÊÃ Õ`ÊÕÃiÊ>ÊÛ>ÀiÌÞÊvÊVÊ>ÜÊÀii`iÃÊ
ÌÊwÊÊ}>«ÃÊÊÃÌ>ÌÕÌÀÞÊ«ÀÌiVÌÊvÊÃ ÀiiÃÊ>`ÊÌ iÀÊÌÀÕÃÌÊ
ÀiÃÕÀViÃ°Ê
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Recommendations: Increased Average Temperature and Extreme Weather Events
>ÌiÊV >}iÊÃÊ«ÀiVÌi`ÊÌÊVÀi>ÃiÊÌ iÊ>ÛiÀ>}iÊÃÕÀv>ViÊÌi«iÀ>ÌÕÀiÊÊ7>Ã }ÌÊ>`ÊÃÊiÞÊÌÊVÀi>ÃiÊÌ iÊ
vÀiµÕiVÞÊvÊiÝÌÀiiÊ i>ÌÊ>`Ê«ÀiV«Ì>ÌÊiÛiÌÃ°

Overarching Principles
UÊ
UÊ
UÊ

`«ÌÊ>ÊÌi}À>Ìi`]Ê ÃÌVÊ>««À>V ÊÌÊVÀi>ÃiÊVÕÌÞÊ>`Ê`Û`Õ>ÊÀiÃiVi
`«ÌÊ>`>«Ì>ÌÊÃÌÀ>Ìi}iÃÊÌ >ÌÊ >ÛiÊVLiiwÌÃÊvÀÊÌ iÀÊÃiVÌÀÃÊÀÊÌ >ÌÊÊÌÊÌ iÀÊÃiVÌÀÃ
Ã`iÀÊÕ`iÀÞ}Ê`Ã«>ÀÌiÃÊÀÊ`vviÀiViÃÊÌ >ÌÊ>vviVÌÊ>ÊVÕÌÞ½ÃÊ>LÌÞÊÌÊ>`«ÌÊÌÊÀÊÀiVÛiÀÊvÀÊ>ÊiÝÌÀiiÊ
Üi>Ì iÀÊiÛiÌ

Specific Adaptation Strategies & Selected Examples
*>ÊvÀÊ`Ã>ÃÌiÀÃÊ>`Ê
Ì iÀÊiÝÌÀiiÊÜi>Ì iÀÊ
iÛiÌÃ

1ÃiÊÌ iÊ i>ÊÀÊVÌÊÌÊ
«ÀÛiÊ>ÀÊµÕ>ÌÞ

/ÀLiÃÊ>`ÊV>Ê}ÛiÀiÌÃÊÃ Õ`Ê>`«ÌÊ`Ã>ÃÌiÀÊ>>}iiÌÊ
«>ÃÊÌ >ÌÊ>ÀiÊº>`>«Ì>ÌÊ>Ü>Ài]»ÊVÕ`}Ê>Ê«ÀiVÌÊvÊ
vÕÌÕÀiÊV>ÌiÊV >}i`ÕVi`ÊÀÃÃ]ÊL>ÃVÊvÀ>ÌÊ>LÕÌÊ
Ì iÊVÕÌÞÊÃÌÀÕVÌÕÀi]Ê>Ê«ÃÌ`Ã>ÃÌiÀÊÛÃÊvÀÊ>ÊÀiÃiÌÊ
VÕÌÞÆÊ>Ê`iÃVÀ«ÌÊvÊ«ÃÌ`Ã>ÃÌiÀÊ}>ÃÊ>`Ê«ViÃÆÊ>`Ê
Vi>ÀÊ`iÃ}>ÌÊvÊ«ÕLVÊ>`Ê«ÀÛ>ÌiÊÀ}>â>ÌÃ½ÊÀiÃÊ>`Ê
ÀiÃ«ÃLÌiÃ
ÃÕÀiÊ>V iÛiiÌÊvÊVÕÀÀiÌÊ>ÀÊ
µÕ>ÌÞÊÃÌ>`>À`Ã

/ iÊ i«>ÀÌiÌÊvÊ V}ÞÊ>`Ê`ii}>Ìi`Ê/ÀLiÃÊÃ Õ`ÊiÃÕÀiÊ
Ì >Ì]Ê>ÌÊ>ÊÕ]Ê>ÊÃÕÀViÃÊvÊ>ÀÊ«ÕÌÊ>ÀiÊiiÌ}Ê
VÕÀÀiÌÊ>ÀÊµÕ>ÌÞÊÃÌ>`>À`ÃÊÌ ÀÕ} ÊV>ÀivÕÊ«iÀÌÊÛiÀÃ} ÌÊ>`Ê
VÀi>Ãi`ÊivÀViiÌÊivvÀÌÃ]ÊvÊiViÃÃ>ÀÞ°

,iÛÃiÊ}Õ`>ViÊÊ`iÌiÀ>ÌÊ
vÊ>ÌÌ>iÌÊÃÌ>ÌÕÃ

ÌÊÌ iÊvi`iÀ>ÊiÛi]ÊÌ iÊ1°-°Ê *ÊÃ Õ`ÊÀiÛÃiÊ}Õ`>ViÊÌ >ÌÊÀiiÃÊ
Ê ÃÌÀV>Ê`>Ì>ÊÌÊ`iÃÌÀ>ÌiÊ>V iÛiiÌÊvÊ>ÌÌ>iÌÊ
ÃÌ>ÌÕÃ°

,iÛÃiÊ}Õ`>ViÊÊ`iÌiÀ>ÌÊ
vÊvÕÌÕÀiÊ>V iÛiiÌÊvÊ
>ÌÌ>iÌÊÃÌ>ÌÕÃ

ÌÊÌ iÊvi`iÀ>ÊiÛi]ÊÌ iÊ1°-°Ê *ÊÃ Õ`ÊÀiÛÃiÊ}Õ`>ViÊÊ
`iÃÌÀ>ÌÊvÊvÕÌÕÀiÊ>V iÛiiÌÊvÊ>ÌÌ>iÌÊÃÌ>ÌÕÃÊÌÊ
ÀiyiVÌÊL>V}ÀÕ`Ê>ÀÊµÕ>ÌÞÊV`ÌÃÊÌ >ÌÊ>ÀiÊiÞÊÌÊLiÊ
ÜÀÃii`ÊLÞÊV>ÌiÊV >}iÊ«>VÌÃ°ÊÊ
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Adapting to climate change impacts in the Puget Sound Basin will require an innovative
and sustained approach that recognizes the many connections between and among human
interactions and ecosystems. Broad swaths of natural resources and communities will be
affected, and the response must be integrated, holistic, and multi-disciplinary. Climate
change will challenge the legal status quo, forcing policymakers to rethink existing tools and
how they may apply to previously unknown problems.
Facing tough policy questions now and laying the foundation for responding to climate
impacts, both gradual and catastrophic, are among the best adaptation strategies that
Washington and communities in the Puget Sound Basin can take to ensure environmentally
protective and socially equitable adaptation to climate change.
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II. Introduction & Purpose of the Manual
It is tempting to imagine that the discernible impacts of climate change will be felt only
in certain areas most vulnerable to certain anticipated impacts, such as low-lying areas
and coastal areas. Such thinking is fanciful. The scope of climate change impacts is
extraordinary, reaching every ecosystem on the planet and affecting human interactions
with the natural and built environment. From increased surface and water temperatures to
sea level rise, climate change promises vast and profound alterations to our world. Yet the
daunting scope and unpredictability of these impacts cannot become an excuse for paralysis
and inaction. Although the focus has long been on mitigation—that is to say, efforts
to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations in the atmosphere—past and ongoing
emissions guarantee certain changes, regardless of future reductions. Moreover, these
changes are likely to last for at least a century or two, and probably more. Thus, the need to
adapt to this new future is crucial. The longer we wait to adopt a framework and laws for
adapting to climate change, the more costly and painful the process will be.
The purpose of this manual is to provide policymakers, advocates, and the public with some
approaches to adapting to the impacts of climate change in the Puget Sound Basin by using
the existing legal framework and by offering ideas for new legislation. State agencies, public
and private organizations, and grassroots advocates in Washington have an opportunity to
strengthen their leadership in climate change science and policy by adopting and promoting
adaptation strategies that are environmentally protective and socially equitable. This manual
(%&$,(?&3'3"6&'"0 ',-&3&'3,/7,&2(&3+'(%&$,(?&3'"4&/7/;-($2',-&6&3'0"/'7%%/&33($2'67D"/'
impacts, and lays the foundation for the future discussion, exploration, and implementation
of new ideas. This manual is in no way a comprehensive look at all anticipated climate
change impacts or at all of the legal tools needed to address them. Instead, it focuses on key
principles for selecting adaptation strategies, selected examples of how existing law enables
or foils adaptation, and new proposals to enable adaptation to a climate-altered world.
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III. Climate Change Initiatives in Washington
Washington is a leader in addressing climate change action, recognizing the need both
to assess the likely impacts of climate change and to identify and implement adaptation
strategies. Various state agencies, tribal governments, counties, and municipalities have
already undertaken important adaptation initiatives. The state has conducted extensive
studies on the impacts of climate change in the region and has assessed the vulnerabilities
and basic capacity of the state to adapt to these impacts. Using this information,
Washington is in the early stages of identifying and assessing adaptation options to respond
to the changes that have already begun and are expected to result from climate change.
The state has begun to create a legal framework for climate change adaptation. In 2007,
Gov. Christine Gregoire issued Executive Order 07-02, which focused on mitigation and
overall reductions in greenhouse gas emissions. The Order set reduction goals relative to
levels of emissions in the 1990s, seeking by 2020 to reduce emissions to 1990 levels and
by 2025 to reduce emissions to 50 percent below 1990 levels, the equivalent of an absolute
reduction by 50 million metric tons below 2004 levels.2 This Order also established the
S73-($2,"$'.A(67,&'.-7$2&'.-7AA&$2&',"'7%%/&33',-&'3>&;(?;'3,&>3',-7,',-&'3,7,&'3-"#A%'
take to decrease the magnitude of climate change. The Climate Advisory Team (CAT),
3#>>"/,&%'@B'?4&'P&;-$(;7A'S"/F($2'N/"#>3':PSN3<'7$%'?4&'1/&>7/7,("$'7$%'I%7>,7,("$'
S"/F($2'N/"#>3':1ISN3<+'(33#&%'(,3'?$7A'/&>"/,'7$%'/&;"66&$%7,("$3'($'!&@/#7/B'
2008. The recommendations for adaptation focused on improving data-sharing and public
awareness of climate change impacts; incorporating climate change impacts into planning;
and improving water supply management.3
PE"'B&7/3'A7,&/+'UQ&;#,(4&'V/%&/'*WX*8'3>&;(?;7AAB'7%%/&33&%'7%7>,7,("$'@B+'76"$2'",-&/'
things, directing the Department of Ecology (Ecology) to “evaluate the potential impacts
of sea level rise… and develop recommendations for addressing these impacts.” The Order
7A3"'%(/&;,&%'U;"A"2B'7$%',-&'J&>7/,6&$,'"0 'K&7A,-',"'Y%&4&A">'3>&;(?;'2#(%&A($&3+',""A3+'
and recommendations to assist the state and its water users to meet the anticipated changes
in water resources due to climate change impacts.”4
Under Washington law, the integrated climate change response strategy directs adaptation
and preparation efforts. Among other provisions, the strategy:
Z' Directs state agencies to develop “an integrated climate change response
strategy to better enable state and local agencies, public and private businesses,
nongovernmental organizations, and individuals to prepare for, address, and adapt
to the impacts of climate change” by December 2011.5
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Z' Requires the integrated climate change response strategy to address “the impact
of and adaptation to climate change, as well as the regional capacity to undertake
actions, existing ecosystem and resource management concerns, and health and
economic risks.”6
Z' Requires state agencies to “strive to incorporate adaptation plans of action as
priority activities when planning or designing agency policies and programs.
Agencies shall consider: The integrated climate change response strategy when
%&3(2$($2+'>A7$$($2'7$%'0#$%($2'($0/73,/#;,#/&'>/"D&;,3['7$%'($;"/>"/7,($2'$7,#/7A'
resource adaptation actions and alternative energy sources when designing and
>A7$$($2'($0/73,/#;,#/&'>/"D&;,3C\7
Within the Puget Sound Basin, King County has been on the front lines of taking climate
change adaptation actions and preparing the county for future adaptation efforts. The 2007
King County Climate Plan laid the foundation for focusing adaptation efforts on collecting
6"/&'3;(&$,(?;'%7,7'"$',-&'>",&$,(7A'(6>7;,3'"$'>#@A(;'-&7A,-+'370&,B+'7$%'&6&/2&$;B'
preparedness; water supply and quality issues; the built environment; the economy; and the
natural environment.8 To date, King County has acquired repetitive-loss properties and
",-&/'7,X/(3F'>/">&/,(&3'($',-&'R""%>A7($'7$%'-73'($4&3,&%'($'67($,&$7$;&'7$%'/&>7(/'"0 '
R""%X;"$,/"A'3,/#;,#/&3C9 In addition, the county has begun to assess climate impacts on the
built infrastructure and on public health.

Case Study: Swinomish Indian
Tribal Community’s Climate
Adaptation Action Plan10
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IV. Framework and Principles of Adaptation
A. What is Adaptation?
The mainstream discussion of climate change has long focused on mitigation—that is,
what humans can do to reduce the sources of or increase the sinks for greenhouse gases.15
The ultimate goal of mitigation strategies is to reduce the
ambient concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere,
thereby attenuating adverse climate related impacts. Proposals to
Irrespective of the scale of mitigation measures that
are implemented in the next 10 to 20 years, adaptation
limit carbon dioxide emissions from power plants, to switch to
measures will still be required due to inertia in the
/&$&E7@A&'3"#/;&3'"0 '&$&/2B+'"/',"'($;/&73&'0#&A'&0?;(&$;B'($';7/3'
climate system.
all address mitigation. Examples of increasing carbon dioxide
sinks include extending rotation ages in working forests, halting
- Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
deforestation, restoring riparian vegetation along stream banks,
and modifying agriculture practices.
More recently, however, discussion of adaptation has been added to the policy mix.
I%7>,7,("$'(3'%&?$&%'@B',-&'M$,&/2"4&/$6&$,7A'17$&A'"$'.A(67,&'.-7$2&':M1..<'73'Y,-&'
7%D#3,6&$,'($'$7,#/7A'"/'-#67$'3B3,&63'($'/&3>"$3&',"'7;,#7A'"/'&Q>&;,&%';A(67,(;'3,(6#A('
or their effects.” Underlying adaptation efforts is an acceptance that certain climate change
impacts will inevitably occur. The goal of adaptation efforts is to lessen the magnitude
of these impacts on humans and the natural environment through proactive or previously
planned reactive actions. As the IPCC said, “[M]itigation will always be required to avoid
‘dangerous’ and irreversible changes to the climate system. Irrespective of the scale of
mitigation measures that are implemented in the next 10-20 years, adaptation measures will
still be required due to inertia in the climate system.”17
Despite the overwhelming consensus on certain effects from climate change, the process of
;A(67,&';-7$2&'7%7>,7,("$'(3'%7#$,($2'7$%'>/&3&$,3'7'$#6@&/'"0 '%(0?;#A,';-7AA&$2&3C''!/"6'7'
3;(&$,(?;'7$%',&;-$(;7A'>&/3>&;,(4&+'3"6&'"0 ',-&'3>&;(?;+'A";7A'(6>7;,3'"0 ';A(67,&';-7$2&';7$'
be extremely uncertain. For example, climate models generally agree that climate change will
impact the water cycle, but the exact impacts may be very different in western and eastern
S73-($2,"$C'']"%&A3+'6"/&"4&/+';7$$",'>/&;(3&AB'>/&%(;,'3>&;(?;'&4&$,3+'3#;-'73'R""%3'"/'
droughts. Climate change also undermines the reliability of historical data in predicting
future phenomena such as extreme weather events. Incorporating this uncertainty into
7%7>,7,("$'>A7$$($2'(3';/#;(7A'@#,'($-&/&$,AB'%(0?;#A,'@&;7#3&',-&'&Q,&$,'7$%',(6($2'"0 ',-&3&'
impacts are unknown.
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Institutionally, the existing fragmentation of authority to manage natural resources may
preclude a holistic approach to climate change adaptation.18 For example, water resources
management may involve federal agencies like the Environmental Protection Agency,
the Fish and Wildlife Service, and the Army Corps of Engineers, state agencies like the
Department of Ecology, and local governments that design comprehensive land use plans.
In addition, there is a concern that adaptation efforts, much like mitigation efforts, will
suffer from a lack of long-term funding and, at times, a lack of political will to support the
necessary changes. Thus, successful climate change adaptation will depend upon public
education and outreach and strong advocacy efforts by grassroots organizations, which must
be independent of and yet occur simultaneously with the increased use of legal tools.
Despite these obstacles, focusing on adaptation is imperative because of what scientists
call the “inertia” of the climate. Past and current emissions have set into motion a series
of changes that will very likely occur regardless of future reductions in emissions because
of the long-lived nature of greenhouse gases (especially carbon dioxide) and the absorption
of heat by the oceans.19 Mitigating emissions to lessen additional impacts remains a priority,
but communities must also prepare to address the changes that will result regardless of
future mitigation efforts.
Existing environmental and natural resource management laws tend to equip agencies with
the tools to address only the variations that fall into a mostly predictable and limited range
based on historical records. Climate change upends this legal paradigm of reasonable
predictability because of the unprecedented nature of the changes it has begun to induce,
leading scientists and scholars to look for a new policymaking paradigm.20 In addition,
non-climatic factors such as demographic changes and population growth, invasive species,
and habitat degradation may further exacerbate the impacts of climate change or create
feedback loops and vice versa.
B. Foundations of the Adaptation Framework
The recommendations for legal reform to prepare the Puget Sound region to adapt
to climate change are guided by a set of principles with this overarching goal: to adopt
and employ the most environmentally protective and socially equitable policies.
These principles include:
)* +,-./0&"12"*3.,"4'5$.'(. The strength of climate models is their ability
to predict general trends in average surface temperature, sea level rise, or other
global impacts. However, regional or local models are unable to predict the precise
extent of these impacts at localized scales that are more useful for planning.
Although the ability to downscale climate impacts is improving, uncertainty
surrounding the precise impacts should be acknowledged and accommodated
through scenario-based planning and other tools discussed in section VIII.B, rather
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than used as an excuse for inaction. The corollary of acknowledging uncertainty
is to collect as much information and data as possible and to conduct vulnerability
assessments and mapping.
)* 6.,4"57"*4"7$&$".,"*/8 *.5'345&*7(7'"97*5.1*:395.*,/993.$'$"7. The
M1..'%&?$&3'Y/&3(A(&$;&\'73',-&'7@(A(,B'"0 '7'3";(7A'"/'&;"A"2(;7A'3B3,&6',"'7@3"/@'
disturbances while retaining the same basic structure and ways of functioning, the
capacity for self-organization, and the capacity to adapt to stress and change.21 For
natural systems, increasing resilience means in part to remove to the extent possible
existing stressors such as invasive species and air and water pollution. For human
communities, increasing resilience may include improving public health or socioeconomic conditions prior to a disturbance and ensuring access to re-building
resources after a disturbance.
)* ;"&(*/.*.5'345&*$.8457'43,'34"*57*93,:*57*</77$%&". Natural systems have
evolved to adapt to changing climates, and this natural or green infrastructure
should be incorporated into the overall climate change adaptation strategy. Green
infrastructure prolongs the natural ecosystem, whereas grey and other manmade
infrastructure often eliminate natural buffers. In many places, however, human
development and encroachment have permanently eliminated this capacity or
rendered the ecosystem much less resilient. Where possible, climate change
adaptation strategies should use the natural buffering capacity of forests, shorelines,
and wetlands to absorb the impacts of climate change, whether by designating
protected areas, restoring natural features, or increasing resilience.22
)* 6.,/4</45'"*85$4."77*5.1*4"13,"*<"47/.5&*5.1*,/993.$'(*=3&."45%$&$'(.
Climate change impacts, like natural disasters, are likely to highlight social and
economic fractures by disproportionately affecting vulnerable groups such as
low-income populations or racial minorities. Adaptive reforms should protect
public health, safety, and environment in ways that “promote distributional
fairness and that do not increase… vulnerabilities.”23
)* +1/<'*<4/5,'$="*5.1*<4",53'$/37*7'45'"2$"7. Adaptation strategies can be
either proactive or reactive. Proactive strategies are designed to reduce future harms
@&0"/&',-"3&'-7/63'";;#/'"/',"'67Q(6(L&'@&$&?,3C''M$';"$,/73,+'/&7;,(4&'3,/7,&2(&3'
are contemporaneous responses to observed climate change impacts, typically
through emergency and disaster response.24 This wait-and-see approach is generally
>&/;&(4&%'73'($&0?;(&$,'7$%'#$3#;;&330#A'($'7%%/&33($2'(//&4&/3(@A&'%7672&+',-"#2-'
it may be appropriate for some climate-related impacts that are highly uncertain and
%(0?;#A,',"'7$,(;(>7,&C25 While designing proactive strategies may be informationA(6(,&%+',-&3&'3,/7,&2(&3'7AA"E'%&;(3("$67F&/3',"'733&33'@73&A($&';7>7;(,(&3+'?AA'27>3+'
7$%'>A7$'0"/'67D"/'(6>7;,3'@&0"/&',-&B'";;#/C''
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)* >"&",'*7'45'"2$"7*':5'*<4/=$1"*93&'$<&"*%"."?'7*8/4*/':"4*7",'/47*5.1*8/4*
,&$95'"*,:5.2"*9$'$25'$/.. Adaptation approaches have been described as “low
regrets,” “no regrets,” or “win-win.”26 “Low regrets” actions result from moderate
additional investments to increase the ability to adapt to climate change impacts.27
Y^"'/&2/&,3\'7;,("$3'>/"4(%&'@&$&?,3'/&27/%A&33'"0 'E-&,-&/'"/'$",'7'>/"D&;,&%'
climate change impact occurs. These actions, for example, address non-climatic
%/(4&$';-7$2&3'@#,+'(0 ';A(67,&'(6>7;,3'";;#/+'>/"4(%&'7%%(,("$7A'7%7>,7,("$'@&$&?,3C''
Finally, “win-win” strategies reduce the magnitude of a particular impact and also
>/"4(%&'7%%(,("$7A'&$4(/"$6&$,7A+'3";(7A+'"/'&;"$"6(;'@&$&?,3C28 Restoring or
preserving coastal wetlands would buffer inland areas from sea level rise while also
2&$&/7,($2'&$4(/"$6&$,7A'7$%'&;"$"6(;'@&$&?,3',-/"#2-'/&;/&7,("$'7$%',"#/(36C''
H"6&'7%7>,7,("$'3,/7,&2(&3+'3#;-'73'/&0"/&3,7,("$+'67B'7A3"'@&$&?,'6(,(27,("$'&00"/,3C'
)* @/.7$1"4*&/.2"4A'"49*'"9</45&*7,5&"7*8/4*515<'5'$/.*<&5..$.2. Because the
impacts of climate change are likely to occur over several decades, if not centuries,
adaptation planning must extend over a commensurate timeframe. The exact
timeframe will vary from sector to sector but should generally encompass the
lifespan of a proposed action.
)* +=/$1*95&515<'$="*5,'$/.7C''P-&'M1..'%&?$&3'Y67A7%7>,7,("$\'73'7$'7;,("$',-7,'
increases vulnerability to the impacts of climate change.29 These actions tend to
%&A(4&/'3-"/,X,&/6'27($3'"/'&;"$"6(;'@&$&?,3'@#,'A&7%',"'($;/&73&%'4#A$&/7@(A(,B'
in the medium- to long-term and may foreclose future adaptation options or have
negative impacts on mitigation efforts. Sea walls may provide temporary protection
for coastal development but they lead to complete erosion of the shoreline and thus
foreclose the ability to restore the shoreline as a natural buffer. Policymakers should
identify and avoid these maladaptive strategies.
)* B5#$9$C"*':"*37"*/8 *"#$7'$.2*&"2$7&5'$/.*5.1*&"25&*'//&7D Recognizing that
the current and future political and economic situation may not be amenable
,"'>733($2'$&E'A&2(3A7,("$'"/'?$7$;($2'$&E'>/"2/763+',-(3'67$#7A'&6>-73(L&3
the use of existing legislation and legal tools to achieve adaptation goals where
possible. Some existing laws simply need better, stronger, and more consistent
enforcement, whereas others require some reinterpretation or emphasis on
overlooked provisions. Where these laws do not adequately address adaptation,
this manual proposes new solutions.
By using these principles to adopt and implement climate change adaptation strategies,
policymakers and advocates can maximize the chance that adaptation actions will be both
effective and equitable. Building on this basic framework, the remainder of this manual
0";#3&3'?/3,'"$',-&'>/";&%#/7A'3,/7,&2(&3',"'7%%/&33';A(67,&';-7$2&'7%7>,7,("$'7$%',-&$'
%(3;#33&3'3"6&'3>&;(?;'(6>7;,3'"0 ';A(67,&';-7$2&+',-&'3&;,"/3',-7,'E(AA'@&'700&;,&%'@B'&7;-'
such set of impacts, and substantive adaptation strategies.
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Social Equity and Environmental
Justice in Climate Change
Adaptation
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V. Overarching Considerations
for the Legal Framework
The impact of climate change presents a fundamentally new problem for the United States,
07AA($2'"#,3(%&',-&'/&A7,(4&AB',76&'A&4&A3'"0 '-(3,"/(;7A'/7,&3'"0 ';-7$2&';#//&$,AB'/&R&;,&%'($'
0&%&/7A'7$%'3,7,&'&$4(/"$6&$,7A'A7E3C''P-&'>/"D&;,&%'3;">&'"0 ';A(67,&';-7$2&'(6>7;,3'E(AA'
erode the natural resiliency of many ecosystems and make them
more vulnerable to both anthropogenic and natural disturbances.
These impacts are expected to occur on an accelerated,
[T]he global scale of the problem, the limited study
unpredictable timeline that will make accommodation to
of effects, the variety and complex interaction
,-&'(6>7;,3'&Q,/&6&AB'%(0?;#A,+'(0 '$",'(6>"33(@A&+'0"/'67$B'
!"#$%&'%()*+,#%-.#/0*#1%&/'23)%&#.'"423)/'*+#"!&#)!2%)'5*.#
ecosystems and species. Although global and regional
ecosystem modeling combine to raise uncertainty
downscaled climate models are able to predict trends, they
to a level humans have never encountered and
cannot predict precise storm events, exact increases in sea
governments have never attempted to manage.
A&4&A'/(3&+'"/'%&?$(,&',&6>&/7,#/&'($;/&73&3C''P-&'#$;&/,7($,B'
- Law Professor and CPR Member
in predicting the timing, scale, and location of adverse climate
Scholar Alex Camacho
change impacts arises from the complex and nonlinear
($,&/7;,("$3'76"$2',-&'07;,"/3',-7,'($R#&$;&';A(67,&C'
How can governments act in the face of such great uncertainty, and what overarching
features of law might be useful in accommodating and managing uncertainty? Law
>/"0&33"/'7$%'.15']&6@&/'H;-"A7/'IA&D7$%/"'.767;-"'7$%'",-&/'3;-"A7/3'3#22&3,'#3($2'
procedural strategies to allow governments to simultaneously deal with uncertainty and move
forward on necessary adaptation measures.36 Substantive strategies, addressed in the other
sections of this manual, respond directly to the effects of climate change by, for example,
using building codes to address sea level rise or water law to ensure adequate water supplies
for the environment.37 The procedural strategies discussed in this section focus on the
decisionmaking process and can both help manage the uncertainty surrounding the effects
"0 ';A(67,&';-7$2&'7$%'67Q(6(L&',-&'&0?;7;B'"0 '3#@3,7$,(4&'7%7>,7,("$'/&3>"$3&3C''!"/'
example, an adaptive approach to managing a species affected by climate change would
allow resource managers to make immediate management decisions and then reevaluate
those decisions as climate change impacts occur. Procedural strategies that disseminate
information and encourage widespread participation may also increase the willingness to act
in the face of uncertainty.38
P-(3'3&;,("$'?/3,'E(AA'%(3;#33',-&'(6>7;,'"0 ';A(67,&';-7$2&'"$',-&'A&27A'($0/73,/#;,#/&'7$%'
>/">"3&'0&7,#/&3',-7,'@#(A%'R&Q(@(A(,B'7$%'/&3(A(&$;&'($,"',-&'A&27A'>/";&33',"'@&,,&/'7%%/&33'
uncertainties. This section then touches on new decisionmaking strategies that will facilitate
responses to climate change despite uncertainty. It concludes with a discussion of the
strengths and limitations of using Washington’s State Environmental Policy Act to adapt to
climate change. Ultimately, in light of the inevitable uncertainty climate change presents,
developing and implementing adaptive procedural strategies may be the best precautionary
actions that Washington and Puget Sound communities can take right now.
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A. Establishing Principled Flexibility
In the face of climate change, many existing environmental laws premised on a stable
environment will crumble. If natural systems become more dynamic and baseline conditions
change, the Endangered Species Act will be unable to protect species, existing water rights
will be unable to allocate water effectively, the Clean Air Act will not protect air quality, and
6"/&C''P-&'A7E'(,3&A0 'E(AA'$&&%',"'@&;"6&'6"/&'R&Q(@A&'7$%'7%7>,(4&'($',-&'07;&'"0 ';A(67,&'
change. Although other areas of law, such as energy, national security, or immigration,
may become increasingly pressing drivers of climate change adaptation, the existing
environmental laws and legal structures are likely to remain in the spotlight.39 To maximize
responsiveness to climate change impacts, it is important to consider how these laws can
($;"/>"/7,&'R&Q(@(A(,B'7$%',-#3'67$72&'#$;&/,7($,BC'
1. Features of Principled Flexibility

Traditional environmental laws are based on concepts of preservation and restoration
7$%',&$%',"'733#6&'3,7,("$7/(,B_,-7,'$7,#/7A'3B3,&63'R#;,#7,&'@#,'E(,-($'7'@"#$%&%+'
predictable range.40 These laws seek to restore natural systems to a selected baseline, usually
by reference to historical data or levels.41 For example, the Clean Water Act contains an
anti-degradation provision that requires states to maintain existing water quality, but that
goal may become unachievable in the future due to the impacts from climate change. The
>/"D&;,&%'(6>7;,3'0/"6';A(67,&';-7$2&'E(AA'#>&$%'&$4(/"$6&$,7A'A7E3'>/&6(3&%'"$',-&'
concept of stationarity, increasing the discrepancy between the overwhelming need to
respond to climate change impacts and the limited ability of environmental law to respond
to this need.
P-&'R&Q(@(A(,B'$&&%&%'($';A(67,&';-7$2&'7%7>,7,("$'A7E3'6#3,+'73'A7E'>/"0&33"/'7$%'.15'
Member Scholar Robin Kundis Craig proposes, involve <4$.,$<&"1*!"#$%$&$'(, meaning
,-7,'R&Q(@(A(,B'3-"#A%'$",',/7$3A7,&'($,"'">&$X&$%&%'%(3;/&,("$',"'%"'$",-($2'"/',"'%&4(7,&'
materially from the overarching regulatory and management goals.42''57,-&/+'R&Q(@(A(,B'$&&%3'
to be accompanied by measures to hold policymakers accountable for acting. Communities
should be required to develop adaptation strategies, but communities should have the
R&Q(@(A(,B',"'%&;(%&'-"E',"'3&A&;,'7$%',7(A"/',-&3&'3,/7,&2(&3',"'A";7A';(/;#63,7$;&3C''
M$;"/>"/7,($2',-(3'>/($;(>A&%'R&Q(@(A(,B'($,"'>7/,(;#A7/'A7E3';"#A%'($;A#%&';&/,7($'0&7,#/&3+'
such as:
)* E&5..$.2. As discussed later in section VIII.B, planning is a key tool in responding
to climate change impacts. Planning for available options before a disaster or
emergency situation occurs will likely reduce the chaos of post-disaster recovery,
when the rush to provide assistance may ignore crucial needs or prevent public
participation. Washington law requires local governments to plan under both the
Growth Management Act and the Shoreline Management Act, and communities
should fully consider pre- and post-disaster adaptation strategies in these plans.
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)* >,".54$/*E&5..$.2C''H;&$7/("'>A7$$($2'(3'7',""A',"'($,&2/7,&'3;(&$,(?;';"$3(%&/7,("$3'
into the policymaking process. It can capture uncertainties by establishing the
likelihood or probability of a given impact. Using quantitative and qualitative
models, scenario planning can help policymakers visualize future outcomes based
on various decisions, policies, or societal pathways.43 The scenarios should include
a worst-case outcome and not focus exclusively on the most likely outcome.44 Like
7%7>,(4&'67$72&6&$,+'3;&$7/("'>A7$$($2'(%&$,(?&3'F&B'#$;&/,7($,(&3'7$%'7AA"E3'
decisionmakers to explore those uncertainties, understand their implications, act,
and monitor the outcomes.45 Under Washington law, state agencies are already
required to include a “range of scenarios for the purposes of planning … to assess
>/"D&;,'4#A$&/7@(A(,B'7$%+',"',-&'&Q,&$,'0&73(@A&+'/&%#;&'&Q>&;,&%'/(3F3'7$%'($;/&73&'
resiliency to the impacts of climate change.”46
)* F4$22"4$.2*B",:5.$797*/4*G".,:954-7. One mechanism for creating principled
R&Q(@(A(,B'(3',"'&3,7@A(3-',-/&3-"A%3'"/'@&$;-67/F3',-7,+'(0 '/&7;-&%+',/(22&/'7';&/,7($'
;"#/3&'"0 '7;,("$C''`$@"#$%&%'R&Q(@(A(,B';/&7,&3'7'/(3F',-7,'72&$;(&3'E(AA'7@#3&'
their discretion by failing to act when necessary. Triggers promote accountability
@B'0"/;($2'72&$;B'7;,("$'7,'3>&;(?;',(6&3'"/'";;#//&$;&3C'!"/'&Q76>A&+'>/">&/,B'
3&4&/&AB'%7672&%'"/'%&3,/"B&%'@B'R""%($2'($'7';&/,7($'$#6@&/'"0 'B&7/3';"#A%'
trigger a no-rebuild provision, or disqualify the property owner from participating in
>#@A(;AB'3#@3(%(L&%'R""%'($3#/7$;&C''P-&3&'@&$;-67/F3';"#A%'7A3"',/(22&/'7'%(00&/&$,'
decisionmaking scheme that is detailed in advance. This element is particularly
relevant in the adaptive management context, discussed below.
)* E"4$/1$,*4"=$"0*5.1*4"=$7$/.*/8 *7'45'"2$"7. Flexibility in the adaptation context
E(AA'/&a#(/&',-&'7@(A(,B',"'/&4(&E'7$%'7%D#3,'3,/7,&2(&3'73';A(67,&';-7$2&'(6>7;,3'
occur. Current environmental laws, such as the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) and the Clean Air Act (CAA), depend heavily on predictions and standards
made as a part of an initial determination, such as the environmental assessment
required by NEPA, or based on historical data, such as attainment status under the
CAA. Introducing follow-up mechanisms or requiring periodic review and revision
of decisions to incorporate new information or data will unshackle environmental
A7E3'0/"6',-(3'0/"$,XA"7%&%'>/";&33+'7AA"E($2'67$72&6&$,'7%D#3,6&$,3',"',7(A"/'
decisionmaking to changing and realistic conditions.47
)* ;"13.15.,(D Climate change strategies should include a certain amount of
redundancy or back-up options in case primary strategies are ultimately ineffective
or overwhelmed by the scope of the impact.
The uncertainty of climate change impacts can provide a seemingly plausible excuse for
delaying action, particularly when policymakers face tough political situations or economic
constraints. Because these features of law provide workable mechanisms for managing
#$;&/,7($,B+'-"E&4&/+'Y#$;&/,7($,B\'E(AA'@&;"6&'7'A&33';"6>&AA($2'D#3,(?;7,("$'0"/'($7;,("$C'
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2. Adaptive Management

The concept of adaptive management illustrates many of the features discussed above.
In the climate change adaptation context, adaptive management is appealing because it
3>&;(?;7AAB'/&;"2$(L&3',-&'#$;&/,7($,B'"0 ';A(67,&';-7$2&'(6>7;,3'@#,'>/"4(%&3'7'3,/#;,#/&%'
approach to addressing and attempting to reduce this uncertainty. By applying the process
"0 '3;(&$,(?;'($a#(/B',"'7'$7,#/7A'/&3"#/;&3'67$72&6&$,'>/"@A&6+'7%7>,(4&'67$72&6&$,'
can reduce uncertainty and generate new knowledge and information. It requires
/&3"#/;&'67$72&/3',"'%&3(2$'67$72&6&$,'7;,("$3'73'3;(&$,(?;'&Q>&/(6&$,3+'6"$(,"/'
,-&'"#,;"6&3+'7$%'7%D#3,',-&'67$72&6&$,'7;,("$3'%&>&$%($2'"$',-&'"#,;"6&3'>/"%#;&%'
by the experiments. When designed and implemented correctly, adaptive management
;7$'>/"4(%&',-&'>/($;(>A&%'R&Q(@(A(,B'$&;&337/B',"'7;;"6>7$B'7%7>,7,("$'3,/7,&2(&3'
for managing natural resources.
IA,-"#2-',-&'%&?$(,("$3'"0 '7%7>,(4&'67$72&6&$,'%(00&/+'(,'2&$&/7AAB'($;A#%&3',-&3&'&A&6&$,3T'
Z' Articulation of clear goals and measurable indicators of progress toward achieving
those goals;
Z' I$'(,&/7,(4&'7>>/"7;-',"'%&;(3("$67F($2'7$%',-&'">>"/,#$(,B',"'7%D#3,'3,/7,&2(&3['
Z' The continual monitoring of outcomes and impacts; and
Z' Explicit acknowledgement and characterization of risks and uncertainties.48
Adaptive management is well suited for natural resource management problems affected by
climate change because they are inherently dynamic and likely not well understood. These
>/"@A&63'E(AA'@&$&?,'6"3,'0/"6',-&'%&A(@&/7,&'A&7/$($2'2&$&/7,&%'@B'7%7>,(4&'67$72&6&$,C'
K"E&4&/+',-&'E(%&3>/&7%'7>>A(;7,("$'"0 '7%7>,(4&'67$72&6&$,'67B'/&R&;,'">,(6(3,(;'
hopes rather than reality. Law professor and CPR Member Scholar Holly Doremus notes
that documented instances of successful adaptive management are rare, and in practice
$7,#/7A'/&3"#/;&3'67$72&/3'-74&'$",'&Q-(@(,&%'3#0?;(&$,'7%-&/&$;&',"',-&'>/($;(>A&3'"0 '
this approach.49 Agency cultures and funding structures often pose barriers to the learning
component. In addition, adaptive management can provide cover for agencies to avoid
politically controversial limits on economic activity through the promise of future action
after more knowledge is accumulated.50 Thus, resource managers should keep in mind
these best practices:
)* F5$&/4*':"*7'45'"2(*'/*':"*<4/%&"9D Adaptive management is not a panacea for all
resource management problems, such as those limited to a single decision point. At
the outset, resource managers should carefully assess whether a particular problem
-73',-&'/&a#(3(,&'&A&6&$,3'7$%';7$'@&$&?,'0/"6',-(3'7>>/"7;-T':9<'($0"/67,("$'27>3'
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&Q(3,+'A&7%($2',"':)<'2""%'>/"3>&;,3'0"/'A&7/$($2'7$%':=<'">>"/,#$(,(&3'0"/'7%D#3,($2'
the management strategy after new information is acquired.51 For natural resources
impacted by climate change, these prerequisites are likely to be met.
)* H.734"*5,,/3.'5%$&$'(*5.1*".8/4,"5%$&$'(*8/4*5,'$.2*/.*':"*."0*-./0&"12"*
2"."45'"1*':4/32:*':"*515<'$="*95.52"9".'*<4/,"77D As noted earlier,
adaptive management can provide cover for delayed agency action or even inaction,
>7/,(;#A7/AB'($'-(2-'>/"?A&'"/';"$,/"4&/3(7A'3(,#7,("$3C''P-#3+'72&$;(&3'3-"#A%'3&,'
clear benchmarks or trigger points—such as the sea level reaching a given point—
for further action or incorporation of new information. Mandatory actions under
the management plan should also be enforceable by interested citizens.52
)* E4/9/'"*1$4",'"1*&"54.$.2D The management plan should be designed to elicit
new information about the natural resource. At the outset, resource managers
should identify the needed data and the ways that the data, once collected, will be
useful and used.53 For example, forest managers could design experiments to test
the effects of climate-induced increased temperatures or burning frequency on
forest regeneration and apply the results to forestry management.
)* H.734"*738?,$".'*5.1*1"1$,5'"1*83.1$.2D Properly implemented, adaptive
management requires more resources than conventional management strategies,
particularly when used to address the long-term impacts of climate change. It
($4"A4&3',&;-$(;7A'7$%'3;(&$,(?;'/&3"#/;&3',"';"$%#;,'6"$(,"/($2'7$%'>&/3"$$&A'
resources to analyze the results and can thus be quite expensive to implement.54
1"A(;B67F&/3';"66(,,&%',"'7%7>,(4&'67$72&6&$,'3-"#A%'>/"4(%&'3#0?;(&$,'
resources to give the approach an opportunity to work as intended.
Adaptive management is not a panacea, nor is it applicable to every natural resources
management problem that will be affected by climate change. Designed properly and
7%&a#7,&AB'3#>>"/,&%+'-"E&4&/+'7%7>,(4&'67$72&6&$,'>/"4(%&3',-&'>/($;(>A&%'R&Q(@(A(,B'
necessary to move forward with climate change adaptation actions.
B. Transforming Decisionmaking
.A(67,&';-7$2&'7A3"'E(AA'/&a#(/&'R&Q(@(A(,B'7$%'R#(%(,B'($',-&'%&;(3("$67F($2'>/";&33&3'
within and among agencies that manage natural resources. The boundaries of traditional
D#/(3%(;,("$'E(AA'@&'3,/&,;-&%+'(0 '$",'E-"AAB'/&;"$?2#/&%+'@B';A(67,&';-7$2&'(6>7;,3+'
requiring discussions now about how governments and agencies will operate and
-"E',"'7AA";7,&'7#,-"/(,B'($'7'$&E';A(67,&C''.A(67,&';-7$2&'7%7>,7,("$'/&a#(/&3'7'R#(%'
decisionmaking process that incorporates public participation, collaboration among
differing interests, decentralization of governance structures, and integration of policy
across different sectors.55
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1. Recalibrate the Allocation of Traditional Authority

Because the acute impacts of climate change will manifest as localized impacts, states
7$%'A";7A'2"4&/$6&$,3'3-"#A%'$7,#/7AAB'&Q&/;(3&'3(2$(?;7$,';"$,/"A'"4&/'%&4&A">($2'
and implementing adaptation strategies. I"'*$.*95.(*/8 *':"*54"57*':5'*54"*-"(*'/*
515<'5'$/.J05'"4*</&$,(*5.1*&5.1*37"*<&5..$.2K*8/4*"#59<&"J8"1"45&K*7'5'"K*
'4$%5&K*5.1*&/,5&*2/="4.9".'7*:5="*'451$'$/.5&&(*:51*1$7'$.,'*5.1*&542"&(*7"<545'"*
L34$71$,'$/.D As communities in the Puget Sound and Washington—and the federal
government—consider climate change adaptation strategies, it
is important to reexamine the allocation of authority in a way
Governments operate on both vertical and horizontal
that does not rely solely on traditional, sector-by-sector divisions
planes. The vertical planes represent the hierarchical
"0 '>"E&/'7$%'D#/(3%(;,("$C''J(00&/&$,'A&4&A3'"0 '2"4&/$6&$,'
nature of government, from the federal, tribal, and
should exercise their authority to best meet adaptation needs
+/%/*#)*$*)+#.!6-#/!#/0*#73-'2'1%)#)*$*)8#90*#0!&'5!-/%)#
without ignoring the wider public interest of neighboring
plane represents the network of agencies that work
counties or states or of the United States as a collective. Under
at the same level of government, like distinct state
this framework, attempts to ignore this broad public interest
environmental and natural resources agencies.
may invite displacement of authority by the federal or state
2"4&/$6&$,+'/&27/%A&33'"0 ',/7%(,("$7A'3>-&/&3'"0 'D#/(3%(;,("$C''
For example, if a local government’s response or adaptation strategy adequately addresses
the relevant climate change impact and does not cause negative impacts to a neighboring
municipality or tribal reservation, state government involvement should be secondary,
>&/-7>3'A(6(,&%',"'27,-&/($2'7$%'%(3,/(@#,($2'($0"/67,("$'7$%'?$7$;(7A'/&3"#/;&3C''H(6(A7/AB+'
the federal government may harmonize adaptation responses to prevent states from acting
($';"$R(;,'E(,-'",-&/'3,7,&3O'"/',/(@&3O'($,&/&3,3'"/',"'&3,7@A(3-'>/";&33&3',-7,'07;(A(,7,&'($,&/X
D#/(3%(;,("$7A';"66#$(;7,("$'7$%'>A7$$($2C''
State or local adaptation strategies that ignore or harm the public interest may require
more involvement by higher levels of government.56 For example, an upstream region
in an interstate watershed may decide against enacting water conservation measures
despite climate-induced changes to the water supply, reducing the water quantity available
to downstream regions. Here, uniform statewide standards for conservation may be
7>>/">/(7,&',"'>/&4&$,',-(3'-7/6C''H#;-'7'#$(0"/6'YR""/\';7$'7A3"'-&A>';"#$,&/',-&'0/&&X
rider effect—that is, the risk that some counties or cities will fail to act, relying instead on
@&($2',-&'@&$&?;(7/B'"0 '7%7>,7,("$'3,/7,&2(&3'7%">,&%'@B'",-&/3C'
The strongest role for the federal or state government—complete displacement of lower
government regulations—is appropriate only when individual, overzealous state or local
regulations are unlikely to produce the optimal result from a collective perspective due to
divergent incentives and interests, thereby harming the public interest.57 For example, a
state could decide to construct canals to block salt water intrusion from sea level rise even
though the canals fragment important habitat or drain wetlands. The federal government
may step in to prevent these negative environmental consequences. A stronger role would
also be appropriate if local adaptation strategies created either too much variation or unequal
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footing among states. Law professor and CPR Member Scholar Robert L. Glicksman
3#22&3,3',-7,',-(3'3(,#7,("$'67B'D#3,(0B'#$(0"/6'/#A&3'0"/'($,&/3,7,&'E7,&/',/7$30&/3',"'>/&4&$,'
states from adopting laws to hoard scarce water supplies.58
Case Study:
Adaptation Initiatives
& the Bottom-Up Approach
>ÀÞÊ]Ê-i>ÌÌiÊ*ÕLVÊ1ÌÌiÃÊ-*1®Ê
ÀiV}âi`ÊÌ iÊ«ÀÌ>ViÊvÊV>ÌiÊV >}iÊ
>`>«Ì>ÌÊÌÊÌÃÊÃÃÊvÊ«ÀÛ`}ÊÜ>ÌiÀÊ
vÀÊ-i>ÌÌiÊ>`ÊÌ iÊ}Ài>ÌiÀÊiÌÀ«Ì>Ê
>Ài>°ÊÊ/ iÊÕÌÌÞÊ >ÃÊ`iÊ>ÊÌÊvÊÜÀÊÊ
>`>«Ì>ÌÊÜÌ ÊÀiÃ«iVÌÊÌÊÜ>ÌiÀÊÃÕ««ÞÊ
ÃÃÕiÃ]ÊÃi>ÊiÛiÊÀÃi]Ê>`ÊÌÊÃiÊ`i}ÀiiÊ
ÕÀL>Ê`À>>}i]Ê>`Ê >ÃÊLiiÊÀiV}âi`ÊLÞÊ
Ì iÊ1°-°Ê ÛÀiÌ>Ê*ÀÌiVÌÊ}iVÞÊvÀÊ
ÌÃÊÃ« ÃÌV>Ìi`ÊÜÀ°ÊÊ-*1Ê >ÃÊV`ÕVÌi`Ê

ÛÕiÀ>LÌÞÊ>>ÞÃiÃÊvÀÊÌ iÊÜ>ÌiÀÊÃÕ««Þ]Ê
>ÃÊVÀi>Ìi`ÊÃi>ÊiÛiÊÀÃiÊÃVi>ÀÃ]Ê>`Ê
>ÃÊ>««i`Ê>Ài>ÃÊÛÕiÀ>LiÊÌÊy`}°ÊÊ
-*1ÊÃÊ>ÃÊvÀ}}Ê> i>`ÊÜÌ ÊV>«>VÌÞ
LÕ`}Ê>VÀÃÃÊÌ iÊ«ÕLVÊÕÌÌÞÊÃiVÌÀÊ>`Ê
ÃÊÜÀ}ÊÌÊVÀ«À>ÌiÊ>`>«Ì>ÌÊÌÊÌ iÊ
ÃÌÌÕÌ>ÊVÕÌÕÀi°ÊÊ
iVÌÛiÞ]ÊÌ iÃiÊÌ>ÌÛiÃÊ`iÃÌÀ>ÌiÊ
Ì iÊÀiÊvÊµÕ>Ã}ÛiÀiÌ>Ê>`Ê«ÀÛ>ÌiÊ
À}>â>ÌÃÊÊ>ÊLÌÌÕ«Ê>««À>V Ê>`Ê
ÊÌ iÊ>LÃiViÊvÊÃÌ>ÌiÊÀÊvi`iÀ>Ê>`>ÌiÃ°

2. Integrate Decisionmaking Vertically and Horizontally Among Agencies and
Institutions

H,7,&'7$%'A";7A'2"4&/$6&$,3'-74&'7'3(2$(?;7$,'/"A&',"'>A7B'($'(6>A&6&$,($2'7$%'
supplementing federally established policies. In addition, responsibility to address
particular environmental problems is often dispersed among multiple agencies at the
same governmental level. This kind of dispersed decisionmaking authority has many
@&$&?,3+'($;A#%($2'&$-7$;($2'>#@A(;'>7/,(;(>7,("$'7$%'07;(A(,7,($2'&Q>&/(6&$,7,("$'@B'
different government actors. To maximize synergies and avoid the risk of uncoordinated
%&;(3("$3'7$%';"$R(;,($2'>"A(;(&3'7$%'7#,-"/(,B+'-"E&4&/+'/&A&47$,'2"4&/$6&$,'72&$;(&3'
and nongovernmental organizations should engage in coordinated and, where appropriate,
collaborative adaptation planning efforts.
3. Build Transgovernmental Networks among Agency Personnel

Strengthening the relationships among individuals at various government agencies will
-&A>'>/"6",&',-&'R"E'"0 '($0"/67,("$'76"$2'72&$;(&3C''P-(3'($0"/67,("$'&Q;-7$2&'E(AA'
produce decisions that are better informed and consider a range of multi-sector impacts
7$%'($R#&$;&3C59 While these interpersonal networks do not have the authority to pass
legislation or dictate policy, they can more adeptly transfer information, confer about trends,
and identify potential obstacles to adaptation strategies.60''!"/'&Q76>A&+'>#@A(;'-&7A,-'"0?;(7A3'
;"#A%'%(3;#33',/7$3>"/,7,("$'7$%'3(,($2X%&;(3("$3'E(,-',/7$3>"/,7,("$'7$%'A7$%X#3&'"0?;(7A3'
,"';""/%($7,&'-&7A,-'/&3>"$3&'($'7$'&6&/2&$;B'3(,#7,("$'7$%',"';"$3(%&/'$&E'D"($,'($(,(7,(4&3'
across their respective agencies or institutions.
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C. Washington’s State Environmental Policy Act
The State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) in Washington demonstrates both the potential
"0 '&Q(3,($2'A7E',"'($;"/>"/7,&';A(67,&';-7$2&'7%7>,7,("$'7$%',-&'3(2$(?;7$,'A(6(,7,("$3'($'
existing environmental law. Using some of the principles and features described above,
this section will take a closer look at SEPA and its federal counterpart, the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). Environmental assessment under SEPA and its federal
counterpart NEPA is an appealing legal tool to consider adaptation elements in government
actions because of its capacity to promote informed, realistic
decisionmaking. However, the assessment mechanism at both
levels of government appears to be limited to an evaluation of
Action Items: Climate Change
the impact of a proposed action on the environment, rather than
Adaptation & SEPA
the impact of climate change and the environment on the proposed
1. In the SEPA environmental checklist, consider
action. In other words, the assessment of the action does not
whether the project over its lifetime is resilient
contemplate the changes that climate change and an altered
in the face of potential climate change impacts.
environment inevitably will bring to it.
2. Reclassify categorically exempt activities
The federal Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) has
/0%/#!223&#'-#2!%+/%)#0%5%&.#%&*%+#/!#&*:3'&*#
carefully navigated around this potential obstacle to effective
environmental assessment.
preparation for the adverse consequences of climate change.
In draft guidance issued in February 2010, the CEQ noted that
3. In both environmental assessments and
relevant environmental effects include not only how a proposed
environmental impact statements, consider both
the impact of climate change on the proposed
action would impact the environment, but also how climate
61
action and how that action may need to adapt
change could impact the proposed action or alternatives.
to those impacts.
The guidance directs agencies to assess how climate change
impacts may exacerbate or contribute to the impacts,
4. ;*:3'&*#"!))!6<31#7!-'/!&'-=#%-.#$*&'42%/'!-#
sustainability, vulnerability, and design of the proposed action.62
of proposal information and analysis and of
As such, “[a]gencies should use the scoping process to set
mitigation measures.
reasonable spatial and temporal boundaries for this assessment
and focus on the aspects of climate change that may lead to
changes in the impacts, sustainability, vulnerability, and design of
the proposed action and alternative courses of action.”63 In light of climate change, agencies
should consider how the proposed action will affect the environment, public health and
safety, and vulnerable populations.

This guidance provides a helpful start but does not go far enough in integrating adaptation
concerns. At best, it appears to be an indirect method for incorporating climate change
adaptation into the NEPA assessment. For example, climate change-induced storm surges
67B',-/&7,&$'>/">"3&%',/7$3>"/,7,("$'($0/73,/#;,#/&+'E-(;-'6&7$3',-7,',-&'>/"D&;,'E"#A%'
/&3#A,'($'2/&7,&/'&$4(/"$6&$,7A'(6>7;,3',-7$'(0 ',-&'>/">"3&%'>/"D&;,'(,3&A0 'E&/&'$",'7,'/(3F'
0/"6';A(67,&X($%#;&%';-7$2&3C''.Ub'7%4(3&3'72&$;(&3',"'Y;"$3(%&/',-&'3>&;(?;'&00&;,3'
of the proposed action (including the proposed action’s effect on the vulnerability
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"0 '700&;,&%'&;"3B3,&63<+',-&'$&Q#3'"0 ',-"3&'&00&;,3'E(,-'>/"D&;,&%';A(67,&';-7$2&'&00&;,3'
on the same aspects of [the] environment, and the implications for the environment
,"'7%7>,',"',-&'>/"D&;,&%'&00&;,3'"0 ';A(67,&';-7$2&C\''K&/&'727($+',-&'0";#3'(3'$",'3a#7/&AB'
on how the proposed action should adapt, although that question may be answered
by proposed alternatives.
The purpose of SEPA and NEPA is to ensure that government agencies act only after
considering potential environmental consequences. As an information-gathering mechanism
7$%'>A7$$($2',""A'0"/'67D"/'7;,("$3+',-&3&'A7E3'3&&6'A(F&'$7,#/7A'?,3'0"/';"$3(%&/($2',-&'
impacts of climate change on those very actions so that policymakers better understand
the relationship between the proposal and its effects on the environment in light of
the anticipated consequences of climate change. CEQ guidance has decidedly pointed
NEPA in this direction. However, in order for these laws to effectively address climate
;-7$2&'(6>7;,3+',-&B'6#3,'7A3"'@&'7%D#3,&%'"/'",-&/E(3&'/&($,&/>/&,&%',"'($;A#%&'0"AA"EX#>'
monitoring and explicit consideration of climate change impacts on the proposed action.64

How SEPA Works
7>Ã }Ì½ÃÊ-Ì>ÌiÊ ÛÀiÌ>Ê*VÞÊ
VÌÊ- *®ÊÃÊ`ii`ÊÊÌ iÊ >Ì>Ê
ÛÀiÌ>Ê*VÞÊVÌÊ *®°ÊÊ- *Ê
ÀiµÕÀiÃÊ>Ê`iÌ>i`ÊiÛÀiÌ>ÊÃÌ>ÌiiÌÊ
vÀÊi}Ã>ÌÛiÊÀiVi`>ÌÃÊÀÊ«À«Ã>ÃÊ
ÀÊºÌ iÀÊ>ÀÊ>VÌÃÊÃ}wV>ÌÞÊ
>vviVÌ}ÊÌ iÊµÕ>ÌÞÊvÊÌ iÊiÛÀiÌ°»ÈxÊÊ
/ iÊwÀÃÌÊµÕiÃÌÊÃÊÜ iÌ iÀÊÌ iÊ>VÌÊ
ÃÊºÃ}wV>Ì]»Ê>`ÊÌ iÊ>ÜÊ«ÀÛ`iÃÊ>Ê
iÛÀiÌ>ÊV iVÃÌÊÌÊ i«ÊÌ iÊÃÌ>ÌiÊ
>}iVÞÊ«À«Ã}ÊÌ iÊ>VÌÊÌÊ`iÌiÀiÊ
Ì iÊ>ÌÕÀiÊvÊÌ iÊ>VÌ°ÊÊ/ iÊ>}iVÞÊ
V>Ê>iÊiÊvÊÌ ÀiiÊ`iÌiÀ>ÌÃÊ
VViÀ}ÊÌ iÊÃ}wV>ViÊvÊ>Ê>VÌ\Ê
>Ê`iÌiÀ>ÌÊvÊÃ}wV>Vi]Ê
i>}ÊÊvÕÀÌ iÀÊÀiÛiÜÊÃÊÀiµÕÀi`ÆÊ>Ê
Ì}>Ìi`Ê`iÌiÀ>ÌÊvÊÃ}wV>Vi]Ê
i>}ÊÌ >ÌÊÌ}>ÌÊi>ÃÕÀiÃÊÕÃÌÊ
LiÊÌ>iÊÌÊ>Û`ÊÃ}wV>ÌÊ«>VÌÃÆÊÀÊ>Ê
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`iÌiÀ>ÌÊvÊÃ}wV>ÌÊ«>VÌ]ÊÜ V Ê
ÀiµÕÀiÃÊ>Ê`iÌ>i`ÊiÛÀiÌ>Ê«>VÌÊ
ÃÌ>ÌiiÌ°ÊÊ- *Ê>ÃÊ«ÀÛ`iÃÊV>Ìi}ÀV>Ê
iÝi«ÌÃÊvÀÊiÛÀiÌ>ÊÀiÛiÜ]Ê
Ü V Ê>ÜÊÌ iÊ«À«Ã}Ê>}iVÞÊÌÊLÞ«>ÃÃÊ
ÀiÊV«Ài iÃÛiÊiÛÀiÌ>Ê«>VÌÊ
>ÃÃiÃÃiÌ°66
vÊ>Ê>VÌÊ >ÃÊ>ÊÃ}wV>ÌÊ«>VÌ]Ê
Ì iÊÃÌ>ÌiÊ>}iVÞÊÕÃÌÊÌ iÊ«Ài«>ÀiÊ>Ê
iÛÀiÌ>Ê«>VÌÊÃÌ>ÌiiÌ]ÊVÕ`}\Ê
Ì iÊiÛÀiÌ>Ê«>VÌÊvÊÌ iÊ«À«Ãi`Ê
>VÌÆÊ>ÞÊ>`ÛiÀÃiÊiÛÀiÌ>ÊivviVÌÃÊ
Ì >ÌÊ>ÀiÊÕ>Û`>LiÊvÊÌ iÊ«À«Ã>ÊÃÊ
«iiÌi`ÆÊ>ÌiÀ>ÌÛiÃÊÌÊÌ iÊ«À«Ãi`Ê
>VÌÆÊÌ iÊÀi>ÌÃ «ÊLiÌÜiiÊV>ÊÃ ÀÌ
ÌiÀÊÕÃiÃÊvÊÌ iÊiÛÀiÌÊ>`Ê}
ÌiÀÊ«À`ÕVÌÛÌÞÆÊ>`Ê>ÞÊÀÀiÛiÀÃLiÊ>`Ê
ÀÀiÌÀiÛ>LiÊVÌiÌÊvÊÀiÃÕÀViÃÊÌ >ÌÊ
Ì iÊ«À«Ã>ÊÛÛiÃ°67Ê
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D. Conclusion
The impacts of climate change are not limited to the human and natural environment.
.A(67,&';-7$2&'E(AA',&3,',-&'/&3(A(&$;&'7$%'R&Q(@(A(,B'"0 ',-&'A7E'(,3&A0+'/7(3($2'3&/("#3'
questions about the current legal framework and governance structure to address
the profound changes in natural resources management and response. Deliberately
incorporating processes such as adaptive management can address the inherent uncertainties
associated with climate impacts and will improve the resiliency of both the law and the
human and natural environments under its protection. *G3$&1$.2*<4$.,$<&"1*!"#$%$&$'(*$.'/*
':"*"#$7'$.2*&50*$7*5*.","77$'(K*5.1*'45.78/49$.2*':"*2/="4.5.,"*7<5,"*$.'/*5*!3$1K*
1(.59$,*0"%*0$&&*:"&<*,/993.$'$"7*%"''"4*4"7</.1*'/*,&$95'"*,:5.2"D*
P-&'/&67($($2'3&;,("$3'0";#3'"$'3&A&;,&%'67D"/';A(67,&';-7$2&'(6>7;,3',-7,'E(AA'@/($2'3"6&'
of the most perceptible changes to the Puget Sound Basin and some of the substantive
strategies to address these changes.
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VI. Changes to the Hydrologic Cycle
P-&'17;(?;'^"/,-E&3,'7$%',-&'1#2&,'H"#$%'G73($'7/&'076"#3'0"/',-&(/'4&/%7$,+'A#3-'
landscape, courtesy of ample precipitation throughout much of the year. Because water
plays such a central role in shaping human communities and ecosystems across the Sound,
,-&'(6>7;,3'"0 ';A(67,&';-7$2&'"$',-&'-B%/"A"2(;';B;A&'E(AA'@&'3(2$(?;7$,C''F:"*9/7'*
<"4,"<'$%&"*5.1*14595'$,*&/.2A'"49*$9<5,'*0$&&*&$-"&(*%"*5*7:$8'*$.*':"*'$9$.2*/8 *':"*
:(14/&/2$,*,(,&"D''S-(A&',-(3'3-(0,'($',-&'-B%/"A"2(;';B;A&'67B'$",'3(2$(?;7$,AB'700&;,'E7,&/'
supplies for human uses, it may be disastrous for salmon and other aquatic ecosystems.
Because humans interact with these resources, they, too, will be affected. This section
(%&$,(?&3',-&'67D"/'(6>7;,3',"',-&'-B%/"A"2(;';B;A&'"$'E7,&/'747(A7@(A(,B'7$%'7a#7,(;'-7@(,7,'
7$%'%(3;#33&3'2&$&/7A'>/($;(>A&3'0"/'7%7>,7,("$'3,/7,&2(&3C''P-(3'3&;,("$'7A3"'(%&$,(?&3'3>&;(?;'
legal tools for climate change adaptation.
Quic Look: Altered Hydrologic Cycle
Primary Impact
UÊ

>ÌiÊV >}iÊÜÊiÞÊV>ÕÃiÊ>Ê«ÀÕVi`Ê
Ã vÌÊÊÌ iÊÌ}ÊvÊÜ>ÌiÀÊ>Û>>LiÊvÀÊ>ÊÕÃiÃ]Ê
VÕ`}Ê Õ>Ê>`ÊiVÃÞÃÌiÊÕÃiÃ°
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UÊ
UÊ

*ÕLVÊÕÌÌiÃÊ>`ÊÕV«>ÊÜ>ÌiÀÊÃÕ««iÀÃ
->Ê>`Ê>µÕ>ÌVÊiVÃÞÃÌiÃÊ>`ÊÃ«iViÃ

Who are the Primary Actors?
UÊ
UÊ

i«>ÀÌiÌÃÊvÊ V}ÞÊ>`Ê >ÌÕÀ>Ê,iÃÕÀViÃ
1°-°ÊÃ Ê>`Ê7`viÊ-iÀÛVi

The Puget Sound basin drains nearly 11,600 square miles of land,
ranging from sea level to the Cascade Mountains in the east and to
the Olympic Mountains in the west. The basin is home to nearly
70 percent of Washington’s population. Historically, precipitation
patterns range from 24 to 118 inches annually, most of which
07AA3'@&,E&&$'V;,"@&/'7$%']7/;-C'']7$B'"0 ',-&'67D"/'/(4&/3'($'
Washington drain into the Sound, including rivers that are the
primary sources of drinking water for residents in the metropolitan
areas of Seattle, Tacoma, and Everett: the Cedar, Green, Tolt, and
Sultan.68

The Puget Sound area is a transient basin, meaning that the drainage
is a mix of rain and snow with a characteristic biannual peak runoff
for both snowmelt and precipitation. Snow accumulation acts as a natural reservoir,
releasing water as the seasons change. According to the Climate Impacts Group (CIG),
modeling shows a consistent shift in the hydrograph toward higher runoff during the cool
season and lower runoff during the warm season. This shift could ultimately lead to a
single peak runoff as a result of precipitation increasingly falling as rain rather than snow.
Snowmelt may also occur earlier and faster.
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The 2009 CIG report concludes that for Puget Sound, the “primary hydrological
manifestation of climate change… will be the decline and eventual disappearance on average
of the springtime snowmelt hydrograph peak, and its replacement with an elevated winter
runoff peak.”69 The graphs below show a gradual shift in water runoff for the Cedar
5(4&/'@&,E&&$')***'7$%')*c8C'']"3,'$",7@AB+',-&'>&7F'R"E'/7,&';-7$2&3'0/"6',E"'>&7F3'
in December and May in 2000 to a single peak in January 2075. Analysis of water security
for human consumption in light of this climate change-induced impact indicates that water
747(A7@(A(,B'/&67($3'/&A7,(4&AB'3,7@A&'0"/',-&'67D"/'6&,/">"A(,7$'7/&73'($'1#2&,'H"#$%'@73($+'
E-(;-'-74&'($',-&'>73,'@&$&?,,&%'0/"6'3,/"$2';"$3&/47,("$'6&73#/&3'7$%'7$'"4&/7AA'%&;/&73&'
in demand despite population growth.70

For the iconic but dwindling salmon populations, however, the changes in timing could be
devastating, with ripple effects for the many Native American tribes that depend on salmon
and have rights to take salmon according to treaties with the United States. The waters in
and around Puget Sound provide migration routes and breeding grounds for many species
of salmon and trout, which spend parts of their lives in both fresh and marine waters.
IA/&7%B',-&'%&3,/#;,("$'"0 'E&,A7$%3'7$%'&3,#7/(&3'@B'-#67$'7;,(4(,(&3'-73'D&">7/%(L&%',-&'
-7@(,7,3'7$%'@/&&%($2'2/"#$%3'"0 ',-&3&'?3-C''U4(%&$;&'"0 ';A(67,&';-7$2&'(6>7;,3'"$',-&'
67/($&'&$4(/"$6&$,+'3#;-'73'67/($&';#//&$,'>7,,&/$3'7$%'";&7$'7;(%(?;7,("$+'E(AA'A(F&AB'
0#/,-&/'-7/6'7$7%/"6"#3'?3-'3>&;(&3C71
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Flow rates are themselves critically important to the timing of salmon runs, during which
36"A,3'6(2/7,&'"#,',"'3&7'7$%'7%#A,3'/&,#/$',"'0/&3-E7,&/',"'3>7E$C''M$'7%%(,("$+'R"E'/7,&3'
are intimately connected to water temperature, and water temperature affects salmon at every
3,72&'"0 '%&4&A">6&$,+'7A,-"#2-',-&'3>&;(?;'3&$3(,(4(,(&3'%&>&$%'"$',-&'3>&;(&3'7$%'3,";FX
3>&;(?;'7%7>,7,("$3',"'A";7A';"$%(,("$3C''."A%XE7,&/'?3-'3>&;(&3'($']"$,7$7+'0"/'&Q76>A&+'7/&'
already feeling these temperature impacts.72''!"/'3>&;(&3';A733(?&%'73'Y"0 ';"$;&/$\'"/',-"3&'
already listed as threatened, the impacts of climate change may compound existing stressors
such as habitat destruction, requiring additional protections under the Endangered Species
Act. For example, in 2010 the National Marine Fisheries Service established a recovery
plan for the Puget Sound Chinook salmon that recognizes the connected impacts of habitat
degradation, historical over-harvesting, and climate change.73
.A(67,&'6"%&A3'7$%'/&3&7/;-'0/"6',-&'.MN'>/"D&;,'-7@(,7,'A"33'0"/'
salmonids of between 5 and 22 percent by 2090, the result of temperature
increases that affect their distribution, migration, health, and reproductive
capacity. Research has shown, for example, that salmonids have
increased vulnerability to predation and displacement when average water
temperatures exceed 59 degrees Fahrenheit. In addition, higher water
temperatures increase their vulnerability to disease and infection. Water
temperatures that exceed 72 degrees Fahrenheit can prevent migration
altogether. Communities in the Puget Sound must confront the worst-case
scenario possibility that, in a world so altered by climate and continuing
human impacts, salmon or other species will not be able to adapt on an
accelerated timescale.74''N(4&$',-(3'>"33(@(A(,B+'(6>/"4&%'>/"D&;,("$3'"0 '
climate impacts, adaptive management, and scenario-building are critical to
salmonid-related policy and management.
."$R(;,'7$%';"$,/"4&/3B'"4&/'E7,&/'67$72&6&$,'(3'A(F&AB',"'($,&$3(0B'($',-&'17;(?;'
Northwest as climate change advances. The overarching goal of a prudent adaptation
3,/7,&2B+',-&/&0"/&+'(3',"'&$3#/&'7%&a#7,&'E7,&/'3#>>A(&3'7$%'R"E3'E-&$'7$%'E-&/&'(,'(3'
needed for both human consumption and ecosystem use.
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A. General Considerations and Principles for Adaptation to Changes in
the Water Cycle
In a 2008 Science article, a group of scientists and natural resource managers declared,
“Stationarity is dead.” The concept of stationarity is the idea that natural systems
R#;,#7,&'E(,-($'7$'#$;-7$2($2'&$4&A">&'"0 '47/(7@(A(,B'7$%'(3'7'0"#$%7,("$7A';"$;&>,',-7,'
underlies water resource management and water law.75 The authors of the article argued
that stationarity no longer applies to water resources management because the substantial
anthropogenic change of the Earth’s climate is altering the means and extremes of the
-B%/"A"2(;';B;A&+'3&7'A&4&A+'7$%'2A7;(7A'6&A,C''M0 '3,7,("$7/(,B'(3'$"'A"$2&/'7>>A(;7@A&+'3(2$(?;7$,'
implications for state-level water law and the federal Clean Water Act arise.
Current water law, involving the allocation of water at the state level, is designed to promote
stability and predictability rather than to respond to change.76''P-&'Y?/3,'($',(6&+'?/3,'($'
right” mantra of prior appropriation regimes demonstrates this underlying guarantee of
stability, at least for the most senior users. Prior appropriation thus preserves water uses
,-7,'67B'$"'A"$2&/'/&R&;,';#//&$,'3";(7A'47A#&3C''!"/'&Q76>A&+',-&'47A#&'"0 'E7,&/'0"/'7a#7,(;'
&;"3B3,&63'-73'@&;"6&'($;/&73($2AB'(6>"/,7$,+'@#,'"0,&$';"$3,(,#,&3'7'D#$("/'#3&C''`$%&/'
>/("/'7>>/">/(7,("$+'$"'D#$("/'#3&/'2&,3'E7,&/'#$,(A'3&$("/'7>>/">/(7,"/3'/&;&(4&',-&'0#AA'
allocation of their water rights.
I$",-&/'"@3,7;A&',"'7%7>,7,("$'(3',-&'%(3D"($,&%'$7,#/&'"0 '@",-'E7,&/'A7E'7$%'&$4(/"$6&$,7A'
A7E+'E-(;-';/&7,&3'#$3;(&$,(?;'7$%';"$0"#$%($2'%(4(3("$3'@&,E&&$'3#/07;&'E7,&/'7$%'
2/"#$%E7,&/+'E7,&/'a#7$,(,B'7$%'E7,&/'a#7A(,B+'7$%'($,/73,7,&'7$%'($,&/3,7,&'D#/(3%(;,("$C77
This lack of coherence impedes the ability to reallocate or redistribute water supplies to the
most desirable or valuable uses as an adaptation strategy. For example, in times of drought,
a state may allocate water to sustain existing out-of-stream human uses at the expense of
instream uses and compliance with the Clean Water Act. The ability of water to serve
multiple masters—hydropower uses, drinking water supplies, recreational uses, aquatic
ecosystems, riparian habitats, and others—in the face of climate change may test traditional
D#/(3%(;,("$7A'@"#$%7/(&3'7$%'/7(3&',"#2-'a#&3,("$3C''S-7,'-7>>&$3'(0 ',-&'/(4&/3'($',-&'1#2&,'
H"#$%'G73($';7$'$"'A"$2&/'3#3,7($'37A6"$'"/'",-&/';"A%E7,&/'?3-'"/'7a#7,(;'3>&;(&3'@&;7#3&'
of uncontrollable changes to the environment to which species cannot adapt? Policymakers
and society at large may face this dilemma, and it is important to begin exploring the legal
options and policy responses before these impacts occur.
Climate change will also strain the traditional boundaries between federal and state
D#/(3%(;,("$'"0 'E7,&/C''P-&'7/,(?;(7A'%(4(3("$'@&,E&&$'E7,&/'a#7A(,B'7$%'E7,&/'a#7$,(,B'
E(AA'@&;"6&'&4&$'6"/&'7>>7/&$,+'73'%&;/&73&%'R"E3'/&3#A,'($'-(2-&/'($X3,/&76'>"AA#,7$,'
concentrations and temperatures and put endangered and threatened species in greater
D&">7/%BC''M$',-&'0#,#/&+',-&'747(A7@(A(,B'"0 'E7,&/'67B'%&,&/6($&'A7$%'#3&'7$%',-&'2/"E,-'"0 '
urban areas, causing water law, land-use law, and environmental law to become increasingly
intertwined rather than remaining separate areas of law.
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The goal of adaptation to a changing hydrologic cycle is to ensure that water can be used
where it is most needed, however society determines that need. Overall, several underlying
principles apply to the water sector in order to achieve this goal:
)* >'4$,'&(*$9<&"9".'*5.1*=$2/4/37&(*".8/4,"*':"*@&"5.*M5'"4*+,'D**Ecosystems
that are coping with other problems—pollution, destruction of wetlands, and
the loss of biodiversity—are less resilient and more vulnerable to the impacts of
climate change than healthy systems. Stronger implementation and enforcement
of the CWA and other traditional environmental laws is imperative. Throughout
the country, EPA, states, and tribes can strengthen regulation of stormwater
and enforcement of National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permits.
Maximizing pollutant controls will enhance the resiliency of aquatic ecosystems.78
)* N35.'$8(*05'"4*4"7/34,"7D Calculating the total amount of water in the Puget
Sound basin will facilitate improved water resources management and can be used
,"'%&4&A">'7'E7,&/'@#%2&,C'']"%&A3';7$'@&'#3&%',"';7A;#A7,&'3(2$(?;7$,'($R"E3+'
"#,R"E3+'7$%'3,"/72&';7>7;(,B'#$%&/'7A,&/$7,(4&';A(67,&';-7$2&'3;&$7/("3'7$%',"'
build various climate change scenarios as well. To effectively prioritize uses and
conservation goals, the Department of Ecology and other water users must have a
clearer understanding of the entire picture of water uses in the Puget Sound basin.
!/"6',-&'($0"/67,("$'27($&%'($',-(3'a#7$,(?;7,("$+',-&'J&>7/,6&$,'"0 'U;"A"2B';7$'
@&,,&/',7/2&,';"$3&/47,("$'6&73#/&3+'&$0"/;&'($3,/&76'R"E3'7$%',-&'@&$&?;(7A'#3&'"0 '
water, and plan for an altered hydrologic cycle.
)* 6.'"245'"*7,$".,"*$.'/*&50*%(*51/<'$.2*5*05'"47:"1*5<<4/5,:*'/*05'"4*
4"7/34,"7*95.52"9".'D Water science has long established the interconnections
between waters located within the same watershed, both surface waters and
groundwater, and between water quantity and water quality. However, existing water
A7E3',&$%',"'7/,(?;(7AAB'3&>7/7,&',-&3&';"$$&;,("$3'7$%',-#3'07(A',"'67$72&'E7,&/'($'7'
holistic way. As climate change impacts on water highlight these connections, laws
3-"#A%'@&'(6>A&6&$,&%',"'/&R&;,',-&';#6#A7,(4&'(6>7;,3'"0 ';A(67,&';-7$2&'"$'7'
watershed and to better integrate science and hydrologic data.
)* ;",/2.$C"*':"*'".7$/.*%"'0"".*515<'5'$/.*7'45'"2$"7*8/4*:395.*37"*/8 *05'"4*
5.1*",/7(7'"9*37"*/8 *05'"4D Climate change adaptation strategies for human use
"0 'E7,&/'7$%'&;"3B3,&6'#3&'"0 'E7,&/'67B';"6&'($,"';"$R(;,'73'7'/&3#A,'"0 ';-7$2&3'
to the hydrologic cycle. Policymakers should ensure that strategies to protect
3#>>A(&3'0"/'-#67$'#3&';7#3&'73'A(,,A&'(6>7;,'73'>"33(@A&',"',-&'R"E3'$&&%&%',"'
maintain a healthy, functioning ecosystem.
d&&>($2',-&3&'>/($;(>A&3'7$%';"$3(%&/7,("$3'($'6($%+',-&'0"AA"E($2'3&;,("$'%(3;#33&3'3>&;(?;'
reforms in water law, the Clean Water Act, and the Endangered Species Act to address the
impact of climate change on the hydrologic cycle.
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B. Specific Adaptation Strategies
1. Reform Prior Appropriation

Water law in the United States is largely a matter of geography.
In the eastern states, where water has been plentiful historically, a
doctrine known as riparian rights took hold. Under riparianism,
water is viewed as a common property to be shared by riparian
landowners. Because all riparian landowners have an equal right
of reasonable use, the amount and use of water is a matter of
($%(4(%#7A'D#%26&$,+'@7//($2'7$B';"#/,'/&3"A#,("$C79
Washington, like most states west of the 100th meridian where
water is generally a scarce resource, has adopted the system
of prior appropriation as its dominant state water law (with
some holdovers from riparian law as well). Prior appropriation
(3';"%(?&%'7,'5.S'W*C*=C*9*+'E-(;-'>/"4(%&3',-7,'E7,&/3'
of the state belong to the public but a right of use “may be
7;a#(/&%'"$AB'@B'7>>/">/(7,("$'0"/'@&$&?;(7A'#3&'7$%'($',-&'
67$$&/'>/"4(%&%e'f7$%g'73'@&,E&&$'7>>/">/(7,("$3+',-&'?/3,'
($',(6&'3-7AA'@&',-&'?/3,'($'/(2-,C\''P-&'-&74B'&6>-73(3'"$',-&'
$",("$'"0 'Y?/3,'($',(6&+'?/3,'($'/(2-,\_"/',-&'>/("/(,B'73>&;,'
of prior appropriation—displaces other ingredients of prior
7>>/">/(7,("$'A7E+'3#;-'73'@&$&?;(7A'#3&+',-&'/#A&'727($3,'E73,&+'
and the doctrines of relinquishment or abandonment.

Action Items: Climate Change Adaptation &
the Hydrologic Cycle
1.

Enforce co-equal elements of prior
%11&!1&'%/'!->(*-*42'%)#3+*,#6%+/*,#
abandonment, and relinquishment of water
rights.

2.

Enforce and expand water conservation laws,
such as tiered pricing for water use.

3.

Consider climate change impacts on water
quality in administering programs under the
Clean Water Act.

4.

?/&*-=/0*-#/0*#'-+/&*%7#@!6#%-.#/&3+/#6%/*&#
rights programs by enforcing existing instream
rules, by establishing better incentives for
1%&/'2'1%/'!-,#%-.#(A#1&'!&'/'5'-=#'-+/&*%7#3+*8##

In light of climate change adaptation and potential water
shortages, law professor and CPR Member Scholar Robert Adler suggests that prior
appropriation is in theory better than other forms of water allocation law because, in times
of shortages, it guarantees senior appropriators their full allotment of water and thus a
6&73#/&'"0 ';&/,7($,B+'7A@&(,'7,',-&'&Q>&$3&'"0 'D#$("/'7>>/">/(7,"/3C''K"E&4&/+'1/"0&33"/'
Adler notes that these protections have not been truly tested in reality because the extensive
network of dams and water infrastructure have largely averted water shortages and thus
74"(%&%'7$B'-7/3-'"#,;"6&3'0"/'D#$("/'7>>/">/(7,"/3C''
1/("/'7>>/">/(7,("$'67B'@&'@&$&?;(7A'@&;7#3&'(,'/&$%&/3'E7,&/'/(2-,3'73';"$;/&,&'>/">&/,B'
rights, which facilitates water transfer and the overall ability to move water to where it is
needed.81 However, critics of western water law point out that this system freezes certain
#3&3+'3#;-'73'"#,%7,&%'7$%'($&0?;(&$,'(//(27,("$',&;-$(a#&3+'A&74($2'A(,,A&'E7,&/'0"/'$&E'#3&3'
,-7,'67B'@&'6"/&'&0?;(&$,'"/'-(2-AB'47A#&%C''S-(A&'S73-($2,"$'7$%'",-&/'E&3,&/$'3,7,&3'
are highly unlikely to abandon prior appropriation as a system of water law, placing equal
importance on elements other than priority is a crucial adaptation strategy to both identify
E73,&0#A'7$%'($&0?;(&$,'#3&3'7$%',"';"$3&/4&'&Q(3,($2'E7,&/'3#>>A(&3C''
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)* G/&7'"4*':"*<3%&$,*$.'"4"7'*4"=$"0D**The public interest review in prior
appropriation recognizes that water is a public resource that should be used in the
overall public interest. To obtain a water right, an applicant must demonstrate that
the proposed use is “not detrimental to the public interest.”82 When authorizing
new uses or even use transfers or changes, Washington should consider what
constitutes a use that is “detrimental to the public interest” in light of climate
change impacts on water timing and availability for both human and ecosystem uses.
Uses that decrease ecosystem resilience might be regarded as contrary to the public
interest.
)* H.8/4,"9".'*/8 *4"&$.O3$7:9".'*<4/=$7$/.7*8/4*5%5.1/.9".'*/4*85$&34"*'/*
%"."?,$5&&(*37"*05'"4D Prior appropriation water use rights may revert to the
State of Washington if the holder of those rights abandons or voluntarily fails
E(,-"#,'3#0?;(&$,';7#3&',"'@&$&?;(7AAB'#3&'"/'E(,-%/7E'E7,&/'0"/'7$B'>&/("%'"0 '?4&'
successive years after July 1, 1967.83''G&$&?;(7A'#3&'&$;"6>733&3',-&'(%&7',-7,'#3&3'
3-"#A%'$",'@&'E73,&0#A'7$%'3-"#A%'@&'&0?;(&$,C''P"'&$3#/&'7%&a#7,&'a#7$,(,(&3'"0 '
E7,&/+'S73-($2,"$'3-"#A%';"$3(%&/'&3,7@A(3-($2'>/("/(,(&3'76"$2'@&$&?;(7A'#3&3+'
establish criteria for waste, and enforce relinquishment provisions for abandoned
>/("/'7>>/">/(7,("$'/(2-,3'7$%'07(A#/&',"'#3&'E7,&/'@&$&?;(7AABC'
)* H7'5%&$7:*$.,".'$="7*8/4*,/.7"4=5'$/.D Water conservation may prove to be
one of the most effective ways of ensuring adequate water supplies for human
consumption during dry periods. Incentives could range from tiered, seasonal
pricing of water for increasing volumes of water usage, such as the scheme used
@B'H&7,,A&'1#@A(;'`,(A(,(&3+',"'",-&/'?$7$;(7A'"/'/&2#A7,"/B'@&$&?,3'0"/'#3&/3'E-"'
achieve a stated level of conservation.
)* P5,$&$'5'"*':"*5%$&$'(*'/*'45.78"4*05'"4*/4*,:5.2"*37"7D A prior appropriation
E7,&/'/(2-,'(3'2/7$,&%'0"/'7'3>&;(?;'>"($,'"0 '%(4&/3("$+'7'3>&;(?;'#3&+'7$%'7'3>&;(?;'
,(6&'7$%'>A7;&'0"/',-7,'#3&C''P"'&$3#/&'2/&7,&/'R&Q(@(A(,B'($'3#>>AB($2'E7,&/'E-&/&'
needed, Washington should continue to develop water banks to create a reservoir
"0 'E7,&/'3#>>A(&3',-7,'7/&'747(A7@A&',"'(6>/"4&'3,/&76'R"E3'7$%'($3,/&76'#3&3'
%#/($2';/(,(;7A'%/"#2-,'>&/("%3[',"'"003&,'0#,#/&'%&4&A">6&$,['"/',"'&0?;(&$,AB'
/&7AA";7,&'E7,&/'76"$2'@&$&?;(7A'#3&3C
The doctrine of prior appropriation is deeply rooted in western states and in the mindsets
of many western water users. Faced with potentially catastrophic changes to aquatic
ecosystems, however, countries and regions around the world have reformed their
water laws. For Washington, the impact of climate change on the hydrologic cycle
may provide this impetus.
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Across the Pacific: Water Law
Reform in Australia
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2. Augment Instream Flows
Nooksack

I6"$2',-&'6"3,'3(2$(?;7$,'(6>7;,3',"',-&'
hydrologic cycle is the disruption of the timing
7$%'4"A#6&'"0 'R"E3',"'E-(;-'37A6"$'7$%'",-&/'
aquatic species have adapted. Washington has
two primary programs to ensure the continued
R"E'"0 '($3,/&76'E7,&/C''M$'9Whc+',-&'3,7,&'
legislature adopted the Minimum Water Flows
and Levels Act to give the Department of
Ecology the authority to promulgate rules that
3&,'R"E'A&4&A3'0"/',-&'3,7,&O3'/(4&/3',"'>/",&;,'
?3-'7$%'",-&/'7a#7,(;'/&3"#/;&3+'73'E&AA'73'
/&;/&7,("$7A'7$%'7&3,-&,(;'47A#&3C''H&,,($2'R"E'
levels is crucial to determining the amount of
water available for out-of-stream allocation,
Status of In-Stream Flow Rules
establishing salmon and other aquatic resource
December 2010
recovery plans, and determining overall
watershed and water resources management.88
To assist salmon and other aquatic species to adapt to climate change, the Department of
U;"A"2B'3-"#A%'7%6($(3,&/'E7,&/'A7E'7$%'($3,/&76'R"E3',"'6(6(;',-&'$7,#/7A'-B%/"2/7>-',"'
allow species to survive disruptions of the hydrologic cycle.
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The second instream program is the Trust Water Rights program, whereby the state may
7;a#(/&'E7,&/'/(2-,3',-/"#2-'37A&+'%"$7,("$+'"/'A&73&'7$%'-"A%'(,'($',/#3,'0"/'($3,/&76'R"E'
"/'",-&/'@&$&?;(7A'#3&3C89 The trust water right retains the same date of priority as the
original water right.
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P"'3,/&$2,-&$',-&'>/",&;,("$3'0"/'($3,/&76'E7,&/'R"E3+'S73-($2,"$'3-"#A%T
)* H.8/4,"*$.7'4"59*!/0*4$2:'7*5.1*'437'*05'"4*4$2:'7*8/4*",/7(7'"9*5.1*.5'345&*
4"7/34,"7*<34</7"7D''P-&'J&>7/,6&$,'"0 'U;"A"2B'6#3,'&$3#/&',-7,'($3,/&76'R"E3'
are set at environmentally protective levels and strictly enforced as intended. Under
;#//&$,'A7E+'&$0"/;&6&$,'"0 '7$'($3,&76'R"E'(3'A(6(,&%'@B'(,3'>/("/(,B'%7,&+'E-(;-'
,&$%3',"'@&'6"/&'/&;&$,';"6>7/&%',"'&Q(3,($2'E7,&/'/(2-,3'7$%',-#3'0#A?AA&%'"$AB'
70,&/'7AA'>/("/'E7,&/'/(2-,3'7/&'0#A?AA&%C''P-&'S73-($2,"$'A&2(3A7,#/&'3-"#A%'0#/,-&/'
protect water for environmental use by passing legislation to guarantee a certain
6($(6#6'4"A#6&'"/'>&/;&$,72&'"0 'R"E'0"/'($3,/&76'#3&',-7,'6#3,'@&'0#A?AA&%'
before water is appropriated for non-domestic uses.90 The legislature should
prioritize instream or environmental use of water.
)* H7'5%&$7:*$.,".'$="7*'/*".,/3452"*9/4"*<"495.".'*'45.78"47*/8 *05'"4*4$2:'7D
The Trust Water Rights program allows the acquisition of water rights by lease,
which allows the water rights holder to recover the right at the expiration of the
lease. This provision is helpful in encouraging the donation of rights to the state.
K"E&4&/+',-&'3,7,&'A&2(3A7,#/&'3-"#A%';"$3(%&/'&3,7@A(3-($2',7Q'"/'",-&/'@&$&?,3'
that encourage the permanent retirement of water rights.
)* H7'5%&$7:*05'"4*O35&$'(*,4$'"4$5*8/4*!/0D One of the biggest problems
E(,-',-&'($3,/&76'R"E'>/"2/76'($'67$B'3,7,&3+'($;A#%($2'S73-($2,"$+'(3',-&'A"E'
>/("/(,B'%7,&'0"/',-&3&'R"E3C''P-#3+'E-(A&',-&'J&>7/,6&$,'"0 'U;"A"2B'67B'3&,'
6($(6#6'R"E'A&4&A3',"'>/",&;,';&/,7($'3>&;(&3'"/'7a#7,(;'&;"3B3,&63+',-&'R"E3'
,B>(;7AAB'/&67($'#$0#A?AA&%C''P"'&$-7$;&',-&3&'R"E3+',-&'J&>7/,6&$,'"0 'U;"A"2B'
3-"#A%'&3,7@A(3-'3&73"$7A+'%B$76(;'R"E3'#3($2'$#6&/(;'E7,&/'a#7A(,B';/(,&/(7'
under section 303 of the Clean Water Act.91 At the federal level, EPA could also
&$;"#/72&'7$%'&4&$,#7AAB'/&a#(/&'3,7,&3',"'7%">,'$#6&/(;'R"E'3,7$%7/%3'#$%&/'(,3'
authority in section 303(c).
)* H7'5%&$7:*51"O35'"*!/07*%"&/0*$9</3.19".'7D Many private hydroelectric
dams are currently undergoing or will in the near future undergo relicensing
from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. Washington should use
(,3'7#,-"/(,B'#$%&/',-&'.A&7$'S7,&/'I;,',"'&$3#/&',-7,'R"E'/&2(6&3'@&A"E'
,-&3&'(6>"#$%6&$,3'6&&,'E7,&/'a#7A(,B'3,7$%7/%3'0"/'R"E'/&2(6&3',"'"003&,'
the changes to the water cycle.
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Case Study:
Incentives for Participation
in the Walla Walla Basin
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3. Improve Water Quality under the Clean Water Act

The Clean Water Act (CWA) is the primary legal mechanism for protecting the quality of
the waters in the United States. The heart of the CWA’s implementation and enforcement
strategy is the National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) program. All
point sources—discernible conveyances such as pipes or ditches—through which pollutants
are added to waters of the United States must obtain a NPDES permit and comply with
the conditions set forth in the permit. Among those conditions are uniform technology@73&%'&0R#&$,'A(6(,7,("$3'@B'($%#3,/(7A';7,&2"/B+'E-(;-'7/&'2&$&/7AAB'3&,'@B',-&'`CHC'U1IC''
Additional, more stringent permit limits are established when necessary to meet state water
quality standards. EPA has delegated authority to Washington and some Tribes to administer
the NPDES permit program.
Whereas state water law focuses on the quantity and allocation of water, the CWA has
generally focused on the quality of water. Climate change impacts will highlight the
relationship between water quantity and water quality because the maintenance of a healthy
&;"3B3,&6'%&>&$%3'#>"$'@",-';A&7$'E7,&/'7$%'7'$7,#/7A'R"E'"0 'E7,&/C''^&4&/,-&A&33+'73'
Washington has already established in the U.S. Supreme Court, the CWA itself provides
mechanisms for linking water quality and water quantity considerations in pursuit of
protection of aquatic ecosystem health.92
To improve upon these existing linkages, EPA, Washington, and the Tribes should:
)* Q7"*':"*@&"5.*M5'"4*+,'*'/*4"9/="*/4*4"13,"*57*95.(*"#$7'$.2*7'4"77/47*
57*</77$%&"*'/*$.,4"57"*5O35'$,*",/7(7'"9*4"7$&$".,"D**Assuming that climate
change will exacerbate existing stressors and alter water quality by causing an
($;/&73&'($'E7,&/',&6>&/7,#/&3+';-7$2($2',-&',(6($2'7$%'R"E'"0 'E7,&/+'7$%'A"E&/($2'
the pH of marine environments, EPA, Washington, and the Tribes should use
the water quality standards to reduce existing stressors. For example, they could
&3,7@A(3-'E7,&/'a#7A(,B'3,7$%7/%3'0"/'R"E+'($;"/>"/7,&'6"/&'3,/($2&$,',-&/67A'
&0R#&$,'%(3;-7/2&'A(6(,3'($'^1JUH'>&/6(,3'0"/'7$B'E7,&/3'>/"D&;,&%',"'@&'(6>7(/&%'
by climate-induced warmer waters, or adopt marine water pH criteria to address
";&7$'7;(%(?;7,("$C94
)* +19$.$7'"4*':"*@&"5.*M5'"4*+,'R7*FBST*<4/2459*/.*5*05'"47:"1A0$1"*%57$7D**
According to the 2002 assessment of Washington’s waters, more than 50 percent of
the streams in the Puget Lowlands ecoregion failed to meet their designated use.95
For these impaired waters, the CWA contains a powerful but relatively little used
tool to limit the discharge of pollutants into water, the Total Maximum Daily Load
(TMDL). A TMDL represents the total amount of a pollutant that all sources may
add to a water body without exceeding the water quality standards for that pollutant.
This pollutant cap may be used to establish limits in NPDES permits for point
3"#/;&3',-7,'7/&'6"/&'3,/($2&$,',-7$'U1IO3',&;-$"A"2BX@73&%'&0R#&$,'A(6(,7,("$3C''
For nonpoint sources, which are not required to have NPDES permits, the TMDL
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may serve as a basis for inducing the use of voluntary best management practices or
increased mandatory regulation of these sources pursuant to state law. Restoration
of a watershed cannot be achieved on a piecemeal basis. When establishing
TMDLs, a state should ensure that a TMDL not only helps to restore the individual
impaired water but also contributes to the overall restoration of the watershed.
)* ;"13,"*</&&3'$/.*84/9*./.</$.'*7/34,"7D Nonpoint source pollution remains
the largest source of water pollution across the United States. While the CWA does
not regulate nonpoint sources, it provides funding for state programs that encourage
voluntary practices. EPA should encourage states to adopt implementation plans
for TMDLs, as it has done in the Chesapeake Bay. States may also enact legislation
to regulate these sources and require pollution reduction controls and practices.
Reducing water pollution from these sources is an important adaptation strategy
because it provides a way to increase the resiliency of aquatic ecosystems to the
A(F&AB';"$3&a#&$;&3'"0 ';A(67,&';-7$2&+'3#;-'73'A"E&/'3#66&/'R"E3+'($;/&73&%'E7,&/'
temperatures, and increased levels of sedimentation arising from erosion linked to
more frequent and severe wet weather events.
4. Use the Endangered Species Act to Assist Adaptation of Species

A changed hydrologic cycle, combined with changed marine currents in the northeastern
17;(?;'V;&7$+'E(AA'3&4&/&AB'3,/&33'17;(?;'^"/,-E&3,'37A6"$'7$%'",-&/'7a#7,(;'3>&;(&3'(0 ',-&B'
are unable to adapt. In addition to the legal tools discussed earlier in this section, another
,""A'0"/'3>&;(?;7AAB'>/",&;,($2'7$7%/"6"#3'?3-'3>&;(&3'(3',-&'U$%7$2&/&%'H>&;(&3'I;,C''P-&'
critical habitat, recovery plan, and consultation provisions of sections 4 and 7, respectively,
are well-suited to assist species in adapting to climate change and thus ensure their survival.
The Washington Department of Natural Resources and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
should:
)* Q7"*,4$'$,5&*:5%$'5'*1"7$2.5'$/.*'/*".5%&"*9$245'$/.D*The ESA authorizes the
federal wildlife agencies to designate critical habitat outside of a species’ current
habitat if it is essential for the conservation of the species. As climate change alters
habitat, it may be necessary either to make landscapes more permeable so that
species can respond by moving through them or to physically move species.
)* Q7"*4",/="4(*<&5.7*57*5*7/34,"*/8 *$.8/495'$/.*'/*<4/9/'"*<4/'",'$/.*/8 *
7<",$"7D**Recovery plans are intended to guide conservation actions necessary for
the recovery of listed species. Although the plan is not enforceable, its primary
value may be in providing a wealth of information about a species that can help
inform other adaptation measures.96 State and local policymakers can enact
legislation or regulations that are more protective of species than federal actions and
should therefore craft effective adaptation measures by making the most they can of
the information provided in the plans.
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)* B5#$9$C"*,/.73&'5'$/.*4"O3$4"9".'*'/*<4"=".'*834':"4*:549*'/*7<",$"7D The
consultation requirement in section 7 also will apply to a federal agency’s response
to climate change if its actions might affect the species. The response cannot
D&">7/%(L&'Y,-&';"$,($#&%'&Q(3,&$;&'"0 '7$B'&$%7$2&/&%'3>&;(&3'"/',-/&7,&$&%'3>&;(&3'
"/'/&3#A,'($',-&'%&3,/#;,("$'"/'7%4&/3&'6"%(?;7,("$'"0 'f,-&';/(,(;7Ag'-7@(,7,'"0 '3#;-'
3>&;(&3C\''I,',-&'0&%&/7A'A&4&A+',-(3';"$3#A,7,("$'/&a#(/&6&$,'7$%',-&'$"XD&">7/%B'
prohibition provide concrete tools for adaptation efforts to protect salmon and
other endangered or threatened species.

Assisted Migration
>ÌiÊV >}iÊÜÊÀiµÕÀiÊ>ÞÊÃ«iViÃÊ
ÌÊÛiÊ>ÃÊÌ iÀÊ >LÌ>ÌÊÃ vÌÃ°ÊÊ"iÊ
«À«Ã>ÊÌÊ>iÀ>ÌiÊÌ iÊ«ÀLiÊÃÊ
Ì ÀÕ} Ê>ÃÃÃÌi`Ê}À>Ì°ÊÊ/ iÊÌiÀÊ >ÃÊ
LiiÊ>««i`ÊÌÊ>VÌÃÊÌ >ÌÊÀ>}iÊvÀÊ
VÀi>Ã}ÊÌ iÊ«iÀi>LÌÞÊvÊ>`ÃV>«iÃÊ
ÌÊÌ iÊÌiÌ>ÊÌÀ>ÃviÀÊvÊÃ«iViÃÊÌÊ>Ê
iÜÊÀi}°ÇÊÊÌ Õ} ÊÌÊÃÊ}>}ÊÃiÊ
VÕÀÀiVÞÊ>}Ê>ÌÕÀ>ÊÀiÃÕÀViÊ>>}iÀÃ]Ê
Ì iÊÀiÊ>VÌÛiÊ>««À>V ÊVVi«ÌÊÃÊµÕÌiÊ
VÌÀÛiÀÃ>ÊLiV>ÕÃiÊÌÊÀi«ÀiÃiÌÃÊ>Ê`À>>ÌVÊ
`i«>ÀÌÕÀiÊvÀÊÌÀ>`Ì>Ê>ÌÕÀ>ÊÀiÃÕÀViÃÊ
>>}iiÌÊ>`ÊÀ>ÃiÃÊiÌ V>]Ê«À>VÌV>]Ê
>`Êi}>ÊµÕiÃÌÃ°ÊÊ
-iVÌÊ£äÊvÊÌ iÊ -Ê>ÞÊ«ÀÛ`iÊÌ iÊ
i}>ÊL>ÃÃÊvÀÊÌ ÃÊÌiÌ>ÊÌÀ>ÃV>ÌÊ
vÊÃÌi`ÊÃ«iViÃÊiÌ iÀÊ>ÃÊ>ÊiÝ«iÀiÌ>Ê

««Õ>ÌnÊÀÊvÀÊÌ iÀÊ}iiÀ>ÊÃViÌwVÊ
«ÕÀ«ÃiÃ°
ÀiÊ«ÀÌ>ÌÊÃÊÌ iÊL>ÃVÊµÕiÃÌÊvÊ
ÜÊÌÊÃiiVÌÊÃ«iViÃÊvÀÊ>ÃÃÃÌi`Ê}À>Ì°ÊÊ
"iÊÃiÌÊvÊVÀÌiÀ>ÊVÕ`ÊLiÊ£®ÊVVÕÃÛiÊ
iÛ`iViÊvÊ>ÊÌ Ài>ÌÊvÊiÝÌVÌ]ÊÓ®Ê>Ê
µÕ>ÌÌ>ÌÛiÊ`iÊÃ Ü}ÊÌ iÊi `Ê
vÊÃÕVViÃÃÊViÊÌÀ>ÃviÀÀi`ÊÜÌ Ê>Ê
«>VÌÊÊÌ iÀÊÃ«iViÃ]Ê>`ÊÎ®Ê`i`V>Ìi`Ê
ÀiÃÕÀViÃÊvÀÊ}ÌiÀÊÌÀ}Ê>`Ê
>`>«ÌÛiÊ>>}iiÌ°ÊÊ"ViÊÃiiVÌi`Ê
>`ÊÌÀ>ÃviÀÀi`]Ê ÜiÛiÀ]ÊÌ iÊÃ«iViÃÊVÕ`Ê
LiViÊÛ>ÃÛiÊÊÌÃÊiÜÊiÛÀiÌ°ÊÊÌÊ
ÌÃÊVÀi]Ê>ÃÃÃÌi`Ê}À>ÌÊiÝi«wiÃÊ ÜÊ
V>ÌiÊV >}iÊ>ÞÊvÕ`>iÌ>ÞÊ>ÌiÀÊ
Ì iÊÌÀ>`Ì>ÊÌiiÌÃÊvÊ>ÌÕÀ>ÊÀiÃÕÀViÃÊ
>>}iiÌ°ÊÊ

C. Conclusion
Overall, the climate-induced changes to the hydrologic cycle portend serious environmental
implications for salmon and other aquatic species. While the direct impacts to human
uses of water are relatively manageable, aquatic ecosystems are likely to change—perhaps
3#@3,7$,(7AAB_($'/&3>"$3&',"'>/&4("#3AB'#$F$"E$'R#;,#7,("$3'($'E7,&/'3#>>AB'7$%'($;/&73&3'
in water temperature. These effects on aquatic ecosystems will have indirect impacts to
humans, particularly for Tribes that depend on and have treaty-secured rights to salmon and
0"/'",-&/3'E-"'A""F',"'?3-'0"/'0""%'"/'0"/',-&(/'A(4&A(-""%3C'."66#$(,(&3'($'1#2&,'H"#$%'
and across Washington must consider implementing existing water laws in new, dynamic
E7B3',"'&$-7$;&',-&'/&3(A(&$;B'"0 ',-&3&'7a#7,(;'3B3,&63'7$%',"'/&R&;,',-&'>/"0"#$%'(6>7;,3'
caused by climate change.
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VII. Sea Level Rise
1(;,#/&3a#&'3-"/&A($&3'7$%'>/"%#;,(4&'&3,#7/(&3'7$%'E&,A7$%3'7/&'76"$2',-&'67D"/'
attractions in Puget Sound. Like thousands of coastal communities around the world,
-"E&4&/+'1#2&,'H"#$%'07;&3'3(2$(?;7$,';-7AA&$2&3'73'7'/&3#A,'"0 '3&7'A&4&A'/(3&';7#3&%'
by climate change. Stronger storm surges and coastal erosion have motivated these
communities to plan for adaptation to the encroaching water. This section will describe the
(6>7;,3'"0 '3&7'A&4&A'/(3&'7$%'(%&$,(0B'3>&;(?;',""A3'0"/'7%%/&33($2'(,C''H"6&'"0 ',-&';/"33X
cutting issues related to sea level rise are part of section IX.
Quick Look: Sea Level Rise
Primary Impact
UÊ

>ÌiÊV >}iÊÜÊV>ÕÃiÊLÌ Ê}À>`Õ>Ê>`Ü>À`Ê
}À>ÌÊvÊÌ iÊÀ`>ÀÞÊi>Ê } ÊÜ>ÌiÀÊ>ÀÊ
>`ÊÃÕ``i]Êi«Ã`VÊV >}iÃÊÌÊÌ iÊÃ ÀiiÊ>`Ê
V>ÃÌi°ÊÊ

Who and/or What Sectors are Affected?
UÊ
UÊ
UÊ

>ÃÌ>ÊVÕÌiÃ
>ÀiÊiVÃÞÃÌiÃ]ÊiÃÌÕ>ÀiÃ]ÊV>ÃÌ>ÊÜiÌ>`Ã]Ê
>`ÊÌ iÀÊ>ÌÕÀ>ÊÃ«>ViÊ>}ÊÌ iÊV>ÃÌ
*ÀÌÃÊ

Who are the Primary Actors?
UÊ
UÊ

The coastline along Puget Sound spans close to 1500 miles and
is densely inhabited, with 90 percent of the coastline lined with
single-family housing or available for development. Even though
the predominant land use is low-density housing, much of the
development has permanently altered or even destroyed natural
ecosystems that could help buffer the impact of sea level rise. Hardarmoring of the shoreline with sea walls, bulkheads, and riprap
inevitably lead to encroachment of the ocean and elimination of the
naturally dynamic near-shore habitat.100 Around the Puget Sound,
retention of shallow water habitat and beaches are important for
D#4&$(A&'?3-+'3-&AA?3-+'7$%'3-"/&@(/%3C''

Sea level rise causes not only the landward migration of the shoreline
along open beaches, but also coastal bluff erosion. The erosion
of the base of bluffs causes large slabs to break off, weakening the
bluff structure on which houses or other human infrastructure may
be built. Sea level rise may also cause saltwater to seep into coastal freshwater aquifers,
@#,',-&')**W'.MN'/&>"/,';"$;A#%&%',-7,'37A,E7,&/'($,/#3("$'(3'$",'7'67D"/'/(3F'0"/'6"3,'
of Washington.101 Coastal communities may experience stronger storm surges and other
extreme weather events as the most immediate impacts of sea level rise. For example,
energy and waste facilities located on the coast are vulnerable to strong storm surges, which
may cause both infrastructure damage and public health problems if a storm surge breaches
waste containment structures.

>ÃÌ>ÊVÕÌiÃÊ>`ÊV>Ê>`ÊÌÀL>Ê
}ÛiÀiÌÃ
*ÀÛ>ÌiÊ>`ÜiÀÃ

The CIG Report concluded that relative sea level rise in Washington will be greatest in south
Puget Sound and the least on the northwest tip of the Olympic Peninsula.102 The climateinduced sea level rise is augmented by natural land subsidence. Whereas the Olympic
Peninsula is rising at seven-hundredths of an inch (2 millimeters) per year, South Puget
Sound is subsiding by an equal amount.
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A. General Considerations and Principles
for Adaptation to Sea Level Rise
Adaptation to sea level rise will require planning and action over a long-term timeframe.
G&;7#3&'"0 ',-&'#$;&/,7($,B'733";(7,&%'E(,-'3>&;(?;'A";7A'(6>7;,3+'A";7A'2"4&/$6&$,3'3-"#A%'
rely on the following principles:
)* +<<4/5,:"7*'/*515<'5'$/.D**In considering actions to adapt to sea level rise, three
general approaches exist: accommodation, protection, and retreat.103 Accommodation
involves maintaining existing land uses with actions to protect structures or land
0/"6'R""%($2'@B'3&7E7,&/C''!"/'&Q76>A&+'7';"73,7A';"66#$(,B'67B'&A&47,&'@#(A%($23'
"$,"'>(A&3'@#,'%"&3'$",'7;,(4&AB'7,,&6>,',"'>/&4&$,'%/B'A7$%'0/"6'R""%($2'"$,"'
existing dry land.
Protection'($4"A4&3'67($,7($($2'&Q(3,($2'A7$%'#3&3'@B'>/&4&$,($2'R""%($2'E(,-'-7/%'"/'
3"0,'3,/#;,#/&3C''K7/%'3,/#;,#/&3+'3#;-'73'3&7E7AA3+';"$;/&,&'D&,,(&3'"/'@#AF-&7%3+'"/'
riprap, are generally considered maladaptive because they halt the natural migration
of the shoreline such that erosion eventually eliminates the shallow water area
and the beach.104 Soft structures, or “green armoring,” using rocks, vegetation,
and sand or gravel, prolong the natural ecosystem and provide habitat, but require
maintenance and generally are not permanent.105
Retreat'(3'7/2#7@AB',-&'6"3,'&00&;,(4&':&4&$'(0 '(,'7>>&7/3',"'@&',-&'6"3,'%(0?;#A,'
to implement) and the most likely to generate political opposition of the three
approaches. Retreat involves eliminating existing land uses by moving development
inward and returning the coastal zone to natural ecosystems that can then shift and
migrate as sea levels rise.
)* 6.7'$'3'"*,/57'5&*<&5..$.2*5.1*7,".54$/A%3$&1$.2*%57"1*/.*,&$95'"*,:5.2"*
<4/L",'$/.7D**Climate change adaption is a continuous process that will span
decades, if not centuries. In permitting new structures and renewing permits to
modify existing structures, coastal communities in Washington should consider the
likely lifespan of the new structure and the range of sea-level rise scenarios over
that lifespan. This long-term approach may help minimize future problems. Coastal
planning should also include decommissioning requirements or benchmarks for
67D"/'($0/73,/#;,#/&'"/'07;(A(,(&3',-7,'-7$%A&',"Q(;'"/'-7L7/%"#3'67,&/(7A3'7$%'7/&'
vulnerable to sea level rise and storm surges.
)* ;"&(*/.*.5'345&*8"5'34"7*/8 *':"*7:/4"&$."*/4*/':"4*U24"".*$.8457'43,'34"DV
The goal of adapting to sea level rise is to rely, as much as possible, on the natural
features of the shoreline to protect ecosystems and human communities. This
approach entails a combination of active and passive activities, such as removing
infrastructure and designating existing natural areas as “no development zones.”
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Case Study: New York’s Sea Level
Rise Task Force
>ÀiÀÊÌ ÃÊÞi>À]Ê iÜÊ9ÀÊÃÃÕi`Ê>ÊÀi«ÀÌÊ
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UÊ
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Õ`}Ê >À`>ÀÀ}ÊÃÌÀÕVÌÕÀiÃ]ÊÃÕV Ê
>ÃÊÃi>Ü>ÃÊ>`Ê`iÃ]Ê>ÞÊ«ÀÛiÊÌÊLiÊ
«ÀÊÛiÃÌiÌÃÊ>`ÊiÃÃÊivviVÌÛiÊÊ
Ì >ÊÀiÞ}ÊÊ>ÌÕÀ>Êvi>ÌÕÀiÃ°ÊÊ
UÊ / iÊÀi«ÀÌÊÕÀ}iÃÊ iÜÊ9ÀÊÌÊ>`«ÌÊ>Ê
ÃÌ>ÌiÜ`iÊ`iwÌÊvÀÊ>ÊºV>ÃÌ>ÊÀÃÊ
>>}iiÌÊâi]»ÊÜ V ÊVÕ`iÃÊ
} Ê >â>À`Ê>Ài>ÃÊ>`Ê>Ài>ÃÊÜÌ ÊViÀÌ>Ê
iÝÃÌ}ÊÜ>ÛiÊ>VÌ°ÊÊ iw}Ê>`Ê
>««}ÊÌ ÃÊâiÊV>ÊLiÊÕÃi`Ê>ÃÊÌ iÊ

UÊ

L>ÃÃÊÌÊ`iÌiÀiÊÜ V Ê>Ài>ÃÊ>ÀiÊ
ÃÌÊÛÕiÀ>LiÊÌÊÃi>ÊiÛiÊÀÃiÊ>`ÊÌÊ
`iÌiÀiÊ ÜÊÌÊÀivÀÊV>ÊLÕ`}Ê
À`>ViÃÊ>`Ê«iiÌÊÌ iÀÊ
«À}À>ÃÊÌÊ>``ÀiÃÃÊV>ÌiÊV >}iÊ
«>VÌÃ°ÊÊ
Ê iÜÊ9À]ÊÃiÀÕÃÊvÕ`}Ê>`Ê
vÀ>ÌÊ}>«ÃÊiÝÃÌÊÌ >ÌÊVÀi>ÌiÊ
Ã}wV>ÌÊLÃÌ>ViÃÊvÀÊ«iiÌ>ÌÊ
vÊ>`>«Ì>ÌÊÃÌÀ>Ìi}iÃ°ÊÊ"iÊ
ÃÌÀ>Ìi}ÞÊÃÊÌÊ>iÊvÕ`}ÊvÀÊ«>Ê
«iiÌ>ÌÊVÌ}iÌÊÊ>`iµÕ>ÌiÊ
VÃ`iÀ>ÌÊvÊÃi>ÊiÛiÊÀÃi°ÊÊÊ
/ iÊÃÌ>ÌiÊÕÃÌÊ>ÃÊÕ`iÀÌ>iÊ`iÌ>i`Ê
>««}Ê>`ÊÌ iÀÊ`>Ì>ÊViVÌÊÌÊ
«ÀÛ`iÊÀiÊvÀ>ÌÊÊV>âi`Ê
ÀÊ`ÜÃV>i`ÊV>ÌiÊV >}iÊ«>VÌÃ°ÊÊ

iÃ«ÌiÊÌ iÊ}i}À>« VÊ`ÃÌ>ViÊLiÌÜiiÊ
iÜÊ9ÀÊ>`Ê7>Ã }Ì]ÊÌ iÃiÊÌÜÊÃÌ>ÌiÃÊ
>`ÊÌ iÀÊV>ÃÌ>ÊÃÌ>ÌiÃÊV>Êi>ÀÊvÀÊi>V Ê
Ì iÀÊÊ`iÛi«}ÊÃi>ÊiÛiÊÀÃiÊ>`>«Ì>ÌÊ
ÃÌÀ>Ìi}iÃ°ÊÊ ÛiÊ>««À>V iÃ]ÊÃÕV Ê>ÃÊÌ iÊ
iÃÌ>LÃ iÌÊvÊViÀÌ>ÊV>ÃÌ>ÊâiÃ]ÊVÕ`Ê
>««ÞÊÕvÀÞÊÌÊ>ÊV>ÃÌ>ÊVÕÌiÃ°ÊÊ

Adaptation to sea level rise requires a fundamental change in the way local
governments approach shoreline development, including designating vulnerable
areas as “no development” zones and providing incentives or compensation to
prevent future development in critical areas. Washington and coastal communities
in the Puget Sound should also identify areas where reliance on green infrastructure
is not an option—such as ports or high-density coastal developments—and begin
identifying feasible accommodation or protection strategies.
)* 61".'$8(*,4$'$,5&*$9<5,'7*/.*/':"4*7",'/47*73,:*57*<3%&$,*:"5&':*5.1*
'45.7</4'5'$/.D**Sea level rise poses a threat not only to coastal ecosystems and
coastal structures but also to public health, transportation, and disaster management
planning. The impact on these sectors may become apparent only with episodic but
severe weather events and may take precedence over adaptation to the more gradual
encroachment of water. Identifying and adopting plans for these multiple impacts
are key to adapting to sea level rise.
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Among the important tools that Washington and communities in Puget Sound should use
to adapt to sea level rise are relying on the existing Growth Management Act and Shoreline
]7$72&6&$,'I;,',"'(%&$,(0B'4#A$&/7@A&'7/&73'7$%'>A7$'0"/'0#,#/&';"73,7A'A7$%'#3&+'/&?$($2'
local building codes to increase the resilience of built infrastructure, and robustly applying
the public trust doctrine to protect natural coastlines. In addition, using laws to recognize
natural migration and rolling easements would give communities in the Puget Sound a wellstocked toolbox to address this inevitable impact.
B. Specific Recommendations
1. Adopt a Statewide Definition of Coastal Hazard Area

The Growth Management Act requires a county or city
to identify critical areas, including “geologically hazardous
areas” that “because of their susceptibility to erosion, sliding,
earthquake, or other geological events, are not suited to the
siting of commercial, residential, or industrial development
consistent with public health or safety concerns.”106 Sea level
/(3&'/&73"$7@AB'?,3'76"$2',-&3&'&4&$,3C''F:37K*5*,/3.'(*/4*,$'(*
0$':*5*,/9<4":".7$="*<&5.*7:/3&1*,/.7$1"4*':"*$9<5,'7*/8 *
7"5*&"="&*4$7"*$.*':"*1"?.$'$/.*/8 *5*:5C541/37*54"5K*"$':"4*
%(*51/<'$.2*5*."0*,5'"2/4(*7<",$?,*'/*':"*7:/4"&$."7*/4*
57*5*73%54"5*<&5.107*W*':"*,/57'5&*:5C541*54"5D Alternatively,
the M57:$.2'/.*T"2$7&5'34"*7:/3&1*59".1*':"*X4/0':*
B5.52"9".'*+,'*'/*4"O3$4"*5*,/57'5&*:5C541*"&"9".'D**

Action Items: Climate Change Adaptation &
Sea Level Rise
1.

B.!1/#%#+/%/*6'.*#.*4-'/'!-#!"#2!%+/%)#0%5%&.#
areas that are most vulnerable to sea level rise
and increase adaptation planning for these areas.

2.

Incorporate sea level rise impacts into Shoreline
Master Programs by prohibiting development
in existing natural areas and adopting building
codes that account for sea level rise.

3.

Consider the application of rolling easements or
selective retreat from the coast.

The scope of this area could be a combination of the
4. C3)4))#/&3+/**#.3/'*+#3-.*&#/0*#D3()'2#9&3+/#
geologically hazardous area—areas susceptible to gradual sea
Doctrine to preserve natural areas and existing
level rise or episodic storm surges and other extreme weather
green infrastructure.
&4&$,3_7$%',-&'%&?$(,("$'>/">"3&%'@B',-&'^&E'i"/F'H&7'j&4&A'
Rise Task Force: zones designated by FEMA to include coastal
-(2-'-7L7/%'7/&73'7$%'7$B'7/&73'%&?$&%'@B'!U]I'73'Y7/&73'"0 '
6"%&/7,&'E74&'7;,("$+\'"/'3#@D&;,',"'E74&'7;,("$'"0 '9C8',"'='
0&&,C''I/&73'%&3(2$7,&%';"73,7A'-7L7/%'7/&73'E"#A%',-&$',/(22&/'3>&;(?;'67$%7,"/B'7%7>,7,("$'
strategies to address sea level rise, such as increased setback lines or other building
requirements, as proposed in the Swinomish Climate Action Plan.
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2. Adopt Coastal Resilience Plans

Coastal communities around the Puget Sound should adopt coastal resilience plans, as
proposed in the New York Sea Level Risk Task Force report. The purpose of such a plan
is to assess in advance the resiliency of the coast or shoreline by identifying the protection,
accommodation, or retreat options for coastal infrastructure and features. The plans should:
Z' Identify hard-armoring alternatives to reduce vulnerability in coastal risk areas;
Z' M%&$,(0B'7/&73'E-&/&'3,/#;,#/7A'>/",&;,("$'(3'$&&%&%',"'>/",&;,'3(2$(?;7$,'>#@A(;'
investment, water-dependent uses, and critical infrastructure;
Z' Identify opportunities to further reduce vulnerability through non-structural
measures in the recovery and restoration process following coastal damage or
storms;109
Z' Identify adaptation strategies to be implemented after extreme storm events, such
as land use controls, infrastructure relocation or abandonment; and restoration of
natural features;
Z' Include laws or mechanisms that make the plans enforceable; and
Z' Encourage public participation in identifying and prioritizing strategies to bolster
coastal resilience.
The impacts from sea level rise demonstrate the localized effects of climate change, and
;"73,7A';"66#$(,(&3'3-"#A%',7(A"/',-&(/'>A7$3',"'/&R&;,'#$(a#&+'A";7A';(/;#63,7$;&3C
3. Use the Washington’s Shoreline Management Act to Protect against Sea
Level Rise

Washington’s Shoreline Management Act (SMA) is intended in part to protect the natural
character of the shoreline and public access for recreational opportunities. Adverse
impacts to the shoreline from preferred or allowed uses are supposed to be mitigated to
the maximum extent feasible. In addition, local governments that administer the SMA are
required to provide for public access to publicly owned shoreline areas and the preservation
and enlargement of recreational opportunities.
At the local level, the SMA is implemented through shoreline master programs (SMPs),
E-(;-'7/&'&33&$,(7AAB'7';"6@($7,("$'"0 '3-"/&A($&X3>&;(?;';"6>/&-&$3(4&'>A7$3+'7'>&/6(,'
3B3,&6'0"/'3-"/&A($&'%&4&A">6&$,+'7$%'L"$($2'"/%($7$;&3',-7,'7/&',7(A"/&%',"',-&'3>&;(?;'
geographic, economic, and environmental needs of the shoreline community. Local
governments are responsible for administering the SMPs and are required to review them
every seven years. The Department of Ecology reviews and approves of the plans, as well
as provides funding and assistance for plan implementation.
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IA,-"#2-',-&'/&2#A7,("$3'0"/'H]13'%"'$",'3>&;(?;7AAB'($;A#%&';"$3(%&/7,("$'"0 '3&7'A&4&A'/(3&+'
they encompass a handful of policies that should be used to authorize actions that protect
against the adverse consequences of sea level rise:
)* @/.7$1"4*':"*$9<5,'*/8 *7"5*&"="&*4$7"*/.*"#$7'$.2*5.1*<4/L",'"1*
7:/4"&$."*37"7*$.*':"*7:/4"&$."*37"*5.5&(7$7D110 Washington
regulations specify certain elements that must be included in
SMPs, including economic development, public access, recreation,
circulation, conservation, and historic and cultural elements.
Impacts from sea level rise can be easily incorporated into the plans
as it obviously has the potential to affect each of these elements.
For example, the shoreline use analysis could consider the impact
"0 '3&7'A&4&A'/(3&'"$'&Q(3,($2'7$%'>/"D&;,&%'#3&3C111 The conservation
element also provides a good opportunity to consider adaptation to
3&7'A&4&A'/(3&'@B'(%&$,(0B($2'>/"D&;,3',"'/&3,"/&'$7,#/7A'>/";&33&3'"/'
features such as erosion and sediment transport or vegetated dunes.
)* @/.7$1"4*:/0*'/*4"1"?."*':"*U./*."'*&/77V*</&$,(*$.*&$2:'*/8 *7"5*&"="&*4$7"D**
Washington regulations establish the “no net loss” policy for shorelines, meaning
that the “existing condition of shoreline ecological functions should remain the
same as when the SMP is implemented.” The purpose of the policy is to prevent
harm to the ecological functions of shorelines that result from new development.
Shoreline functions should be improved where possible, but at a minimum, adverse
impacts to shorelines should be avoided or minimized or the shoreline should be
restored where damage has already occurred. Over time, however, sea level rise and
other changes resulting from climate change will likely prompt the Department of
Ecology to examine the feasibility of this policy as rising sea levels erode shorelines
to the edge of bluffs or hard-armoring structures and to decide how the policy
3-"#A%'@&'/&%&?$&%',"'&$3#/&'/&3(A(&$;&'($',-&'07;&'"0 ';A(67,&';-7$2&C
)* ;"O3$4"*5<<&$,5.'7*8/4*,/.1$'$/.5&*37"*<"49$'7*'/*1"9/.7'45'"*:/0*5*
<4/</7"1*37"*0$&&*515<'*'/*7"5*&"="&*4$7"D SMPs establish regulations for
%&4&A">6&$,'7$%'%&?$&'E-7,'#3&3'7/&'Y;"$%(,("$7A'#3&3\',-7,'7/&'$",'>/&0&//&%'
but may be permitted under certain conditions. Conditional Use Permits (CUPs)
are approved or disapproved by the Department of Ecology depending on
E-&,-&/',-&'#3&'6&&,3';&/,7($';/(,&/(7+'($;A#%($2'Y$"'3(2$(?;7$,'7%4&/3&'&00&;,3'
to the shoreline” and “no substantial detrimental effect to the public interest.”
These criteria provide an opportunity for the Department of Ecology to require
an applicant to show, for example, how a proposed use will adapt to changing
conditions over the lifespan of the use.
Ultimately the Department of Ecology should pass regulations to explicitly consider sea
level rise in shoreline master programs.
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About the Shoreline
Management Act
>VÌi`ÊÊ£Ç£]ÊÌ iÊ- ÀiiÊ>>}iiÌÊ
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vÊÌ iÊÃÌ>ÌiÊÃ >ÊLiÊ«ÀiÃiÀÛi`ÊÌÊÌ iÊ}Ài>ÌiÃÌÊ
iÝÌiÌÊvi>ÃLiÊVÃÃÌiÌÊÜÌ ÊÌ iÊÛiÀ>Ê
LiÃÌÊÌiÀiÃÌÊvÊÌ iÊÃÌ>ÌiÊ>`ÊÌ iÊ«i«iÊ
}iiÀ>Þ°»££Ó

/ iÊ-Ê>««iÃÊÌÊ>ÊÎÊVÕÌiÃÊÊ
7>Ã }ÌÊ>`ÊÀiÊÌ >ÊÓääÊÌÜÃÊ>`Ê
VÌiÃÊÌ >ÌÊVÌ>ÊºÃ ÀiiÃÊvÊÌ iÊÃÌ>Ìi]»Ê
VÕ`}Ê>Ê>ÀiÊÜ>ÌiÀÃÆÊÃÌÀi>ÃÊ>`Ê
ÀÛiÀÃÊ>LÛiÊ>ÊViÀÌ>ÊyÜÆÊ>iÃÊ>LÛiÊ
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ÀÊÌ iÃiÊÃ}wV>ÌÊÃ ÀiiÃ]Ê>Ê«ÀiviÀÀi`Ê
ÕÃiÊ>ÞÊLiÊ>Ê}ÌiÀ]ÊÃÌ>ÌiÜ`iÊÌiÀiÃÌÊ
Ì >ÌÊ«ÀiÃiÀÛiÃÊÌ iÊiV}ÞÊ>`Ê>ÌÕÀ>Ê
vi>ÌÕÀiÃÊvÊÌ iÊÃ ÀiiÊ>`Ê«ÀÌiÃÊ«ÕLVÊ
>VViÃÃÊ>`ÊÀiVÀi>Ì°113

4. Apply Rolling Easements and Selected Retreat

17/,'"0 '7%7>,($2',"';A(67,&';-7$2&'67B'&$,7(A'3(6>AB'A&,,($2'$7,#/7A'3B3,&63'6"4&'7$%'7%D#3,'
as they would without hard, human-built infrastructure. Much has been written about the
concept of rolling easements, where private property rights yield to a naturally migrating
shoreline and the public use on that shoreline. The most prominent state with rolling
easements is Texas, which adopted the Texas Open Beaches Act.114 The purpose of the
Act was to guarantee public access to the beach rather than to guarantee the dynamism of
the shoreline, but many advocates have since proposed a shift in the fundamental purpose.
Under the Act, the public has the right of access to the state-owned beaches along the Gulf
of Mexico. The Act further states that the public can, through continual use, easement, or
dedication, acquire a right of access up to the landward line of vegetation.115 Thus, if a party
;7$'?/3,'&3,7@A(3-',-7,',-&'>#@A(;'-73'7'/(2-,',"'#3&',-&';"$,&3,&%'7/&7+',-&'I;,'7#,-"/(L&3',-&'
removal of barriers and other obstructions, even if they exist on private land.116
Washington could adopt a similar act because the legal foundations, in part, already exist.
!"/'&Q76>A&+',-&'%&?$(,("$'"0 ',-&'"/%($7/B'-(2-'E7,&/'67/F':VKS]<'/&;"2$(L&3'
that the mark migrates:
“[T]hat mark that will be found by examining the bed and banks and ascertaining where the presence and action of waters are so common and usual,
and so long continued in all ordinary years, as to mark upon the soil a char-
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acter distinct from that of the abutting upland … as it may naturally change
thereafter, or as it may change thereafter in accordance with permits issued by
a local government of the Department of Ecology…”117
M$'7%%(,("$+',-&'S73-($2,"$'H#>/&6&'."#/,'-73';A7/(?&%'#$%&/'E-7,';(/;#63,7$;&3',-&'
OHWM shifts in a river or a stream: if the shift “is slow and imperceptible so that it may be
;A733(?&%'73'7;;/&,("$'"/'/&A(;,("$+\',-&'VKS]'3-(0,3C''K"E&4&/+'(0 ',-&'3-(0,'(3'74#A3(4&'7$%'
therefore marks a sudden change, the original line remains. Parker v. Farrell, 445 P.2d 620,
622 (Wash. 1968). Although no cases that address avulsion of shorelines have been brought
in Washington, it is likely that a court would extend this reasoning to coastal avulsion.
With this framework, Washington should implement rolling easements through different
methods and levels of restrictions and state actions. First, local governments could simply
prohibit the construction of hard structures that block the natural migration of the
shoreline. Washington should also pass legislation to specify that rolling easements apply
to all shorelines and require this disclosure in property deeds. In addition, states could
negotiate an option to purchase private property along the shoreline if sea level rises
to a certain point.118

Case Study: Managed Retreat in
California
ÊÊ >vÀ>]ÊÃi>ÊiÛiÃÊ>ÀiÊ«ÀiVÌi`ÊÌÊÀÃiÊ
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5. Enforce and Broaden the Scope of the Public Trust Doctrine

P-(3'>#@A(;',/#3,'%";,/($&'/&R&;,3',-&'(%&7',-7,';&/,7($'$7,#/7A'/&3"#/;&3'@&A"$2',"',-&'
public because of their immense value to the public as a whole, and no private entity can
&4&/'7;a#(/&',-&'/(2-,',"'6"$">"A(L&'"/'%&>/(4&',-&'>#@A(;'"0 ',-&'/(2-,',"'#3&'7$%'&$D"B'
these resources.120 Although it originally focused heavily on water and shorelines used for
navigation, states like Washington have increasingly applied the public trust doctrine to
protection of environmental values in water.121
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In Washington, the public trust doctrine is part of both the state constitution and the
Shoreline Management Act.122 Article XVII of the state constitution declares that the state
of Washington owns “the beds and shores of all navigable waters in the state up to and
($;A#%($2',-&'A($&'"/'"/%($7/B'-(2-',(%&+'($'E7,&/3'E-&/&',-&',(%&'&@@3'7$%'R"E3+'7$%'#>',"'
and including the line of ordinary high water within the banks of all navigable rivers and
A7F&3C\''S73-($2,"$'A7E'7A3"'%&?$&3'7a#7,(;'A7$%3'73'Y7AA'3,7,&'"E$&%',(%&A7$%3+'3-"/&A7$%3+'
harbor areas, and the bends of navigable waters” and requires the state to manage these
lands to encourage public use and access and to ensure environmental protection.123 Prior
to leasing land or allowing changes of use, the Department of Natural Resources must
consider “the value of state-owned aquatic lands as wildlife habitat, natural area preserve,
representative ecosystem, or spawning area.”
The public trust doctrine, like trust theories generally, includes
three primary components: the trustee, the trust principal, and the
@&$&?;(7/(&3'"0 ',-&',/#3,C''M$',-&'>#@A(;',/#3,'0/76&E"/F+',-&'state
is the trustee, which manages !"#$%&$'()*+,)-',#!.+,$#!124 —the trust
>/($;(>7A_0"/',-&'@&$&?,'"0 ',-&'current and future generations—the
@&$&?;(7/(&3C''P-&3&';"6>"$&$,3'7AA"E',-&'%";,/($&',"'>A7B'7'
key role in adapting to sea level rise by dictating that land uses
affecting the shoreline be controlled using a forward-looking
perspective. Although the doctrine does not give the state any
additional regulatory authority, it can be used to support and protect
natural features of the trust lands, to defend against takings claims
that may arise from application of laws and regulations to protect
the shoreline, and to protect vulnerable areas in combination
with other common law remedies.125 However, lawmakers and
advocates should be mindful of concurrent trust obligations to tribes in the Puget Sound
region and should avoid encroaching on these obligations or other treaty rights.126
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As a tool for adapting to sea level rise, Washington should use the public trust doctrine to:
)* E4/'",'*5.1*95$.'5$.*.5'345&*8"5'34"7*/8 *'437'*&5.17D Using the public trust
%";,/($&+'7%4";7,&3'3-"#A%'>#3-'0"/'S73-($2,"$',"'7;,(4&AB'0#A?AA'(,3'>#@A(;',/#3,'
duty by protecting shoreline uses, including public access, and protecting the
shoreline itself. In the adaptation context, the goal would be to maintain or improve
the buffering capacity of shorelines to provide natural defenses to sea level rise and
reduce the need for hard-armoring.
)* S"8".1*525$.7'*'5-$.27*,&5$97D The public trust doctrine may provide a defense
for state action taken to protect public trust lands or resources but affecting private
property. Where Washington is obligated by the public trust doctrine to act, a court
67B'?$%',-7,',-&'3,7,&'%"&3'$",'-74&',"';"6>&$37,&'7'>/(47,&'A7$%"E$&/C127
)* >3<</4'*/':"4*,/99/.*&50*4"9"1$"7D Other common law remedies such as
dedication or prescription may also be used to protect shorelines and other public
trust resources. For example, public rights to a beach may be established by open
and continuous public use for a statutory period of time. In addition, a private
adaptation action that harms trust resources or endangers public health may
;"$3,(,#,&'7'>#@A(;'$#(37$;&C''1#@A(;',/#3,'/&3"#/;&3',-&/&0"/&'@&$&?,'0/"6'7'47/(&,B'
of common law doctrines that all promote and preserve the greater public good.
C. Conclusion
In Puget Sound, the impacts from sea level rise will likely manifest as incremental migration
of the ordinary mean high water mark as well as episodic but forceful storm surges and
other extreme weather events. Adapting to these impacts requires advance planning
and mapping of vulnerable areas, identifying priority actions for existing structures, and
%&3(2$7,($2'$7,#/7A'7/&73'3#@D&;,',"'%&4&A">6&$,'/&3,/(;,("$3C''I%4";7,&3';"#A%'7A3"';"$3(%&/'
legal tools such as rolling easements and the public trust doctrine to protect natural areas.
As many coastal communities around the country and the world are faced with sea level rise,
communities in Puget Sound can learn from and contribute to the adaptation conversation.
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VIII. Increased Average Temperature and
Extreme Weather Events
Increased average temperature and extreme weather events will be some of the most
disruptive impacts from climate change. Increases in average temperature are likely to occur
gradually and less perceptibly, but increased frequency of extreme weather events is likely to
take the form of episodic but severe temperature or precipitation events. These changes will
directly affect human health by exacerbating existing public health problems and introducing
$&E'>/"@A&63C''P-(3'3&;,("$'?/3,'%&3;/(@&3',-&'(6>7;,'"0 ';A(67,&';-7$2&'"$'-#67$'-&7A,-'
7$%',-&$'(%&$,(?&3'2&$&/7A'>/($;(>A&3'0"/'3&A&;,($2'7$%'(%&$,(0B($2'7%7>,7,("$'3,/7,&2(&3C''M,'
emphasizes the importance of pre-disaster planning to protect the public health and the
need for strategies to address poor air quality.
Quick Look: Increased Average
Temperature & Increased Frequency
of Extreme Heat Events
Primary Impact
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Õ>Ê i>Ì ]Ê«>ÀÌVÕ>ÀÞÊÛÕiÀ>LiÊ««Õ>ÌÃÊ
ÃÕV Ê>ÃÊV `Ài]Ê`>ÞÊ>LÀiÀÃ]ÊÌ iÊi`iÀÞ]ÊÌ iÊ«ÀÊ
>`ÊÃV>ÞÊ>À}>âi`]Ê>`ÊÌ ÃiÊÜÌ ÊiÝÃÌ}Ê
i>Ì ÊV`ÌÃ
ÀiÃÌÃ
-ÌÀÜ>ÌiÀÊvÀ>ÃÌÀÕVÌÕÀiÊ>`Ê«ÕLVÊ>`Ê«ÀÛ>ÌiÊ
vÀ>ÃÌÀÕVÌÕÀiÊÊy`«>Ã

Who are the Primary Actors?
UÊ
UÊ

-Ì>ÌiÊ>`ÊV>ÊÛiÀiÌÃ
V>Ê}ÛiÀiÌ>ÊÀ}>â>ÌÃÊÃÕV Ê>ÃÊ
VÕÌÞÊÀÊÀi}ÕÃÊ}ÀÕ«Ã®

The relationship of climate change to human health is multi-faceted.
For example, the severity of climate impacts on health is strongly
($R#&$;&%'@B'#$%&/AB($2'4#A$&/7@(A(,(&3+'3#;-'73'>""/'@73&A($&'-&7A,-'
and poverty. Failing to address these underlying vulnerabilities will
/&%#;&',-&'&00&;,(4&$&33'"0 '7$B';A(67,&X3>&;(?;'7%7>,7,("$'&00"/,3C'
Climate impacts are also likely to widen existing disparities because
vulnerable populations are less likely to be able to obtain health
care or to access other resources for recovery. As a result, these
vulnerable populations will bear the most severe impacts of climate
change, triggering a negative feedback loop that often results in longterm poverty.
P-&'1#2&,'H"#$%'G73($'@&$&?,3'0/"6'7'6(A%';A(67,&+'E(,-'74&/72&'
temperatures ranging from 30 to 80 degrees Fahrenheit throughout
the year. Thus, some of the most dramatic impacts of climate
change on human health will not result from increased average
temperature but instead from extreme weather events, in the form
of both precipitation and periods of unusual heat. Indeed, in the
United States, extreme heat events cause more deaths each year than
all other extreme weather events combined.128 These periods of heat
in normally temperate regions, such as Puget Sound, can be more
lethal than in regions accustomed to high temperatures because fewer
buildings are designed to provide protection from heat.

The CIG conducted modeling of heat-related morbidity and mortality under three warming
scenarios, low, middle, and high, in 2025, 2045, and 2085.129 In the Puget Sound region,
the increase of deaths ranged from 68 to 211 in 2025 under the three scenarios, from 89 to
401 in 2045, and 107 to 988 in 2085.130 The most vulnerable populations are children; the
elderly; the poor; those with existing mental illnesses or chronic diseases; and day laborers.
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]"/&'@/"7%AB+',-&'.&$,&/3'0"/'J(3&73&'."$,/"A':.J.<'(%&$,(?&%'7'/7$2&'"0 '>",&$,(7A';A(67,&'
impacts on human health,131 which include increased incidences of:
/' Asthma and respiratory allergies or diseases, caused by increased exposure to pollen from
extended growing seasons or to mold after heavy precipitation;
/' Cancer, potentially caused by increased exposure to chemicals and toxins from
hazardous facilities damaged as a result of extreme weather events;
/' Cardiovascular disease and stroke, as a result of increased stress from exposure to
airborne particulates and air pollutants;
/' 0..123.,(#'1%!#)!#!')(1'(+*,%*%.()-'1#&$%#($%#!+'0/"6';"$,76($7,&%'72/(;#A,#/&'7$%'?3-'
and potential food shortages related to weather-related crop damage or impacts to
transportation and storage of food supplies;
/' Heat-related morbidity and mortality, resulting from increased heat stress;
/' Human development effects, such as birth defects, early onset puberty, and abnormal
gene expression, resulting from increased exposure to toxins and chemicals in the air
and water;
/' Mental health and stress-related disorders, resulting from the trauma of the extreme
weather events, geographic displacement, and death of loved ones;
/' Vector-borne and zoonotic diseases that transfer to humans from animals, as a result of
geographic expansion of host and disease ranges, shortened pathogen incubation
periods, and relocation of human populations;
/' Waterborne diseases and illnesses, caused by human contact with contaminated water;
and
/' Weather-related morbidity and mortality, as a result of increased frequency of extreme
E&7,-&/'&4&$,3'3#;-'73'R""%($2+'-#//(;7$&3+'%/"#2-,3+'7$%'-&7,'E74&3C132
Many of these impacts require further study because the direct causal links are uncertain
despite the high correlative links. However, the need for further study does not preclude
action. Populations in the Puget Sound region could potentially experience increased risk
"0 '6"3,'"0 ',-&3&'(6>7;,3+'7$%'>#@A(;'-&7A,-'"0?;(7A3'3-"#A%'@&'7E7/&'"0 '-"E',-&3&'-&7A,-'
(6>7;,3'7/&'/&A7,&%',"';A(67,&';-7$2&'7$%'-"E',-&B'>/&3&$,C''!"/'&Q76>A&+'3-&AA?3-'7$%'
3-&AA?3-'7a#7;#A,#/&'7/&'4(,7A',"',-&'-&7A,-'7$%'E&AAX@&($2'"0 ',-&'/&2("$O3'^7,(4&'I6&/(;7$'
tribes and are important to the economy of Puget Sound.133''K"E&4&/+',-&',"Q($3'($'3-&AA?3-+'
E-(;-';7#3&'7'/7$2&'"0 '&00&;,3'0/"6'6(A%'273,/"($,&3,($7A'(AA$&33',"'>7/7AB3(3'70,&/'3-&AA?3-'
consumption, are present in higher concentrations in warmer waters.134 Climate change
may therefore lead to the increased risk of food-borne illness for human populations. In
addition, the historically mild climate in Puget Sound means that relatively few buildings
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and homes are equipped with air conditioning, increasing vulnerability to morbidity and
mortality from extreme heat events.
P-&'?2#/&'@&A"E'(AA#3,/7,&3',-&';"6>A&Q'/&A7,("$3-(>3'76"$2'-#67$'-&7A,-+';A(67,&'
change impacts, and mitigation and adaptation effects. Climate change has direct impacts
"$'?4&'73>&;,3':/&%'A($&3+'>#/>A&';(/;A&3<'"0 ',-&'-#67$'&$4(/"$6&$,',-7,'($',#/$'(6>7;,'
other environmental factors (purple circles). These environmental factors alter aspects of
human health (tan boxes), which include subpopulations that are particularly vulnerable to
human health impacts. Mitigation and adaptation efforts themselves alter the human health
landscape, and health systems play an integral role in addressing the impacts of climate
change on human health.135

A. Principles for Adapting to Climate Change in the Human Health
Sector
The determinants of individual health are a complex interaction of genetics, community,
3";("&;"$"6(;'3,7,#3+'&$4(/"$6&$,+'7$%'&%#;7,("$'7$%'7/&'"0,&$'%(0?;#A,',"'(3"A7,&C''P-&'
increased average temperatures and increased frequency of extreme weather events that
are driven by climate change will seldom be the sole drivers for negative impacts to human
health but instead will exacerbate underlying conditions.
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To begin adaptation efforts in the human health sector, policymakers and advocates should
consider the following principles:
)* +1/<'*5.*$.'"245'"1K*:/&$7'$,*5<<4/5,:*'/*$.,4"57"*4"7$&$".,"D Human health
is complex, dependent on many environmental, social, and economic factors.
Addressing any one factor may not result in improvement in health outcomes
or remove barriers to good public health posed by other factors. For example,
building cooling centers as an adaptation strategy may help, but only if those who
may need the centers are able to access them during a heat wave. This strategy
must be paired with transportation solutions for those who cannot afford cars or
public transportation. Thus, climate change adaptation strategies and laws should
consider these multiple factors, including profound economic disparities, to increase
a community’s overall resilience.
)* @/.7$1"4*3.1"4&($.2*1$7<54$'$"7*/4*1$88"4".,"7*':5'*588",'*5*,/993.$'(R7*
5%$&$'(*'/*515<'*'/*/4*4",/="4*84/9*5.*"#'4"9"*0"5':"4*"=".'D The impacts
of climate change on human health will manifest differently for discrete populations
within the same area. For example, immigrant communities that speak little to
no English or communities that view the police or government with suspicion
will need appropriate public service or emergency announcements, such as
announcements in different languages or disseminated by non-governmental
organizations. For prolonged increases in temperature, access to and the ability to
afford air conditioning is correlated with income. While air conditioning is critical
to reducing the health impacts of elevated temperatures, individuals with limited
($;"6&'67B'0"/&2"'"@,7($($2'"/'#3($2'7(/';"$%(,("$($2'E(,-"#,'?$7$;(7A'733(3,7$;&C''
For climate change adaptation to be both effective and equitable, these differences
and disparities must be acknowledged and accounted for as part of any adaptation
strategy.
)* +1/<'*515<'5'$/.*7'45'"2$"7*':5'*:5="*,/A%"."?'7*8/4*/':"4*7",'/47*/4*':5'*&$.-*
'/*/':"4*1$7,$<&$."7D Because of the interconnectedness of factors that impact
human health, this area presents a particularly ripe opportunity to promote strategies
7$%'A7E3',-7,'>/"4(%&'@&$&?,3',"'",-&/'3&;,"/3C''!"/'&Q76>A&+'(6>/"4($2'#$%&/AB($2'
air quality (discussed below) to lessen the existing impacts of heat-induced ozone
>"AA#,("$'E"#A%'-74&'(6>"/,7$,';"X@&$&?,3'0"/'-#67$'-&7A,-'7$%',-&'&$4(/"$6&$,'
more generally. At the same time, decisionmakers should also consider any negative
spillover effects caused by adaptation strategies in the public health sector, such as
introducing air conditioning that will lead to higher rates of energy consumption
and greenhouse gas emissions.
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B. Disaster Planning: Preparation is Key
Three Phases of Disaster Planning:
Some Considerations
Pre-Disaster Planning
UÊ
UÊ
UÊ
UÊ

Û>Õ>ÌiÊÛÕiÀ>LÌiÃÊvÊVÀÌV>ÊvÀ>ÃÌÀÕVÌÕÀiÊÃÕV Ê>ÃÊ
i>Ì ÊV>ÀiÊv>VÌiÃÊ>`Ê>ÀÊiÛ>VÕ>ÌÊÀÕÌiÃ
iÃ}>ÌiÊÀiÃ«ÃLÌÞ]ÊVÕ`}ÊÛiÀ>«ÊvÊ>ÀÊ>Ài>ÃÊ
vÊVViÀ
`iÌvÞÊÛÕiÀ>LiÊVÕÌiÃÊ
ÃÕÀiÊ>`iµÕ>Ìi]ÊVÕÌÕÀ>ÞÊÃÕÌ>Li]Ê«Ài`Ã>ÃÌiÀÊÜ>À}Ê
ÃÞÃÌi

Response During a Disaster
UÊ
UÊ
UÊ

ÃÕÀiÊÌiÞÊ>`Ê>VViÃÃLiÊ«ÕLVÊ>ÕViiÌÃÊÊ
ÃÕÀiÊ>LÌÞÊÌÊiÛ>VÕ>Ìi
ÃÕÀiÊ>VViÃÃÊÌÊÃ>viÊ>Ài>ÃÊÀÊÃ iÌiÀÃ

Post-Disaster Rebuilding and Recovery
UÊ
UÊ

iÃVÀLiÊ«ÀViÃÃÊÀÊÃV i>ÊvÀÊ`iV`}ÊÀiVÛiÀÞÊ
«ÀÀÌiÃ
`iÌvÞÊ>Ài>ÃÊvÀÊÀiV>Ì]ÊÀi`iÛi«iÌ]ÊÀÊ
>L>`iÌÊÊÀiLÕ`}Ê« >ÃiÊÌ >ÌÊiiÌÊÌ iÊii`ÃÊ
vÊ>ÊVÕÌiÃ

Overarching Elements
UÊ
UÊ
UÊ

ÕV>ÌÊ>`Ê`ÃÃi>ÌÊvÊvÀ>Ì
*ÕLVÊ«>ÀÌV«>ÌÊ>`Ê«ÕÌÊÊ`iVÃÊ>}
iÃ}>ÌiÊÀiÃÊ>`ÊÀiÃ«ÃLÌiÃ]ÊVÕ`}Ê "ÃÊ>ÃÊ
>««À«À>Ìi

One of the key adaptation strategies to address the episodic
but severe weather impacts from climate change is pre-disaster
planning. Starting the adaptation conversation early, prior
to the chaos of a disaster, creates an opportunity for broad
community participation in planning for post-disaster recovery.
Communities in the Puget Sound region should ensure that
they are undertaking thorough review of the existing ability to
respond to and recover from disasters.
In Washington, county governments are responsible for
disaster mitigation, preparedness, response, and recovery
within unincorporated areas, while tribes and municipalities
7/&'/&3>"$3(@A&'0"/'>A7$$($2'E(,-($',-&(/'D#/(3%(;,("$3C''
The mandatory Washington Comprehensive Emergency
Plan (WCEP)136 constitutes “a comprehensive, all-hazard
emergency plan for the state” that includes an analysis of the
natural, technological, or human-caused hazards that could
700&;,',-&'3,7,&C''S73-($2,"$'%&?$&3'Y&6&/2&$;B\'"/'Y%(373,&/\'
as a situation that either demands immediate action to preserve
public health, to protect public property, or to provide
relief to any stricken community; or reaches proportions of
destructiveness that warrant the governor declaring a state
of emergency. The plan also describes the procedures to be
used during emergencies, such as the process for administering
emergency assistance to victims of disasters.

In the adaptation context, disaster management planning is crucial because the impacts from
episodic but extreme weather events will likely manifest as events that qualify as disasters.
As Washington and local communities in Puget Sound review their disaster management
plans, they should revise their plans with adaptation in mind. Making disaster management
plans “adaptation aware” should include:
)* E4/L",'$/.*/8 *83'34"*4$7-D A disaster management plan should consider how
;A(67,&';-7$2&'(6>7;,3'E(AA'&Q7;&/@7,&'&Q(3,($2'/(3F3'7$%'3-"#A%'>/"D&;,',-&3&'$&E'
/(3F3C''!"/'&Q76>A&+',-&'@"#$%7/(&3'"0 'R""%'>A7($3'67B'&Q>7$%'E(,-'6"/&'3&4&/&'
3,"/63C''P-&'>A7$'3-"#A%'>/"D&;,'/(3F3'733";(7,&%'E(,-'7'/7$2&'"0 '3;&$7/("3C''
)* G57$,*$.8/495'$/.*5%/3'*7'43,'34"*/8 *':"*,/993.$'(D A disaster management
plan should include basic information about the community, including the economic
and demographic landscape. The plan should focus on identifying vulnerable
populations.
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)* E/7'A1$757'"4*=$7$/.*8/4*4"7$&$".'*,/993.$'$"7D A disaster management plan
3-"#A%'%&?$&'Y/&;"4&/B\'"/'($;A#%&'7$'"4&/7/;-($2'>"3,X%(373,&/'4(3("$',-7,'
transitions toward a more adaptive environment. This element should also
distinguish between areas that should be rebuilt and areas that are unsuitable for
rebuilding because of repeated or future risk. The community priorities should
be developed through extensive outreach to and public participation by all groups,
including traditionally marginalized populations.
)* S"7,4$<'$/.*/8 *</7'A1$757'"4*2/5&7*5.1*</&$,$"7D**The disaster management
plan should include goals that lead toward achieving the overarching post-disaster
vision and incorporating climate change adaptation strategies as part of any disaster
recovery strategy. Ideally, the plan should include goals related to improving
/&3(A(&$;&+'(6>/"4($2'&a#(,B'7$%'3";(7A'D#3,(;&'($'(6>A&6&$,($2'/&;"4&/B'3,/7,&2(&3['
protecting health and safety, and enhancing economic recovery.137 The plan should
also include policies to achieve these goals, including an overview of available
?$7$;(7A+'>&/3"$$&A+'7$%',&;-$(;7A'/&3"#/;&3'7$%'&Q(3,($2'"/'$&&%&%'A&27A',""A3C
)* S"7$2.5'$/.*/8 *4/&"7*5.1*4"7</.7$%$&$'(D**Much as the WCEP describes the role
of state agencies in a disaster or emergency, local disaster management plans should
identify the roles of local government agencies, quasi-governmental organizations,
7$%'$"$>/"?,'"/'$"$2"4&/$6&$,7A'"/27$(L7,("$3C''P-&'>A7$'3-"#A%'7A3"'(%&$,(0B'
,-&'7%6($(3,/7,(4&+',&;-$(;7A+'7$%'?$7$;(7A'/&3"#/;&3'747(A7@A&',"',-&3&'7;,"/3C138
Plans should also identify the roles of state and federal government agencies and
catalogue available resources.
C. The Clean Air Act: Increased Temperatures and Air Quality
.A(67,&';-7$2&'(3'>/"D&;,&%',"';7#3&'7'2/7%#7A'($;/&73&'($'74&/72&'3#/07;&',&6>&/7,#/&+'E-(;-'
will cause long-term impacts on human health through deteriorated air quality.139 Two of the
7(/'>"AA#,7$,3',-7,'E(AA'6"3,'3(2$(?;7$,AB'(6>7;,'-#67$'-&7A,-'7/&'2/"#$%XA&4&A'"L"$&'7$%'
particulate matter.
Ground-level ozone is not directly emitted by pollution sources. Instead, it occurs naturally
and through photochemical reactions between primary air pollutants (known as ozone
precursors). These reactions are facilitated by a variety of factors, including temperature.
The higher the temperature, the higher the level of ozone resulting from a given level of
emissions of ozone precursors. Ozone concentrations tend to be highest during summer
months, when sunlight is the most intense.140 Ground-level ozone pollution is associated
with serious health impacts, such as increased incidence of pneumonia, asthma, allergies, and
other chronic respiratory diseases, and increased mortality.141
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Similarly, concentrations of air-borne particulate matter (PM) may increase as average
surface temperatures increase because PM formation depends partly on temperature
and humidity.142 Studies link exposure to increased PM concentrations to increased
morbidity and mortality.143

ECF3/3&*#2)'7%/*#20%-=*#7%A#2%3+*#+'=-'42%-/#%'&#
quality degradation by changing the dispersion rate
!"#1!))3/%-/+G#/0*#20*7'2%)#*-$'&!-7*-/#"!&#!5!-*#
and particle pollution generation; and the strength
!"#*7'++'!-+#"&!7#/0*#('!+10*&*,#4&*+,#%-.#.3+/8

At the federal level, the Clean Air Act (CAA) is the primary
vehicle for addressing the air quality impacts of climate change.
It has been credited with achieving a 50 percent reduction in
the most common air pollutants and with reducing industrial
pollutant emissions by more than 70 percent.144 More recently, it
has become a vehicle by which EPA can regulate the emissions
of greenhouse gases.145

While many have considered how the CAA can be used to
reduce GHG emissions, less attention has been focused on the
Act’s potential role in adaptation. EPA regulates ground-level
ozone and particulate matter concentrations by establishing
national ambient air quality standards (NAAQS), and oversees
state plans designed to achieve the NAAQS. In the ozone context, neither EPA nor the
states can rely exclusively on current temperature data to determine the emission levels of
ozone precursors that will be needed to ensure future compliance with the ozone NAAQS.
Controls on emissions of ozone precursors that would have achieved air quality standards
if temperatures remained constant could fail to achieve the standards if temperatures—
and, consequently the ozone levels associated with a given level of emissions of ozone
precursors—increase.

- Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change,
The Physical Science Basis (2007).

U1I'7$%'S73-($2,"$'3-"#A%'7%D#3,',-&(/'(6>A&6&$,7,("$'"0 ',-&'.A&7$'I(/'I;,'
to better assure continued and future attainment of the ozone and particulate NAAQS
in the following ways:
)* H.734"*5,:$"="9".'*/8 *,344".'*5$4*O35&$'(*7'5.15417D Knowing that climate
change will likely worsen background air quality, the Department of Ecology should
strive to ensure that, at a minimum, all sources are meeting applicable source3>&;(?;'&6(33("$'A(6(,7,("$3',-/"#2-'($;/&73&%'&$0"/;&6&$,'&00"/,3'7$%'>&/6(,'
oversight.
)* ;"=$7"*23$15.,"*/.*1"'"49$.5'$/.*/8 *5''5$.9".'*7'5'37D Currently, EPA
generally recommends that states and tribes use historical air quality data to
determine attainment status. For example, EPA guidance on 8-hour ozone and
particular matter attainment demonstrations relies on a historical 3-year average.146
This reliance on historical data assumes that future conditions will remain relatively
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3,7,(;+'7'07A3&'733#6>,("$'2(4&$'>/"D&;,&%',&6>&/7,#/&'($;/&73&3'7$%',-&(/'(6>7;,'"$'
pollution levels. While this method may be viable within the stationarity framework
of environmental law, the increased frequency of extreme heat events may upend
,-&'#3&0#A$&33'"0 '>73,'%7,7'($'>/"D&;,($2'-"E'6#;-'&6(33("$';"$,/"A'(3'$&&%&%',"'
meet the NAAQS and protect public health from air pollution. At the federal level,
EPA should require states to assess not only whether they are in attainment based
upon past emissions, but whether they are likely to remain in attainment based on
the increased pollutant concentrations that higher temperatures are likely to trigger.
)* ;"=$7"*23$15.,"*/.*1"9/.7'45'$/.*/8 *83'34"*5,:$"="9".'*/8 *5''5$.9".'*
7'5'37D**States with nonattainment areas must develop state implementation plans
,-7,'3-"E'-"E',-&B'E(AA+'@B'%&7%A($&3'3>&;(?&%'($',-&'.II+'7,,7($',-&'^IIbHC''
For demonstrating future attainment for ozone and particulate matter, for example,
EPA again recommends in part that states use historical data as a baseline.147
In light of climate change, states should model future pollution scenarios based
on the concentrations likely to arise as a result of higher temperatures or include
worst-case scenario planning in the contingency measures. States should then be
required to alter their implementation plans and individual source permits to achieve
attainment in light of the increased ozone and particulate concentrations likely
to result from higher temperatures.
D. Other Legal Tools & Considerations
In considering adaptation to increased temperatures and increased frequency of extreme
weather events, federal, state, tribal, and local governments should also consider revising
@#(A%($2';"%&3'7$%'A7$%'#3&'/&2#A7,("$3',"'&$3#/&',-7,',-&B'7/&'R&Q(@A&'7$%'/&3>"$%',"'
adaptation needs. For example, low impact development requirements could not only
enhance water catchment, but also require design features that maximize cooling such as
vented ceilings, site selection, and structure orientation. Hazardous waste treatment or
%(3>"37A'07;(A(,(&3';"#A%'@&'3#@D&;,',"'7%%(,("$7A'@#(A%($2';"%&3'"/'3,"/6E7,&/'>/&4&$,("$'
>A7$3',"'>/&4&$,'A&7F72&'%#/($2'R""%($2'&4&$,3C'']7D"/'%(373,&/3'($',-&'>73,'%&;7%&+'
including Hurricane Katrina in the United States and the 2011 tsunami in Japan,
demonstrate the importance of such measures.
`A,(67,&AB+'7%7>,7,("$'($',-&'>#@A(;'-&7A,-'3&;,"/'($4"A4&3'3(2$(?;7$,';"AA7@"/7,("$'
among local governments, health care providers, and the public. Socially equitable
adaptation strategies require public participation in disaster management planning.
To avoid unanticipated surges in air pollution, Washington should begin implementing
the Clean Air Act to control emissions to levels that will protect the public from pollution
when temperatures increase.
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IX. Cross-Cutting Impacts
As noted throughout this manual, climate change impacts will not fall neatly into clear,
%&?$&%'@"#$%7/(&3C''M$3,&7%+',-&'(6>7;,3'E(AA';/(33;/"33',/7%(,("$7A'A($&3'"0 'D#/(3%(;,("$'7$%'
affect a variety of sectors in countless and unknown combinations. Other important sectors,
such as agriculture and hydropower, are primarily concentrated outside the scope of the
Puget Sound Basin and thus were not addressed in this manual. The overarching principles
%(3;#33&%'($'3&;,("$'Mk'7/&'$"$&,-&A&33'7>>A(;7@A&C''P-(3'3&;,("$'E(AA'@/(&RB'-(2-A(2-,'
particular areas of overlap.
A. The Marine Environment
The impact of greenhouse gas emissions affects both the atmosphere and the oceans.
In the ocean, climate change produces twin evils: the warming of the ocean surface and
%&>,-3'7$%'($;/&73($2'7;(%(?;7,("$'"0 ',-&'";&7$C148 Studies show that the oceans have
7@3"/@&%',-&'473,'67D"/(,B'"0 ',-&'-&7,'2&$&/7,&%'3($;&',-&'9W8*3+';7#3($2'%&&>';"$4&;,(4&'
changes in at least one of the world’s oceans.149 The heat and carbon dioxide sequestered
by the oceans is cycled into the depths of the large ocean basins; turnover occurs on
millennial timescales.150 The oceans and the Puget Sound are becoming increasingly
acidic—a vast change from their natural, alkaline state. The ocean is normally saturated
with carbonate and bicarbonate ions, which many marine organisms take up to form their
shells and skeletons. However, the oceans are becoming saturated with carbon dioxide,
which reduces the availability of these carbonate ions.

Case Study: The Mountains-toSound Approach
"iÊÌi}À>Ìi`Ê>««À>V ÊÌÊÌ }Ê>LÕÌÊ
V>ÌiÊV >}iÊ>`>«Ì>ÌÊÃÊ>ÊÕÌ>Ã
ÌÃÕ`Ê>««À>V ]Ê>`«Ìi`ÊLÞÊÌ iÊ/Õ>«Ê
/ÀLiÃ°ÊÊ iV>ÕÃiÊÃÌÊvÊÌ iÊÀÛiÀÊÃÞÃÌiÃÊ
ÊÌ iÊ*Õ}iÌÊ-Õ`Ê >ÃÊLi}ÊÊÌ iÊ
>ÃV>`iÃÊÀÊÌ iÊ"Þ«VÃÊ>`ÊyÜÊÌÊÌ iÊ
-Õ`]ÊÌ ÃÊ>««À>V ÊÃÊ ÃÌV>ÞÊ>ÌÊ
Ì iÊ>ÞÊViVÌÃÊLiÌÜiiÊÕ«ÃÌÀi>Ê
>`Ê`ÜÃÌÀi>ÊiVÃÞÃÌiÃÊ>`Ê>VÌÃ°ÊÊ
ÀÊiÝ>«i]ÊÀiÃÌÀ}ÊÕ«>`ÊvÀiÃÌÊ
}ÀÕ`ÊVÛiÀÊÃÊ>Ê>`>«Ì>ÌÊÃÌÀ>Ìi}ÞÊÜÌ Ê
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i>ÀiÀÊÃÜiÌÊiÝ«iVÌi`ÊvÀÊV>ÌiÊ
V >}iÊ>`Ê«ÀiÛiÌÊÀÕÃ }ÊÜ>ÌiÀÃÊvÀÊ
ÃVÕÀ}ÊÃ`iÊV >iÃÊÜ iÀiÊÕÛiiÊÃ>Ê
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These changes will have broad impacts on sea level rise, marine ecosystems and species,
and Washington’s aquaculture industry. Changes to the marine environment will impact
S73-($2,"$O3'9*h';"66&/;(7A'3-&AA?3-'7a#7;#A,#/&'7/&73+'E-(;-'A&7%',-&';"#$,/B'($'
;"66&/;(7AAB'07/6&%'@(47A4&'3-&AA?3-C''P-&'7$$#7A'&;"$"6(;'47A#&'"0 'S73-($2,"$O3'3-&AA?3-'
industry is valued at roughly $75 million.152 Adapting to these changes poses a particular
problem because the impact is global and the sources of greenhouse gases are dispersed,
07AA($2'"#,3(%&',-&'D#/(3%(;,("$'"0 'S73-($2,"$'7$%'&4&$',-&'`$(,&%'H,7,&3C''
B. Impacts on Flora and Fauna
The combined impacts of increased surface
temperatures and changed hydrologic
conditions will threaten almost all species
in every habitat in the Puget Sound basin.
Adaptation efforts should strive to maintain
whole ecosystems, recognizing the complex
interactions and relationships among species.
C. Forests
The overall increase in average surface
,&6>&/7,#/&'(3'A(F&AB',"'-74&'3(2$(?;7$,'
impacts on forest composition, productivity,
and health in Puget Sound. Both temperature
and water availability will impact the
distribution of certain species, such as the
J"#2A73'?/+'7$%'E(AA'700&;,',-&';"6>"3(,("$'"0 '
0"/&3,3'($',-&'($A7$%'7/&73'"0 ',-&'1#2&,'H"#$%'G73($C''1/"D&;,&%'($;/&73&3'($'6"#$,7($'>($&'
@&&,A&'"#,@/&7F3'7$%'0"/&3,'?/&3'E(AA';7#3&'3(2$(?;7$,'%(3,#/@7$;&3',"'0"/&3,'&;"3B3,&63C''
The pine beetle outbreaks are likely to worsen at higher altitudes, due to warmer conditions
that are favorable to the insects. The CIG also estimates that the burn area will double
or triple by the end of the 2040s, and total burned acres may reach up to 2 million acres
in the 2080s. For all forests across the state, the combination of higher temperatures,
decreased water availability as a result of less snowpack and higher rates of evaporation
from soil in summer months, and associated ecosystem disturbances suggest that few forests
will be immune to adverse changes.
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D. Stormwater & Flooding
!A""%($2'>"3&3'3(2$(?;7$,'/(3F3'@",-'0"/'7a#7,(;'&;"3B3,&63+'@B'3;"#/($2'-7@(,7,'7$%'
($,/"%#;($2';"$,76($7$,3+'7$%'-#67$X@#(A,'($0/73,/#;,#/&C''1/"D&;,("$3'0"/'&Q,/&6&'
>/&;(>(,7,("$'7$%'R""%($2'&4&$,3'7/&'#$;&/,7($+'@#,'/&2("$7A';A(67,&'6"%&A3'2&$&/7AAB'
indicate an increase in extreme rainfall events. The CIG report notes that few statistically
3(2$(?;7$,';-7$2&3'($'&Q,/&6&'/7($07AA'-74&'@&&$'"@3&/4&%'($'S73-($2,"$+'&Q;&>,'0"/',-&'
1#2&,'H"#$%C'']"/&'/&;&$,'R""%'&4&$,3'3#22&3,',-7,';#//&$,'
($0/73,/#;,#/&+'#3($2')*,-';&$,#/B'%7,7+'67B'@&'($3#0?;(&$,'0"/'
For an excellent guide to adopting local stormwater
the future climate. For example, the CIG Report noted that the
ordinances, see Local Water Policy Innovation:
50-year storm between 1956 and 1980 became an 8.4-year storm
A Road Map for Community Based Stormwater
between 1981 and 2005 in the Puget Sound region. Flooding can
Solutions by American Rivers.
D&">7/%(L&'>/">&/,B'7$%'-#67$'-&7A,-+'0"/'&Q76>A&+'@B'A&7%($2',"'
sewage overruns that cause widespread water contamination.

E. Ports
P-&'67D"/'>"/,3'"0 'H&7,,A&'7$%'P7;"67'-74&'@&2#$'7;;"66"%7,("$'7;,("$3_&A&47,($2'
>(&/3'7$%'%";F3+'%&3(2$($2'R"7,($2',&/6($7A3_,"'7%7>,',"'>/"D&;,&%'3&7'A&4&A'/(3&C''P-&3&'
ports are part of a vast transportation hub in the Puget Sound basin, and climate change
impacts on them will have reverberating effects on infrastructure, food supplies, public
health, and other sectors. Relying on green infrastructure is not feasible for most ports,
which are heavily developed.
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X. Future Research & Conclusions
Adapting to climate change impacts in the Puget Sound Basin will require an innovative
and sustained approach that recognizes the many connections between and among human
interactions and ecosystems. Much as the impacts will affect broad swaths of natural
resources and communities, so too must the response be integrated, holistic, and multidisciplinary. Climate change will challenge the legal status quo, forcing policymakers to
rethink existing tools and how they may apply to previously unknown problems.
This manual is intended to guide the climate change adaptation discussion in the Puget
Sound Basin toward an environmentally protective and socially equitable approach.
Although the impacts will be overwhelming, that fact cannot be an excuse for delay,
half-hearted attempts, or inaction. Future adaptation research could examine what
lessons Washington can learn from other regions, states, and countries. Future research
could also focus on developing a set of model regulations for individual sectors that provide
a template for local governments and states that are serious about adapting themselves
to a new climate future.
Facing tough policy questions now and laying the foundation for responding to climate
impacts, both gradual and catastrophic, is one of the best adaptation strategies that
Washington and communities in the Puget Sound Basin can take to ensure environmentally
protective and socially equitable adaptation to climate change.
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XI. Glossary of Selected Terms
Adaptation

/ iÊ>`ÕÃÌiÌÊÊ>ÌÕÀ>ÊÀÊ Õ>ÊÃÞÃÌiÃÊÊÀiÃ«ÃiÊÌÊ>VÌÕ>ÊÀÊ
iÝ«iVÌi`ÊV>ÌVÊÃÌÕÊÀÊÌ iÀÊivviVÌÃ

Adaptive
Management

Ê>ÌÕÀ>ÊÀiÃÕÀViÃÊ>>}iiÌÊ>««À>V ÊÜ iÀiÊ>>}iÀÃÊ`iÃ}Ê
>>}iiÌÊ>VÌÃÊ>ÃÊÃViÌwVÊiÝ«iÀiÌÃ]ÊÌÀÊÌ iÊÕÌViÃ]ÊÊ
>`Ê>`ÕÃÌÊÌ iÊ>>}iiÌÊ>VÌÃÊ`i«i`}ÊÊÌ iÊÕÌViÃÊ«À`ÕVi`Ê
LÞÊÌ iÊiÝ«iÀiÌÃ

Environmental
Justice

Vi«ÌÊÌ >ÌÊiÛiÀÞÊ«iÀÃÊÃ Õ`Ê >ÛiÊiµÕ>Ê>VViÃÃÊÌÊÃiÊÕÊ
iÛiÊvÊÀiÃÕÀViÃÊÌÊ>ÜÊÌ iÊ«ÕÀÃÕÌÊvÊ>ÊÃ>vi]Ê«ÕÀ«ÃivÕ]Ê>`Ê`}wi`Ê
iÝÃÌiViÆÊi« >ÃâiÃÊ>ÊLÀ>`ÊÌiÀ«ÀiÌ>ÌÊvÊºiÛÀiÌ]»Ê«ÀÌiVÌÊ
vÀÊ >À]Ê>`Ê«ÕLVÊ«>ÀÌV«>Ì

Exposure

/ iÊ« ÞÃV>Ê>Ã«iVÌÃÊvÊ>Ê`Ã>ÃÌiÀÊÌ >ÌÊ«>ViÊ«i«iÊÀÊ>ÌÕÀ>ÊÀiÃÕÀViÃÊÊ
>À½ÃÊÜ>Þ

Indigenous
Knowledge

/ iÊÜi`}iÊvÊ>`ÊLiivÃÊÊÌ iÊÌiÀViVÌÃÊLiÌÜiiÊ Õ>ÃÊÊ
>`ÊÌ iÊiÛÀiÌÊÊÌ iÊÜiLÊvÊvi

Maladaptation

`>«Ì>ÌÊ>VÌÊÌ >ÌÊVÀi>ÃiÃÊÛÕiÀ>LÌÞÊÌÊÌ iÊ«>VÌÃÊvÊV>ÌiÊ
V >}i]ÊÃÕV Ê>ÃÊ>VÌÃÊÌ >ÌÊ`iÛiÀÊÃ ÀÌÌiÀÊ}>ÃÊÀÊiVVÊLiiwÌÃÊ
LÕÌÊi>`ÊÌÊVÀi>Ãi`ÊÛÕiÀ>LÌÞÊÊÌ iÊi`ÕÊÌÊ}ÌiÀÊ>`Ê>ÞÊ
vÀiVÃiÊvÕÌÕÀiÊ>`>«Ì>ÌÊ>VÌÃ

Mitigation

Õ>Ê>VÌÃÊÌ>iÊÌÊÀi`ÕViÊÌ iÊÃÕÀViÃÊvÊÀÊVÀi>Ã}ÊÌ iÊÃÃÊÊ
vÀÊ}Àii ÕÃiÊ}>ÃiÃ]ÊÌ iÀiLÞÊÀi`ÕV}ÊÌ iÀÊ>LiÌÊVViÌÀ>ÌÊÊ
ÊÌ iÊ>ÌÃ« iÀi

Principled
Flexibility

LÌÞÊÌÊ>VÌÊÜÌ ÊLÕ`i`Ê`ÃVÀiÌÊÌÊ>V iÛiÊÃÌ>Ìi`Ê}>ÃÊ>`Ê
>VVÕÌ>LÌÞÊvÀÊÌÊ>VÌ}]Ê`i>Þ}Ê>VÌ]ÊÀÊÃÕLÃÌ>Ì>ÞÊ`iÛ>Ì}Ê
vÀÊÌ iÊÛiÀ>ÀV }ÊÀi}Õ>ÌÀÞÊ>`Ê>>}iiÌÊ}>Ã

Public Trust
Doctrine

ÊVÊ>ÜÊ`VÌÀiÊ `}ÊÌ >ÌÊÌ iÊÃÌ>ÌiÊ `ÃÊViÀÌ>Ê>ÌÕÀ>Ê
ÀiÃÕÀViÃÊÊÌÀÕÃÌÊvÀÊÌ iÊLiiwÌÊvÊVÕÀÀiÌÊ>`ÊvÕÌÕÀiÊ}iiÀ>ÌÃ

Resilience

/ iÊ>LÌÞÊvÊ>ÊÃV>ÊÀÊiV}V>ÊÃÞÃÌiÊÌÊ>LÃÀLÊ`ÃÌÕÀL>ViÃÊÜ iÊ
ÀiÌ>}ÊÌ iÊÃ>iÊL>ÃVÊÃÌÀÕVÌÕÀiÊ>`ÊÜ>ÞÃÊvÊvÕVÌ}ÆÊÌ iÊV>«>VÌÞÊvÀÊ
ÃivÀ}>â>Ì]Ê>`ÊÌ iÊV>«>VÌÞÊÌÊ>`>«ÌÊÌÊÃÌÀiÃÃÊ>`ÊV >}i

Stationarity

/ iÊVVi«ÌÊÌ >ÌÊ>ÌÕÀ>ÊÃÞÃÌiÃÊyÕVÌÕ>ÌiÊÜÌ Ê>ÊÕV >}}ÊiÛi«iÊ
vÊÛ>À>LÌÞ

Vulnerability

/ iÊV>«>VÌÞÊvÊ>Ê`Û`Õ>ÊÀÊVÕÌÞÊÌÊ>ÌV«>Ìi]ÊV«iÊÜÌ ]ÊÀiÃÃÌ]Ê
>`ÊÀiVÛiÀÊvÀÊÌ iÊ«>VÌÊvÊ>Ê>ÌÕÀ>Ê >â>À`
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XII. Selected List of Climate Change Adaptation
Resources
A. Climate Change Science
Climate Impacts Group 2009. The Washington Climate Change Impacts Assessment (M. McGuire
Elsner, J. Littell, and L. Whitely Binder eds.).
—See generally Climate Impacts Group Publications
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), Climate Change 2007: The Physical
Science Basis (Cambridge University Press 2007).
—Climate Change 2007: Mitigation of Climate Change (Cambridge University Press 2007).
—Climate Change 2007: Impacts, Adaptation and Vulnerability (Cambridge University Press
2007).
B. Adaptation Resources in Washington
Swinomish Climate Adaptation Action Plan (2010).
Washington Department of Ecology, Pub. No. 08-11-061. Walla Walla Watershed
Management Partnership: A Proposal for a Pilot Local Water Management Program in the
Walla Walla Basin (2008).
—Appendix A: Addressing Sea Level Rise in Shoreline Master Programs in SHORELINE
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM HANDBOOK.
—Greenhouse Gas Emissions and SEPA (Working Paper, Oct. 19, 2010).
—State Environmental Policy Act Handbook (2003).
Washington Department of Natural Resources, “Chapter 4 No Net Loss of Ecological
Functions” in SHORELINE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM HANDBOOK (June 22, 2010).
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C. Adaptation Plans From Other Jurisdictions
City of Chicago, Chicago Climate Action Plan (2008),
California Natural Resources Agency, 2009 California Climate Adaptation Strategy (2009).
New York State Sea Level Rise Task Force, Report to the Legislature (November 2010).
Florida Atlantic University, Florida’s Resilient Coasts: A State Policy Framework for
Adaptation to Climate Change.
National Academy of Sciences, “Chapter 3: What are America’s Options for Adaptation?”
in ADAPTING TO THE IMPACTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE (National Academies Press 2010).
United Kingdom, Department of Environment and Rural Affairs,
Climate Change: Taking Action (2010).
—Adapting to Climate Change in England: A Framework for Action (2008).
D. Adaptation Overview & Guidance
Pew Center on Global Climate Change, Climate Change Adaptation: What Federal Agencies are
Doing (Nov. 2010).
White House Council on Environmental Quality, Progress Report of the Interagency Climate
Change Adaptation Task Force: Recommended Actions in Support of a National Climate Change
Adaptation Strategy (Oct. 5, 2010).
N"4&/$6&$,'I;;"#$,7@(A(,B'V0?;&+'NIVX9*X99=+'Climate Change Adaptation: Strategic Federal
4-)((%(5'6.+-1'7#-"'8.9#,(:#(*';<&$%)-!'=)>#'=.,#'?(<.,:#1'@#$%!%.(! (Oct. 7, 2009).
—GAO10-114SP, Climate Change Adaptation: Information on Selected Federal Efforts to Adapt
to a Changing Climate (Mar. 25, 2009).
Bill Holman & Amy Pickle, Climate Ready Estuaries: A Blueprint for Change, Nicholas Institute
Report (March 2011).
E. Other
Robert R.M. Verchick, FACING CATASTROPHE: ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION FOR A POST-KATRINA
WORLD (Harvard Univ. Press 2010).
Interagency Working Group on Climate Change and Health, A Human Health Perspective on
Climate Change.
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F. Law Review Articles
IA&D7$%/"'.767;-"+'Adapting Governance to Climate Change: Managing Uncertainty through a
Learning Infrastructure, 59 EMORY LAW JOURNAL 1 (2009).
—A!!%!*#1'=%5,)*%.(B'C#1#&(%(5'D)*+,#')(1'D)*+,)-'C#!.+,$#'E)F'G(1#,'6-%:)*#'6H)(5#, 27
YALE JOURNAL ON REGULATION 171 (2010).
Robin Kundis Craig, A Comparative Guide to the Western States’ Public Trust Doctrines: Public
I)-+#!J'4,%9)*#'C%5H*!J')(1'*H#'K9.-+*%.('L.F),1')('K$.-.5%$)-'4+3-%$'L,+!*, 37 ECOLOGY LAW
QUARTERLY 53 (2010).
—Stationarity is Dead! Long Live Transformation: Five Principles for Climate Change Adaptation
E)F, 34 HARVARD ENVIRONMENTAL LAW REVIEW 1 (2010).
—6-%:)*#'6H)(5#'6.:#!'*.'*H#'6-#)('M)*#,'A$*B'D.F'MH)*N, 1 WASHINGTON & LEE JOURNAL
OF ENERGY, CLIMATE, & THE ENVIRONMENT 7 (2010).
Holly Doremus, Adaptative Management as an Information Problem, 89 NORTH CAROLINA LAW
REVIEW 101 (2011).
—D#F'@%,#$*%.(!'%('K(9%,.(:#(*)-'E)FB'LH#'K(1)(5#,#1'O"#$%#!'A$*B'O*)*%$'E)F'=##*!'@P():%$'
World, 32 WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY JOURNAL OF LAW & POLICY 175 (2010).
Daniel A. Farber, Adaptation Planning and Climate Impact Assessments: Learning From NEPA’s
0-)F!, 39 ENVIRONMENTAL LAW REPORTER 10605 (2009).
Robert L. Glicksman, Climate Change Adaptation: A Collective Action Perspective on Federalism
Considerations, 40 ENVIRONMENTAL LAW 1159 (2010) (with Richard E. Levy).
— Ecosystem Resilience to Disruptions Linked to Global Climate Change: An Adaptive Approach
to Federal Land Management, 87 NEBRASKA LAW REVIEW 833 (2009).
Damien Leonard, C)%!%(5'*H#'E#9##B'@+*$H'E)(1'G!#'E)F')!')'=.1#-'<.,'GQOQ'A1)"*)*%.('*.'6-%:)*#'
Change, 21 GEORGETOWN INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAW REVIEW 543 (2009).
J.B. Ruhl, 6-%:)*#'6H)(5#'A1)"*)*%.(')(1'*H#'O*,+$*+,)-'L,)(!<.,:)*%.('.< 'K(9%,.(:#(*)-'E)F, 40
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW 363 (2010).
—General Design Principles for Resilience and Adaptive Capacity in Legal Systems: Applications to
6-%:)*#'6H)(5#'A1)"*)*%.('E)F, 89 NORTH CAROLINA LAW REVIEW __ (2011).
—Climate Change and the Endangered Species Act: Building Bridges to the No-Analog Future, 88
BOSTON UNIVERSITY LAW REVIEW 1 (2008)
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